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1. Introduction 
 

This report examines the state of the right to freedom of expression in Egypt, Morocco 
and Tunisia in the period from 2011 to the present. It examines three areas impacting on 
that right in particular – limitations imposed on speech based on its content; limitations 
on the freedom of the media; and limitations derived from counter-terrorism laws and 
practice. 
 

The right to freedom of expression is of fundamental importance to the development of a 
free, open and democratic society, as freedom of expression is required in order for 
individuals to inform themselves, communicate, discuss political affairs and become 
active participants in the governance of their communities. As such, however, it is also 
an area in which governing authorities are often particularly keen to establish their 
dominance and control, recognizing the core importance of controlling the public 
narrative to maintaining their positions of power. Ensuring freedom of expression against 
such attacks is hence a vital task, made all the more necessary by the enabling role 
freedom of expression plays relative to the potential to address human rights violations 
across the board. 
 

Historically, similar problems have been faced in all Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia, 
underpinned by a philosophy and practice of government control and the utilization of 
restrictive legal frameworks frequently derived from colonial practice. In the past 5 years 
examined by this study, however, significant divergence in the countries considered can 
be observed. 
 

In Egypt, despite calls since 2011 for existing restrictive legal frameworks to be 
reformed, little progress was made on such grounds. A new constitution approved by 
referendum in January of 2014 contains numerous guarantees pertaining to freedom of 
expression. The clauses of the constitution protecting that right, together with Egypt’s 
international obligations, have been ignored over the last several years however. Existing 
legal frameworks have continued to be used to attack and limit freedom of expression in 
a wide range of areas during this time, and in fact have been augmented by new rights-
restricting laws, including in the area of counter-terrorism in particular. 
 

The story in Morocco is similar. A new constitution containing several guarantees 
pertaining to freedom of expression was adopted in 2011; Morocco has yet to bring its 
legal framework into compliance with the rights guaranteed by the constitution however. 
Instead, as in Egypt, existing laws continue to be used to restrict freedom of expression. 
Morocco has had a less tumultuous history than Egypt over the last five years, and as 
such red lines are clearer, and restrictions comparatively more likely to be imposed 
through financial penalties than imprisonment. The effect, however, may be an even 
more tightly limited space for freedom of expression, sharpened by a more restrictive 
attitude adopted by the government since mid-2014 in particular. 
 

In Tunisia, recent history has been more positive. Positive reforms to laws governing the 
media have been made since the 2011 fall of Ben Ali, and while a number of problematic 
legal provisions remain and have been used, the situation is dramatically more free and 
open than under the pre-2011 regime. New counter-terrorism legislation adopted 
following dramatic terrorist attacks in 2015 contains a number of rights restrictive 
provisions however. 
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2. Limitations on speech on the basis of its content 
 

Despite these variations in path and in intensity of violation, the types of limitations 
relied on in all three countries exhibit a high degree of similarity. Limitations on speech 
on the basis of its content include, in the first place, provisions limiting criticism of the 

authorities. Such provisions may still be found in the penal codes of all three countries; 
that in Morocco is perhaps the most symbolically emblematic, with one article combining 
prohibitions on criticism of the King, Islam and the nation. Particularly problematic in this 
context is the fact that laws prohibiting criticism of the judiciary are often included 
among such clauses, helping to legally reinforce a pattern in which judicial actors more 
often reinforce repressive tendencies than they work to reform unjust laws. 
 

Laws prohibiting criticism of the authorities have been applied in Egypt for instance to 
individuals who called for a no vote during the 2014 constitutional referendum, while 
prominent critical politician Amr Hamzawy was charged with insulting the judiciary in 
January 2014 due to criticism of sentences issued against international democracy 
promotion organizations. In Morocco, rappers who have composed songs critical of the 
authorities have faced prosecution under such legal provisions, as have other individuals 
who have criticized the authorities in personal discussions or on their Facebook pages. 
Perhaps the best known and most frequent target of such laws has been journalist Rachid 
Nini, however, who has been penalized with prison and fine for investigative stories 
concerning the authorities, including a 2011 sentence following the publication of a piece 
criticizing the head of Morocco’s domestic intelligence agency. In Tunisia too, numerous 
individuals who have criticized the authorities in one way or another have found 
themselves subject to charges under numerous provisions of the Penal Code, including 
for example the recent charges against filmmaker Ines Ben Othman following her 
accusations of harassment by the police. 
 

The second form of problematic limitation of speech on the basis of its content takes the 
form of laws penalizing violations of public morality or insult to religion. Such clauses 
generally serve as a disproportionate and inappropriate limitation on freedom of 
expression by preventing discussion of abstract ideas. Such provisions are even more 
problematic in practice, however, as they are inevitably used to target those possessing 
minority views, and not those possessing majority religious or normative positions. In 
this context, such prosecutions themselves ironically may come very close to and often in 
fact constitute and involve hate speech and persecution – even while potentially relying 
on a purportedly anti-hate speech rationale. 
 

Innumerable instances of such violation may be cited to in Egypt, where both the public 
at large and the government have contributed to the persecution of individuals, such as 
author and land rights activist Karem Saber Ibrahim, found guilty of having insulted 
Islam; Mohamed Fahmi Abd al-Sayyad Asfour, Amr Abdullah and Mahmoud Dahroug, 
due, it seems, to their being Shia; against Sharif Gaber and Karim Ashraf Mohamed al-
Banna for having allegedly declared themselves atheists; and against numerous Copts for 
purported insults to Islam, regardless of the level of questions – often extremely high – 
as to the accuracy of the evidence pertaining to the charges against them. In Morocco, 
charges against rapper Othman Atiq included not only charges of insulting state 
institutions, but also of insulting religion, demonstrating once again the interplay 
between the two categories. Charges of offending public morality have also been brought 
against women who had purportedly worn tight dresses, after they were harassed by 
men, once again demonstrating the manner in which laws in such areas target victims. 
Tunisia has seen individuals penalized under such laws due to what were deemed 
offensive depictions of the prophet Mohammed as well as the broadcasting or creation of 
creative work found offensive in one way or another. As elsewhere, the Tunisian 
examples reveal extreme subjectivity, and a one-way street in which such charges are 
only applied to purported offenses against majority viewpoints. 
 



 

The third type of limitation of speech on the basis of its content are laws which impose 

overly broad penalizations, most prominently in the region laws which penalize the 

spreading of false news. Such laws provide a convenient and facially neutral mechanism 
by which the authorities can pursue those engaging in speech they do not approve of 
while asserting neutrality. As such, they grant the authorities excessive discretion, 
penalize behavior that should not be penalized, and exert a particularly broad chilling 
effect on the right to freedom of expression. 
 

In Egypt, such provisions were relied on in the trial of the Al Jazeera journalists as well 
as in bringing charges against Hossam Bahgat, a well-known investigative journalist and 
human rights defender. In both cases, charges appeared to have been brought due to 
the airing of stories and perspectives the authorities would rather had not been aired. In 
Morocco, charges under such provisions have been brought against Hamid Elmahdaouy, 
editor of a website known for reporting on human rights violations and corruption, 
journalist Rachid Nini, after a story critical of a government ministry, and Maati Monjib 
and Karima Nadir, human rights defenders and journalists, following assistance in the 
preparation of a report documenting violations of the right to freedom of expression in 
Morocco. In Tunisia, such provisions were infamously used to target Fahem Boukadous, a 
reporter, in 2008, following his reporting on protests against poor economic conditions, 
human rights violations and corruption in Gafsa. More recently they have been employed 
against Hajlaoui Nabil, Ayoub Massoudi, Hakim Ghanmi, Yassine Ayari and Sahbi Jouini 
for criticizing the military in various ways. 
 

Fourth, legal frameworks in the countries studied demonstrate a failure to properly define 

defamation or provide for an appropriate set of defenses and exemptions. Laws in all 
three countries inappropriately penalize insults, an overly vague and subjective form of 
penalization inevitably used in a discriminatory manner in practice. In general, moreover, 
laws across the three countries fail to adequately define defamation, appropriately 
distribute burdens of proof, provide for heightened standards in order to show 
defamation in cases raising matters of public concern, or allow for the defense of 
reasonable publication. The result is the creation of a framework in which defendants will 
have an extremely difficult time prevailing in their cases, and in which the chilling effects 
relative to freedom of expression will be strengthened. 
 

Fifth, legal frameworks in the countries in question impose excessive penalties, including 

penal sanctions for speech offenses. While legal frameworks that penalize defamation are 
reasonable, it is crucial that any sanctions imposed be proportionate to the harm in 
question, with an eye to ensuring the minimal chilling effect possible. Penal sanctions in 
particular are widely recognized as inappropriate, not only because of the weight of 
sanction involved but also because they make the state the agent of that sanctioning. 
Excessive monetary sanctions must be recognized as inappropriate as well however – 
excessive monetary sanctions have, in fact, been applied in the region, with the apparent 
intent and clear practical effect of preventing freedom of expression. Most apparent in 
this regard was the shutting down of the critical media outlet Le Journal Hebdomadaire in 
Morocco following a massive defamation penalty in 2006. 
 

Taken together, clauses of the sort found in all three countries grant the authorities wide 
powers of discretion and control relative to policing the sorts of expression that will and 
will not be allowed in the polities in question, and exert chilling effects that are 
responsible for limitations of the right well beyond the boundaries of cases actually 
brought. While in some countries such as Tunisia practice has been more positive, this 
can be traced more to the development of a positive political climate and public sphere in 
the country; even there, in other words, it is important that that sphere be strengthened 
and protected by reform of the laws in question. 
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Recommendations 

 

 Remove all provisions in law which impose additional penalties for speech 
targeting the authorities; revise legal frameworks to allow more, rather than less, 
freedom of speech in all areas of public concern; 

 Remove or limit all overly broad or vague provisions, including provisions which 
aim to protect a vaguely defined ‘public morality’, ‘national sovereignty’ or 
‘national security’; 

 Remove all penalizations of insult; 
 Rework procedural provisions to ensure an appropriate regime of defenses; 
 Remove all penal sanctions for speech, as well as other excessive penalties. 

 
3. Limitations on freedom of the media 

 

In addition to limitations on speech on the basis of its content, the countries in question 
employ legal frameworks that limit freedom of expression by providing the authorities 
with extensive control over the media. 
 

Laws in Egypt and Morocco impose state control over the print media; a new law in 
Tunisia is more positive, though several components of that law are still in need of 
further positive amendment. Newspapers must obtain permission to operate in Egypt and 
Morocco, from less than independent government bodies. While the situation is better 
under a new law in Tunisia, the unnecessary requirement of declaration to a judge is still 
included in the law. In addition, a substantial sector of the print media is government-
owned and controlled in Egypt, in addition to which government control over substantial 
advertising funds provides yet further control over content. Enabling a transition to an 
independent print media will provide both an important signal and enabler of the 
transition to freer societies on the whole. 
 

Laws in all Egypt and Morocco impose state control over broadcast media; in Tunisia a 
new law is more positive, though a number of provisions should be strengthened to 
provide for greater independence. In Egypt, broadcast media is almost entirely controlled 
by the state, though satellite broadcasts of course have more independence due to the 
nature of their industry. In Morocco too, the law provides the authorities extensive 
control and discretion over broadcast media. Broadcast media are one of the most 
important and commonly accessed sources of information around the world; as such, 
ensuring that such forms of media are free and independent is, as with the print media, a 
key signal and enabler of freer societies.  
 

Laws in all three countries impose state control over communications media; while in 
Tunisia those legal framework of control have been less used since the revolution, they 
are still in need of replacement. Egyptian control over such media was exemplified most 
dramatically when internet and telephone services were cut in 2011; while this was later 
found to have been a violation by Egypt’s highest administrative court, that positive spirit 
of that 2011 judgment has not led to necessary reforms. Given the key importance of 
telecommunications to modern societies, and the important space for alternative voices 
provided by the internet, it is crucial to ensure state control over such spaces not be 
allowed to tighten. 
 

Laws in all three countries impose state control over journalists. In all three countries, 
the law limits the definition of journalists unnecessarily. All three have also seen attacks 
on journalists. In Morocco, Mohamed Sokrate, a blogger known for his reporting on 
sensitive topics, was sentenced to two years in prison on drug charges in 2012. Micham 
Mansouri, a member of the Moroccan Association of Investigative Journalists, was 
sentenced to ten months in prison in 2015 on adultery charges. Samad Iach, another 
member of the Association, was banned from travelling abroad on the basis of a variety 
of vague charges. In Egypt, attacks on journalists have been yet more severe. Numerous 
journalists have been killed and detained since 2011, often while covering protests. 
 



 

Laws in Egypt and Morocco allow for censorship. Censorship has been applied since 2011 
in Egypt to shut down TV channels and shows and seize the publication of newspapers 
and human rights organizations, and in Morocco to shut down papers and websites. 
Governments are unlikely ever to use censorship frequently, given the difficulties of 
effectively limiting information in the current age and the potential outcry should they do 
so; that the option is maintained, however, contributes to a broader network of legal 
provisions designed to chill speech, and demonstrates an underlying philosophy of 
control. 
 

Laws in Egypt and Morocco also impose special requirements on foreign media outlets, 
and both countries have taken measures against foreign reporters and channels with 
whose coverage they differed. Al Jazeera in particular has been on the receiving end of 
such attacks, with several reporters with Al Jazeera English notoriously detained in Egypt, 
while Al Jazeera has also been penalized in Morocco following coverage of issues 
pertaining to Western Sahara. 
 

Recommendations 

 

 Press entities should be able to operate freely, without the need for licensing or 
oversight; 

 Broadcast regulators should distribute frequencies impartially and with the aim of 
promoting diversity; non-terrestrial broadcasters should not be required to apply 
for licenses; 

 Telecommunications networks, including both mobile phones and the internet, 
should be able to operate freely and without extensive government interference or 
surveillance; 

 Any government entities with oversight powers over the media must be 
completely independent; 

 Who may practice as a journalist should in no way be limited, and journalistic 
quality assurances should be left to self-regulation; 

 Censorship, seizure of publications or suspension of media outlets should be 
banned in all but the most extreme cases; 

 A diverse media, including a wide range of viewpoints, should be promoted; 
 The protection of journalists’ sources should be assured. 

 
4. Limitations on freedom of expression imposed by counter-terrorism laws 

 

Restrictions on the content of speech and control over the media have long been the 
principle tools used by repressive regimes to restrict freedom of expression. More 
recently, however, and especially since the aggressive approach adopted by the United 
States post 9/11, counterterrorism laws have become a means to violate rights across 
the board and target those groups regimes in power find the most threatening. Violations 
perpetrated through counterterrorism laws include the extrajudicial killing, torture, 
arbitrary detention and the deprivation of procedural rights of individuals who may in fact 
have been guilty of terrorist crimes, as well as similar offenses against entirely innocent 
individuals.  
 

All three countries have counter-terrorism legislation of excessively broad and vague 
scope, in Tunisia and Egypt largely formed out of laws recently adopted following 
dramatic terrorist attacks. While governments should adopt strong measures to address 
terrorist threats, it is important that measures adopted in fact address terrorism, and 
that they respect human rights principles. The end result of rights-violating counter-
terrorism policies is not to eliminate terrorism, but rather to drive individuals towards it. 
Ensuring the respect for and fulfillment of rights, on the other hand, is the surest way to 
combat terrorism. 
 

The most significant problem with laws in all three countries is that they employ overly 

broad definitions of terrorism. These laws categorize as terrorist a wide range of activity, 
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failing to conform to the requirement found in international law that terrorism only be 
applied relative to crimes involving severe violence. Such laws thereby exert a wide 
chilling effect, as they help to enable and constitute an ideological field in which 
organizations criticizing official policies, such as human rights organizations, can be 
tarred as enablers of terrorism of one sort or another. This was illustrated, for example, 
when an Egyptian spokesman claimed Human Rights Watch was a supporter of terrorism 
in 2015, due to their release of a report criticizing Egypt’s human rights record. 
 

Laws in all three countries also employ overly broad charges of promoting terrorism. 
Such laws penalize advocacy of vague lists of objectives. Such articles are clearly deeply 
problematic in the first place in that they criminalize advocacy, propagation, glorification, 
praise or apology – vague terms that do not comply with the international requirement to 
only penalize incitement in order not to infringe the right to freedom of expression. Such 
laws are even more problematic in that they magnify the vagueness already found in 
definitions of terrorism discussed above. The law in Egypt goes even further, essentially 
linking advocacy of terrorism with publication of information that contradicts the 
information put out by official sources. Morocco in turn has generated a prime example of 
the way such laws may be abused – through the 2013 arrest of Ali Anouzla, and the 
suspension of the Lakome news website, following a link posted on that website to an 
article by Spanish paper El Pais in which a video calling for jihad was embedded, clearly 
for the purpose of providing evidential support to the content of the article. Questionable 
charges have also been brought recently in Tunisia against Nour Edine Mbarki, editor of 
Akher Khabar Online, following publication of photos of a car that allegedly transported 
the attacker in the attack on Sousse beach. 
 

Laws in Egypt and Morocco enable extensive and intrusive warrantless surveillance. Such 
surveillance is made possible through a combination of actively authorization of 
surveillance and silence around necessary privacy protections. Such frameworks have 
enabled extensive surveillance in Egypt and Morocco. In recent years both countries have 
turned to private foreign companies such as the Italian Hacking Team and French 
Amesys to obtain the latest in surveillance technology. In Tunisia, the terrain in this area 
is more mixed; while the situation is far better than it was during the Ben Ali regime, and 
some positive provisions of law have been introduced, numerous gaps remain, allowing 
ample potential for abuse. 
 

Vagueness and excessive breadth in terrorist provisions in all three countries is 
augmented by the extreme penalties applied in the context of ‘terrorist’ offenses. While 
severe penalties, not including the death penalty, are reasonable relative to properly 
defined terrorist offenses in light of their severity, in a context where the underlying legal 
frameworks are inadequate the application of severe penalties, including the death 
penalty, magnifies the harm involved. The problems involved in the imposition of such 
severe penalties are compounded by the violations of due process rights also contained 
in the legal frameworks relative to terrorism in all three countries. 
 

Recommendations 

 
 States must ensure that terrorist offenses are defined in accordance with 

international standards, and in particular that only crimes rising to the necessary 
level of severity are defined as terrorist; 

 Penalization of statements understood to support terrorism must be limited to 
direct incitement of terrorism; 

 Criminal penalization of indirect support to terrorist acts or membership of 
terrorist organizations must be limited to situations where the individual in 
question demonstrated an intent to commit or further the commission of terrorist 
acts; 

 Any procedure set up to designate entities as terrorist must be overseen by 
independent authorities and make its decisions on the base of evidence and 
reasoned decisions, in a procedure respecting the principle of equality of arms. 



 

Any organization listed should be granted a fair hearing prior to any overt action 
against such organization on the basis of its listing;  

 Relevant details of the situations under which surveillance may occur, 
inappropriate forms of surveillance, appropriate penalties and the structure of 
judicial oversight of the surveillance authorities should be clearly laid out by law. 
Any surveillance must be case-specific and on the basis of a warrant granted 
under probable cause on the basis of fact; 

 Due process rights must be ensured. 
 

5.  Conclusion 

 
The study considers the extent of the right to freedom of expression in Egypt, Morocco 
and Tunisia in the last five years relative to three key areas. The study finds that Tunisia 
is the only country that has seen substantial positive development during that period, 
although numerous challenges remain. In Morocco, an extensive repressive apparatus is 
in place, though operated with a comparatively deft touch compared to Egypt, where an 
even more repressive legal framework is coupled with heavy-handed suppression of 
critical voices. 
 

While the countries have arrived at different points, the underlying logic and philosophy 
of the repressive frameworks still being reinforced in Morocco and Egypt and still 
unfortunately significantly still in place in Tunisia is similar. In the first place, the legal 
frameworks are designed to grant the governments as much discretion as possible. In 
the second place, the chilling effects of the legal frameworks are intended to apply as 
widely as possible. Both are accomplished in significant part through overly broad and 
vague laws, which can be used in a wide variety of circumstances, granting the 
authorities the tools they need in those cases they choose to focus on, while depriving 
individuals of any certainty as to the type of actions or speech that will be allowed, which 
is replaced by general ideas as to the sorts of speech that might land one in trouble.  
 

The vagueness and potential of selective application present in individual articles of the 
law is compounded by the existence of so many repressive articles of law, while the force 
of such laws is granted both by the excessive sanctions that apply to individual 
provisions, as well as the potential that numerous provisions might be stacked together 
to target particularly outspoken individuals. 
 

Such legal frameworks are clearly in violation of the human rights obligations of the 
countries considered as well as the rights guarantees provided by their own 
constitutions; in addition, by admitting individually and collectively of excessive 
vagueness they fail to comply with the basic parameters of the rule of law as such. 
 

The effects on freedom of expression are apparent. In Egypt, the last five years have 
witnessed numerous prosecutions on the basis of the content of speech, along with 
continuing tight controls on the media in general. While the situation in Morocco has been 
significantly better in comparison, numerous prosecutions have also occurred, and a 
similarly comprehensive legal regime of control exists. Finally in Tunisia, several positive 
legal developments have taken place, although the new laws adopted themselves remain 
in need of further amendment and several areas of law that have not yet been updated 
remain in need of extensive reform. Reforming legal frameworks relating to freedom of 
expression in all three countries hence remains a key priority. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
This report examines the state of the right to freedom of expression in Egypt, Morocco 
and Tunisia based on the situation and data available in 2015. Historically, similar 
problems have been faced in all three countries, underpinned by a philosophy and 
practice of government control. Recent years have seen increasing levels of divergence, 
however. In Tunisia, the progressive development of a participatory democratic 
government and a more open public space has seen traditional limitations challenged and 
surpassed – though new legal rules have not gone as far as they might, and a number of 
lingering limitations remain in need of reform. Currently, moreover, the challenge of 
terrorism is threatening to produce, as it so often does, a rights-restricting and 
counterproductive legal response. In Morocco, a relative opening in 2011, which saw 
protests as well as the introduction of a new constitution, was not followed by many 
substantial reforms, and since mid-2014 the situation including for human rights 
defenders in particular has grown more restrictive. Overall, Morocco maintains an 
extensive array of tools for the repression of freedom of expression, with several sharp 
red lines aggressively enforced, although the means of repression employed are often 
carefully chosen in contrast to more overt forms of oppression in other countries. Egypt, 
in contrast, is a country in which little subtly has been employed in suppressing freedom 
of expression; the period in question has seen dramatic measures taken against freedom 
of expression across the board, with extensive preexisting restrictive legal frameworks 
supplemented by a raft of new measures. 
 
In this context, the case of Tunisia should serve in many ways as a positive example to 
the other countries of the region, while bearing in mind both that paths may differ, and 
that the situation in Tunisia too could still bear substantial improvement. 
 
This study begins with a brief summary of major developments in the countries in 
question, including the drafting of new constitutions in each country in the period in 
question and the guarantees of freedom of expression provided. Following that 
introduction, the study is broken down into three major areas. The first section addresses 
limitations imposed on speech on the basis of its content; the second, control and 
limitation of the media; and the third, the use of the legal framework of counterterrorism 
to inappropriately restrict and violate rights.1 Each section first describes international 
standards in the area in question, then describes violations in the country in question in 
both legislation and practice, before concluding with recommendations. While the 
sections have been differentiated in order to better ensure clarity in the ensuing analysis, 
the restrictions discussed are to a significant degree overlapping in practice, such that 
expression may often be suppressed by a combination of tools from across the three 
areas considered. The study ends with a brief conclusion and some of the most important 
general recommendations. 
 
Before launching into the detailed substantive analysis, it is worth noting that central to 
all potential of positive progress in rights fulfillment is the dissemination of human rights 
knowledge and culture. 
 
It is of course particularly important, though similarly particularly challenging, that the 
governing authorities adopt a human rights-based approach to all policy questions. Most 
fundamentally, this means that legislation should be drafted in order to better support 
and ensure rights – instead of rights being viewed to one degree or another, as they 
often are by less than democratic governments, as unwanted restrictions to be 
acknowledged to the barest extent possible, in the context of legislation designed with a  

                                           
1 The study does not address limitations relative to the rights to freedom of association and assembly due to 
limitations of time, space and resources; limitations in these areas too remain serious in the three countries 
considered, and are closely interwoven with limitations in the areas discussed above. 
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fundamentally rights restricting and controlling purpose. Similarly, it is important that 
judicial actors take an approach to the law and its interpretation informed by human 
rights, including as contained in international law and the recently adopted new 
constitutions of the countries in question. Once again, however, all too often judicial 
authorities do not see their role as to promote justice and respect for human dignity and 
equality by providing a rights-based interpretation of the law, but rather as to act as an 
enforcer for the governing authorities, magnifying rather than challenging rights abuses.  
 
Finally, however, the dissemination of human rights awareness to the population at large 
is perhaps the most important step – as ultimately it is to the people that rights are due, 
and it is the people alone who can ensure that they are provided the rights to which they 
are entitled. It is in this context in fact that the right to freedom of expression is of such 
fundamental importance – as the realm of freedom of expression is the realm in which 
individuals can inform themselves, can communicate, and can discuss political affairs and 
become active participants in the governance of their communities. As such, however, it 
is also an area in which governing authorities are particularly keen to establish their 
dominance and reluctant to relinquish their tools of control, recognizing the core 
importance of controlling the public narrative and informational space to maintaining 
their positions of power. 
 
  



 

I. International obligations and constitutional 

guarantees in Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia, and brief 

summary of developments over the past 5 years 
 

 
The past five years have witnessed tumultuous events in the Arab world.  
 

In Egypt, Hosni Mubarak stepped down on 11 of 2011. A new parliament and president 
were elected in 2012; the primary body of the first was disbanded later that year by the 
constitutional court due to constitutional problems with the law under which they had 
been elected, while the president was removed by the army following major protests on 
3 July 2013. Early calls following the ouster of Mubarak to amend numerous provisions of 
the law to bring them into compliance with Egypt’s human rights obligations went largely 
unheeded during this period.  
 
A new constitution was pushed through in Egypt in 2012; in the wake of the removal of 
president Morsi it was replaced by another, approved by referendum in January of 2014.2 
Article 65 of the 2014 Constitution guarantees freedom of though, opinion and 
expression, Article 66 freedom of research, Article 67 freedom of artistic and literary 
creation, Article 68 access to information, Article 70 freedom of the press, Article 71 
freedom of publication, including by prohibiting censorship and custodial sanction for 
publication crimes, and Article 72 the independence of press institutions. Some of these 
Articles contain problematic provisions however – for instance, Article 70 states that a 
newspaper may only be issued when notification is given by law, and while the purported 
aim of Article 72, to ensure independence of press institutions, is positive, the idea that 
the state will be responsible for ensuring that independence is problematic, as it is 
precisely in significant part from the state that independence must be ensured. 
 
Articles 211-213 of the 2014 Egyptian Constitution concern the National Media Council 
and the National Press and Media Association. The former is to be set up to manage the 
affairs of the media generally, while the latter is to manage state-owned media. The 
constitution stipulates that these bodies are to be independent, but does not provide 
details as to how such independence might be assured, leaving that matter to be 
‘specified by law’. 
 
The 2014 Egyptian constitution also contains positive provisions concerning international 
human rights law. Both the preamble and Article 5 commit the Egyptian state to respect 
for human rights. Article 93 further states that Egypt is committed to all human rights 
agreements, covenants and conventions it has ratified, which are to ‘have the force of 
law after publication in accordance with the specified circumstances.’ Egypt ratified the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 3  the primary vehicle for the 
protection of the right to freedom of expression in international law, in 1982, and the 
African Charter on Human and People’s Rights4 in 1984. As such, the Covenant and 
Charter may be considered part of Egyptian law. 
 
Unfortunately, the new constitution did not usher in the reforms to Egypt’s legal system 
necessary to bring it into compliance with the rights guaranteed by the constitution. 
Instead, new repressive laws have been issued – including a repressive Decree Law 
governing assemblies issued in late 2013, and two more repressive Decree Laws 
purporting to combat counterterrorism, but in fact containing numerous clauses that 
counter the fulfillment of human rights, enacted in 2015. 
 

                                           
2 Egyptian Constitution of 18 January 2014. 
3 16 Dec 1966, United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 999, p. 171; entered into force on 23 March 1976. 
4 27 June 1981, Organization of African Unity, CAB/LEG/67/3 rev. 5, 21 ILM 58 (1982); entered into force on 
21 Oct 1986. 
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In Morocco, 2011 saw protests by the February 20th movement and others. Later in 
the year, a new constitution was introduced.5 Article 25 guarantees freedom of thought, 
opinion and expression, and of creation, publication, scientific research and the 
presentation of artistic work. Article 28 guarantees freedom of the press, and expressly 
limits prior censorship, though the article also contains an unfortunate clause found in 
many rights provisions in the constitutions of the Arab world which states that freedom of 
the press shall apply ‘within the sole limits expressly provided by the law…’. While such 
clauses should never be taken to enable infringement of the right in question – as such a 
reading would render the entire Article meaningless – unfortunately this is precisely the 
reading they are often given. 
 
Other elements of Morocco’s Constitution contain language supportive of human rights in 
general, and the right to freedom of expression in particular, as well. The preamble 
states that Morocco is committed to the rights found in the charters of international 
organizations and conventions and to the ‘Rights of Man as they are universally 
recognized’, and commits Morocco to comply with the international conventions it has 
ratified, which are recognizes as having primacy over domestic laws. Article 19 reiterates 
that the rights contained in international conventions ratified by Morocco apply in 
Morocco. While Morocco’s 1984 withdrawal from the Organization of African Unity (now 
the African Union) after that organization admitted the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic 
means that it has not signed the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, it ratified 
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1979, which is effectively 
incorporated into Moroccan law by the constitution. 
 
While Morocco’s new constitution was supposed to mark the beginning of greater respect 
for rights in the country, few legal reforms came in the years following the adoption of 
the constitution, leaving Morocco’s legal framework in ongoing violation of the rights 
guaranteed by the constitution.  
 
Some important attempts at reform have been made, however, and it is yet to be hoped 
that they bear fruit. On 18 October 2014 three draft bills aiming to reform numerous 
provisions of law governing the operation of the press in Morocco were revealed.6 While 
the drafts included certain positive steps, in particular through the elimination of penal 
sentences, they failed to address some of the most significant issues in Moroccan law, 
such as the prohibitions on criticizing the monarchy or Islam and on raising issues 
impacting on territorial integrity, as well as the potential for massive financial penalties. 
The new laws have yet to move forward from draft stage. 
 

In Tunisia, important changes were made to the legal framework governing the media 
through Decree Laws 115, a new Press Code, and 116, providing for a new independent 
audiovisual authority, both passed in late 2011. The new framework laid out by these 
Decree Laws has not always been put into effect in practice, however. Moreover, of 
course, as decree laws the codes remain in need of replacement by a more permanent 
legal framework. 
 
2012 in Tunisia saw much controversy over the appointment by the authorities of allies 
to key media positions, and the suspension of the work of the progressive National 
Authority to Reform Information and Communication in 2012 due to its frustration with 
rejection of its proposals.7 
 
On 3 May 2013, the new Independent High Authority of Audiovisual Communication, 
established by Decree Law 116 of 2011, came into being. The body has authority to 

                                           
5 Moroccan Constitution of 1 July 2011. 
6 See Jacobs, “Morocco Announces New Press Code,” Muftah, 31 July 2014; RWB, “RWB’s Recommendations on 
Morocco’s Media Reform Bills,” 21 Nov 2014. 
7  See World Association of Newspapers and News Publishers, “IFEX-TMG salutes work of INRIC as media 
freedom body shuts down over obstruction,” 9 July 2012. 



 

designate the heads of public media, assign television and radio frequencies, and monitor 
speaking time given to political parties during elections.8  
 
Tunisia adopted a new constitution in 2014.9 Article 31 of that constitution guarantees 
the rights of freedom of opinion, thought, expression, information and publication, and 
specifically outlaws prior censorship. Article 32 reiterates the right to freedom of 
information, while Article 33 provides for the right to academic and scientific freedom. 
Article 20, meanwhile, gives international agreements that Tunisia has ratified a status 
superior to laws. Effectively, this incorporates the protections of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which Tunisia ratified in 1969, into Tunisian law, as 
well as the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights, which Tunisia ratified in 1983. 
 
In March 2015, a dramatic terrorist attack occurred at the Bardo Museum in Tunis. 
Following the attack, the government proposed a new security bill. Following a second 
dramatic attack, at a beach in Sousse on 26 June, the bill was passed. As with other legal 
frameworks governing counter-terrorism in the region, the bill contains numerous clauses 
restricting rights in general and the right to freedom of expression in particular. 
 

II. Issue area 1: penalization of speech based on its 

content 
 

 
The first means by which the right to freedom of expression is restricted in the three 
countries considered is through penalizations of speech on the basis of its content, either 
due to that content containing criticism of the authorities or other powerful individuals or 
actors, or because the speech challenges values held by the majority in the society in 
question. Such limitations are most frequently enshrined in penal and press laws, though 
they may be found in other laws as well. Alternatively, individuals who speak out may be 
punished without any pretense of legality – through attacks by the security forces, or 
directly by offended citizens in instances when the authorities fail to provide those 
individuals who voice their contentious opinions with the protection to which they are 
entitled. 
 
Underpinning all such violations lie two interrelated problematic philosophies possessed 
by both state agents and actors in society at large. The first is a belief, principally on the 
part of governing authorities, that criticism is detrimental – rather than a recognition that 
it is only through vigorous and open debate, including criticism, that common goals and 
advancement can be accomplished, be they in the political, social or economic spheres. 
The second problematic philosophy is broader and pertains to society as a whole, though 
it is often strongly propagated by those in power as well, and that is the belief that 
alternative viewpoints to those of the majority should not be tolerated. The theoretical 
weaknesses of such an approach can be easily identified; that such beliefs persist is 
testimony to the use they have served in reinforcing centers of power, and in the utility 
for power’s wielders of the identification of others and outsiders as a means through 
which to deflect attacks on their own privileged status. 
 

1. International Standards 

 
There are certain situations when speech may be legitimately penalized on the basis of 
its content – in the case of libel laws or in instances of incitement of hatred, for instance, 
as both are defined by international law. While restrictions on speech encountered in the 
region may formally present themselves under these labels, however, they frequently 
and dramatically exceed the reasonable parameters of laws addressing such content. The 

                                           
8 See UNESCO, “UNESCO applauds launch in Tunisia of independent audiovisual regulatory body,” 13 May 2013. 
9 Tunisian Constitution of 26 January 2014. 
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only reasonable purpose for defamation laws is to protect reputations. Unfortunately, 
however, as will be seen, laws in the countries surveyed are designed and frequently 
serve to combat and suppress criticism of the authorities and of majority viewpoints, 
rather than serving to protect individuals from unjust attack. 
 
Human rights law requires that public officials and bodies, rather than being subject to an 
extra degree of protection, be susceptible to an extra degree of scrutiny.10 Public bodies 
should not be able to bring suit for defamation at all;11 while public officials may, law 
should make clear that they are subject to greater scrutiny than private individuals, and 
increasing scrutiny with higher position. Ensuring that public authorities may be criticized 
is vital to ensuring a healthy democracy, for promoting the public good and for helping to 
combat corruption and other potential abuses of power. It is important in this context 
that public scrutiny of the judiciary is not penalized as well, given the importance of the 
judiciary to a healthy democracy and respect for rights.12 
 
Penalizations of criticism of a country’s reputation overall also represent illegitimate 
restrictions of freedom of expression, for the same reasons discussed above – such 
criticisms in fact play an important role in ensuring the best functioning of societies and 
their responsiveness to their citizens, whereas limitations on such speech are invariably 
used to target those rightfully attempting to hold a government to its proper role, 
including human rights advocates in particular. In general, moreover, as relative to public 
morality restrictions, discussed below, defamation laws, and criminal defamation laws in 
particular, should not “be used to protect abstract notions or concepts, such as the State, 
national symbols, national identity, cultures, schools of thought, religions, ideologies or 
political doctrines”, since human rights law protects “individuals and groups of people, 
not abstract notions or institutions that are subject to scrutiny, comment or criticism.”13 
 
While public morals are reasonable grounds for the restriction of rights under 
international law, the situations in which the grounds may be invoked are limited. In 
particular, limitations “‘for the purpose of protecting morals must be based on principles 
not deriving exclusively from a single tradition’”. Rather, “any such limitations must be 
understood in the light of universality of human rights and the principle of non-
discrimination.”14 Blasphemy laws are also inappropriate. This is both because such laws 
inevitably infringe the right to express dissenting opinions and to criticize religions, and 
because they are enforced in practice only on behalf of majority views, and against those 
with minority views, be they members of minority religions or atheists. As the Special 
Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression has emphasized, limitations on freedom of 
expression, for instance relative to hate speech, are “designed to protect individuals 
rather than belief systems”; moreover, “freedom of expression is applicable not only to 
comfortable, inoffensive or politically correct opinions, but also to ideas that ‘offend, 
shock and disturb.’ The constant confrontation of ideas, even controversial ones, is a 
stepping stone to vibrant democratic societies.”15  

                                           
10 See, e.g., Lingens v Austria, European Court of Human Rights, 1986; Castells v Spain, European Court of 
Human Rights, 1992; African Commission, Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression in Africa, adopted 
at 32nd session, 17-23 October 2002, Principle XII; Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom 
of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur 
on Freedom of Expression, 30 November 2000. 
11 See, e.g., City of Chicago v Tribune Co, US Supreme Court, 1923; New York Times v Sullivan, US Supreme 
Court, 1964; Rajagopal v Tamil Nadu, Indian Supreme Court, 1994; Die Spoorbond v South African Railways, 
South African Supreme Court of Appeal, 1946; Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 
Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on 
Freedom of Expression, 30 November 2000. 
12  Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 10 
December 2002. 
13 Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, A/HRC/14/23, 2010, para 84. 
14 HRC, General Comment No 34: Article 19: Freedoms of opinions and expression, CCPR/C/GC/34, para 32, 
quoting HRC General Comment No 22, para 8. 
15 Report of the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, A/HRC/7/14, 2008, paras 65-66; quoting Arslan 
v Turkey, European Court of Human Rights, 1999. See also Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on 



 

International human rights law requires that states take measures to combat hate 
speech.16 It is extremely important in doing so, however, that hate speech is properly 
defined and that the laws in question are properly applied in practice, as otherwise the 
clauses in question may be abused to undermine the very goal they are designed to 
pursue, by providing an additional means through which to target those with minority 
beliefs.17 In assessing whether or not particular speech constitutes hate speech, regard 
should be had to context, the speaker, intent, content, extent of dissemination, and 
likelihood of incitement.18 Perhaps of particular centrality among these factors should be 
assessing the relative power or powerlessness of the speaker, and whether the speech in 
question targets a minority group – since spurious and abusive uses of hate speech 
generally target those who disagree with those in power and/or the views of the 
majority. Criminalization of such speech should only be used as a means of last resort, 
applied only where the speech constitutes intentional incitement to violence, hatred or 
discrimination. 
 
Restrictions on rights must always be imposed by law, which means, among other things, 
that they must not be overly broad and vague, but rather that they should be sufficiently 
precise for individuals to judge their conduct accordingly. Such limitations on restrictions 
are particularly important in the realm of freedom of expression, both because any broad 
or vague language is likely to have a chilling effect, impacting speech beyond that which 
in fact is targeted, and because broad or vague language may be used in an arbitrary 
and discretionary manner, to target those who happen to speak out against those in 
authority, for instance, precisely the sort of speech that should enjoy the highest degree 
of protection. 19  Relative to freedom of expression, one of the most frequently 
encountered overly broad and vague provisions, at least in the Arab world, comes in the 
form of penalization for spreading ‘false news’.20 
 
Best practice suggests expressions of opinion should never be subject to defamation 
charges, which should only apply in the case of inaccurate and damaging factual 
assertions. This greater protection may be understood to rest on the absolute protection 
of freedom of opinion under Article 19(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights. Opinions deserve a higher degree of protection because of the 
importance of allowing individuals to express their judgments on various matters – even 
where others may find those judgments offensive; because any regime that punishes 
‘insults’ is likely only to punish insults to the powerful (in contrast to effective hate 
speech laws); and because any defamation regime relating to opinions would have to 
determine whether or not particular opinions were ‘reasonable’, a highly subjective 
exercise. 
 
A strong system of defenses and exemptions should be put in place in any defamation 
regime, to ensure speech is not excessively limited. Accused parties should always be 
able to invoke the defense of truth, by proving the truth of the matter they were 

                                                                                                                                    
Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, the OAS Special 
Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and the ACHPR Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 9 
December 2008. 
16 ICCPR, Art 20(2). 
17 See, e.g., Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media, the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and the ACHPR 
Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 19 December 2006; Joint Declaration by the UN Special 
Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, the OAS 
Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and the ACHPR Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 3 
February 2010. 
18  See Rabat Plan of Action on the Prohibition of Advocacy of National, Racial or Religious Hatred that 
Constitutes Incitement to Discrimination, Hostility or Violence and Article 19, Prohibiting Incitement to 
Discrimination, Hostility or Violence, Policy Brief, December 2012. 
19 See HRC, General Comment No 34: Article 19: Freedoms of opinions and expression, CCPR/C/GC/34. 
20 On the problematic nature of false news provisions see, e.g., Report of the Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 
Expression, A/HRC/20/17, 2012, para 79; Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of 
Opinion and Expression, the OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, the OAS Special Rapporteur on 
Freedom of Expression and the ACHPR Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 3 February 2010. 
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asserting – in which context, it is of course important that they have access to 
reasonable evidential rules of procedure through which do so.21 Where the case involves 
a matter of public concern, the burden should be shifted, such that the plaintiff must 
prove the falsity of the statements in question in order to succeed.22 Defendants should 
also have access to the defense of reasonable publication – if, taking into account the 
circumstances under which they published the information in question, a reasonable 
person would have done so, the defense should prevail.23 In addition, law should provide 
for certain privileges and immunities in the case of statements made in certain contexts – 
statements made before elected bodies or during judicial proceedings should be 
absolutely protected, for instance, while statements made under a legal, moral or social 
duty should only be penalized if stated with malice. 
 
In addition, it is important that only the individual in question be able to bring a 
defamation suit – overly broad standing provisions, especially where combined with loose 
and broad substantive laws as to what constitutes offense and what sorts of entities may 
be offended, invariably lead to a diminution in the right to freedom of expression. 
Statutes of limitation relative to defamation should provide for short time periods, and 
defamation cases should always be conducted promptly (while fully respecting the 
procedural rights of the parties of course). 
 
Rights cannot be understood in an abstract sense; rather, each right will only be as 
powerful and important as the corresponding remedies, just as every rights violation will 
be diminished or enhanced by the scale of the penalty applied. Criminal defamation has 
been widely understood to violate the right to freedom of expression, given the extreme 
chilling effect it provokes.24 Civil defamation laws too may be highly chilling, however, as 
and where they impose excessive penalties. In this context, non-monetary measures, 
such as apology, correction, reply, and publication of judgment should always be 
preferred, and remedies in general should be understood as a means to redress the harm 
done to plaintiffs, not to punish those responsible for the dissemination of the statements 
in question.25 As in other areas of civil law, plaintiffs should be under a duty to mitigate 
damage where possible, by seeking recourse to available mechanisms prior to bringing 
suit. Where monetary penalties are applied, they must not be excessive. Finally, an 
effective remedy should be available to defendants relative to unsubstantiated cases, as 
for instance may be brought by powerful individuals, corporations or politicians, with the 
intent of limiting criticism and chilling speech rather than protecting reputations. 
 

2. Limitations in law and practice 

 

2.1 Limitations on the criticism of public officials and bodies 
 
Among the most serious restrictions to freedom of expression, encountered across Egypt, 
Tunisia and Morocco are limitations on criticism of public authorities. 
 
                                           
21 See, e.g., African Commission, Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression in Africa, adopted at 32nd 
session, 17-23 October 2002, Principle XII. 
22  See Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 30 
November 2000. 
23  See Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 30 
November 2000. 
24  See Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 10 
December 2002; Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the 
OSCE Representative on Freedom of the Media, the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and the 
ACHPR Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 3 February 2010. 
25  See Joint Declaration by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, the OSCE 
Representative on Freedom of the Media and the OAS Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression, 30 
November 2000. 



 

 Egypt 

 
In Egypt, Article 179 of the Penal Code26 prescribes imprisonment for criticism of the 
president and Article 181 applies the same penalty to criticism of the “King or President 
of a foreign country”; Article 182 penalizes “vilification… [of[ the representative of a 
foreign country accredited to Egypt, because of a matter connected with the performance 
of his position”; Article 184 penalizes with imprisonment and/or a fine insults to “the 
People’s Assembly, the Shura Council, or other regular organizations, the Army, the 
tribunals, the Authorities, or Public departments”; Article 185 penalizes with 
imprisonment and/or a fine insulting of a public official “due to the performance of his 
official duties…”;27 and Article 186 penalizes with imprisonment and a fine insults to the 
“standing, dignity, or authority of a judge in connection with a court action”. The 
penalizations in question apply, according to Article 178, to “printed material, 
manuscripts, drawings, advertisements, carved or engraved pictures, manual or 
photographic drawings, symbolic signs, or other objects or pictures”. According to Article 
178(bis), they also apply to “newspapers,” in which case “the Chief Editors and the 
Publishers shall be considered responsible as principal perpetrators, upon publishing”, 
“the printers, the displayers and the distributors shall be punished” “where the 
perpetrator of the crime cannot be known”, and “importers, exporters, and middlemen” 
will also be punished “if they premeditatedly contribute to committing the misdemeanors 
prescribed”. Article 21 of the Press Code further stipulates that a journalist ‘may not 
address or deal with the demeanor of a public servant’ unless their reporting concerns 
that public servant’s work and is aimed at the public interest, with penalization of 
imprisonment and/or fine provided by Article 22. Article 23 of the Press Code prevents 
newspapers from addressing or dealing with the process undertaken by the authorities or 
courts in a manner that might interfere with the integrity of the investigations or cases 
under trial, or the status of individuals subject to the legal actions in question. While it is 
reasonable for law to protect the rights of the accused by limiting reporting in certain 
instances, the article in question could easily be used simply to prevent reporting of 
which the authorities disapprove, or which is critical of the prosecutorial or judicial 
processes, some of the most important sorts of expression in need of protection. 
 
Articles 133 and 134 of Egypt’s Penal Code penalize by imprisonment and/or fine affronts 
to public officials or civil servants who are performing their duty; the penalty is doubled if 
the affront is to a court agent or council during the convening of its session. The title of 
the section of the Penal Code (Book II, Chapter 7) in which these provisions are 
contained, “Opposing the rulers, disobeying their orders, and insulting them…” is also 
relevant, suggesting as it does that the penalties in question are designed to apply not in 
instances of defamation, but rather in instances of opposition or criticism and hence 
offense to the authorities. 
 
Article 98(b) penalizes with up to five years imprisonment calls for changing the 
constitution or the “basic system of the social community”; Article 174 penalizes with up 
to five years imprisonment whoever “instigates to overthrow, hate, or deride Egypt’s 
established regime of government”; and Article 98(b)(bis) ensures that a variety of 
means of propagation are covered relative to either sort of call. While of course violent 
acts may be prohibited, a provision such as Article 174 of Egypt’s law is clearly out of 
place in a democratic society, where rulers will regularly be replaced; the penalization of 
criticism of those in power is similar to those discussed above. 
 
Article 189 of Egypt’s Penal Code penalizes through imprisonment and/or fine whoever 
publishes details of the prosecutions involving charges under Articles 171-201 or 302-
310 – the very articles, note, which constitute the largest part of the problematic 

                                           
26 Egypt Penal Code, Law 58 of 1937. 
27 Law 147 of 2006 removed the possibility of imprisonment for breach of Article 185 alone, however. See 
UNESCO, IPDC, Assessment of Media Development in Egypt, 2013, 34. 
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restrictions on free expression. As such, the law purports not only to excessively limit 
freedom of expression, but also to prevent discussion of the very limitations being 
imposed. Article 190 allows the court to prohibit publication of rulings and arguments in 
cases in whole or in part “in order to maintain public order and morals” as well – giving 
further discretionary power to the system to penalize the discussion of instances where 
the judiciary may be involved in committing or covering up human rights violations, for 
instance. Article 193 penalizes publication of news “concerning a criminal investigation if 
the Investigation Authority has decided to conduct it in the absence of the litigants”. 
While as elsewhere a reasonable intent might be discerned here – to prevent the 
publication of information vital to the progress of a case – the language as written is 
vague and could easily be applied to those who criticize the prosecution for engaging in 
partisan and political prosecutions, for violating due process requirements, for fabricating 
evidence, and so forth. 
 
Article 191 penalizes publication of public discussions in the courts, and Article 192 
publication of public discussion in the People’s Assembly, wherever such publication is 
done “with dishonesty and ill will” – again, language likely to be flexibly applied in 
practice.  
 
Article 201 of Egypt’s Penal Code penalizes with imprisonment and or/fine anyone who 
criticizes the government or the law at a religious gathering. Once again, such criticism is 
perhaps the most important component of the right to freedom of expression, and should 
never be penalized.  
 
In April 2011, blogger Maikel Nabil was sentenced by a military tribunal to 3 years 
imprisonment under Articles 102(bis) and 184 of the Penal Code for allegedly insulting 
the military and spreading false information, following his criticism of the military’s use of 
violence against protesters in Tahrir Square and of the state policy of mandatory 
conscription. His lawyers were informed that his trial would take place on April 12; 
however, when they arrived that day they found he had been sentenced the day before 
without legal representation. While in detention Mr. Nabil was denied necessary 
medication. He was released after a pardon in 2012.28 
 
In December 2011, democracy activist Gaber Elsayed Gaber was sentenced to 1 year in 
prison on charges of having disturbed public security and of having harmed the 
reputation of the army, after, at a pro-SCAF rally, he handed out pamphlets criticizing 
the Supreme Council of the Armed Forces that governed Egypt at the time. In the words 
of the court, the publications he had distributed “disturbed public security and drove a 
wedge between the Egyptian people and the Egyptian army and harmed the reputation of 
the Egyptian ruling military council.” Gaber was acquitted four months later in 2012.29 
 
In 2012 Kamal Abbas, a union leader, was sentenced in absentia to six months in prison 
for ‘insulting an official’, after he interrupted Ismail Fahmy, of the Egyptian Trade Union 
Federation during a speech at the ILO in June 2011, asserting that Mr. Fahmy was not a 
real representative of the Egyptian working class.30 Mr. Abbas already had a long history 
of being targeted by governing authorities and laws penalizing freedom of expression by 
that point, having for instance been sentenced to a year in prison in 2007 on charges of 
defamation after publication of a report alleging corruption in the running of a youth 
center in a Cairo suburb,31 and detained at the airport in 2009.32 

                                           
28 See HRW, “Blogger’s 3-Year Sentence a Blow to Free Speech,” 11 April 2011; HRW, “Military Trials Usurp 
Justice System,” 29 April 2011; Amnesty, “Egypt: Release of blogger Maikel Nabil is the end of a ‘cruel ordeal’, 
24 Jan 2012; WGAD, Maikel Nabil Sanad v Egypt, 50/2011, 29 Feb 2012. 
29  See HRW, “Year of Attacks on Free Expression,” 11 Feb 2012; Amnesty, “Egypt must overturn prison 
sentence for actor accused of ‘insulting Islam’,” 25 April 2012. 
30 See Amnesty, “Defend Egyptian trade unionist Kamal Abbas: protect the Arab Spring,” 3 March 2012. 
31 See FIDH, “Sentencing of Mr. Kamal Abbas and Mr. Mohamed Helmy to one year imprisonment,” 12 Oct 
2007. 
32 See HRW, “Egypt and Libya: A Year of Serious Abuses,” 24 Jan 2010. 



 

In 2012 Islam Afifi, a journalist, was charged under Article 179 with insulting the 
president, as well as with spreading ‘false information’ (the provisions of law dealing with 
which are discussed below). He was released later in 2012 following a presidential decree 
banning the pre-trial detention of journalists.33 
 
In January of 2014, activists from the Strong Egypt part were arrested and charged 
under Article 98(b) of the Penal Code together with other similar charges including 
terrorism charges under Article 86 of Egypt’s Penal Code, based on the fact that they 
were disseminating posters calling for a no vote on the constitutional referendum. In 
February, three of those arrested were sentenced in absentia to three years in prison.34 
 
On January 19, 25 people, including prominent academic and politician Amr Hamzawy, 
were referred to trial on charges of insulting the judiciary. Mr. Hamzawy was specifically 
charged on account of tweets criticizing the judiciary for sentences issued against 
international not-for-profit democracy promotion organizations in June 2013; he was an 
outspoken critic of the governing powers and proponent of respect for human rights 
generally as well, however. 20 of those charged were banned from travel while charges 
were pending; the travel ban on Hamzawy persisted for an extensive period of time 
despite non-referral of the case to trial.35 
 
In November 2014 charges were brought against Khaled Abol Naga, an actor, due to 
criticism of the president; he was accused of treason, incitement against the regime and 
threatening national security. Virulent attacks on Mr. Naga in the media followed, 
including threatening and demeaning suggestions intimating that he was gay – at a time 
when attacks on the basis of sexual orientation in Egypt were on the rise.36 
 

 Morocco 

 
In Morocco, Chapter Four of the Penal Code37 concerns crimes and misdemeanors which 
contravene public order, and section one of that chapter concerns ‘insults and violence’ 
against public officials. The very presence of such a section in the Penal Code is already 
reason for concern. Article 263 thereunder prescribes imprisonment and fine for anyone 
who insults a magistrate, public officer, or public agent, including by words, gestures and 
writing, even if not made public; and Article 265 includes the army in the list of 
governing bodies offense against which will be penalized as well. The punishment is 
magnified if offense is given to a magistrate or jury members during the course of a trial. 
Article 264 penalizes denouncing public authorities or producing false evidence linking 
them to a crime they did not commit or conspire to commit. Article 266 penalizes acts, 
public speech or writing that either put pressure on the decisions of judges, or criticize 
those decisions. 
 

In addition to generally falling afoul of the need to allow a greater degree of criticism of 
public authorities already discussed, Article 263 improperly penalizes offenses that are 
not made public – which by definition cannot cause public defamation – as well as 
imposing a limit on the ability of individuals to adequately defend themselves, by creating 
the possibility that in doing so they will fall afoul of the additional penalties applied in 
cases of offense committed in the courtroom. Needless to say the inclusion by Article 265 

                                           
33 See Guardian, “Egypt bans detention of journalists,” 24 Aug 2012. 
34  See HRW, “Activists Arrested for ‘No Campaign’,” 13 Jan 2014; Mada Masr, “Strong Egypt members 
sentenced to 3 years for campaigning against constitution,” 25 Feb 2014. 
35 See Middle East Monitor, “Egypt bans 20 people from travel on charges of ‘insulting the judiciary’,” 16 Jan 
2014; Kirkpatrick, “Egypt Says Twitter Post by Liberal was Crime,” NYT, 19 Jan 2014; HRW, “Egypt: High Price 
of Dissent,” 19 Feb 2014; Fekki, “Egypt’s judiciary united opposing political currents in one trial,” Daily News 
Egypt, 23 May 2015. 
36  See ANHRI, “Egypt: A Complaint Against Actor ‘Khaled Abol Naga’ Accusing him of ‘High Treason’ for 
Criticising President ‘Abdel Fattah el-Sisi’,” 17 Nov 2014; Amin, “Gay Egyptians living in ‘constant fear’ as 
crackdown from authorities and media worsens,” Index on Censorship, 6 Jan 2015. 
37 Morocco Penal Code, Decree 1-59-413 of 1962. 
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of the army in the set of public bodies not to be offended is in many ways particularly 
troubling, as if anything individuals should be subject to an extra degree of protection 
when they bring charges against security bodies with the power to retaliate. In both 
instances, the articles also violate human rights law obligations by prescribing 
punishment for insults rather than statements of fact. While Article 264 is plausibly 
aimed at a reasonable goal – preventing individuals from bringing false charges – in 
reality any such provision should be general and should be subject to a high degree of 
proof such that individuals are not deterred from bringing legitimate claims (which, given 
the right to presumption of innocence, will and should be hard to prove); at the same 
time, the linking of such a clause to charges against the authorities seems tailor-made to 
penalize those who may attempt to hold public authorities accountable. Article 266 is 
particularly egregious, penalizing negative commentary on court cases during or after 
their completion – given the serious problems with the legal and judicial framework in 
Morocco, this clause not only undermines freedom of expression but also attempts to 
establish the impartial rule of law. 
 

Unlike in Egypt, the most serious penalizations of legitimate expression in Morocco are 
found not in the Penal Code but rather in the Press Code.38 Article 41 of the Press Code 
penalizes with imprisonment and fine insults to the King or other members of the royal 
family. As with Article 263 of the Penal Code, this article improperly penalizes insults, 
rather than focusing on statements of fact. Among other problems with such a focus, the 
penalization of insults inevitably deprives a provision of specificity, since the 
determination of what constitutes an insult is left to the discretion of the offended party 
and the authorities. 
 

Article 45 of Morocco’s Press Code penalizes with fine and imprisonment defamation of 
the army or the government of Morocco; Article 46 defamation of ministers or other 
government agents; while Article 48 penalizes insulting the same bodies. Articles 52 and 
53 penalize with imprisonment or fine offenses against foreign heads of state, ministers 
and diplomats. Needless to say, all of these articles evince the same desire to protect 
public officials from scrutiny already discussed, and so unjustly restrict criticism of the 
authorities. Moreover, public bodies as such should never be able to bring defamation 
suits or have such suits brought on their behalf. 
 

In April 2011, Rachid Nini, editor of Al-Massae newspaper, was arrested and charged 
under Articles 263, 264 and 266 of the Penal Code. In June, he was sentenced to a year 
in prison by a Casablanca Court of First Instance, a prison term upheld by the Casablanca 
Court of Appeals in October. Nini was sentenced on the basis of the content of his 
columns; the court judgment mentioned nine columns, but it appears that the last one, 
in which Nini attacked the head of the General Directorate for Territorial Surveillance, 
Morocco’s domestic intelligence agency, was the column that provoked attention, as Nini 
was summoned by the police eight days after that column’s publication. Other columns 
cited by the court included criticism of a governor for corruption, allegations of torture at 
a government detention facility in Temara, criticism of Morocco’s counterterrorism laws 
and practice and calls for greater political freedom. 
 

The events of 2011 were not Nini’s first brush with the law. Nini was previously 
sentenced, along with another journalist, to imprisonment and a fine in 2009, following 
reporting pointing to the involvement of a judicial official in drug-trafficking, though the 
prison term was eliminated on appeal in 2010.  
In 2008 Nini was sentenced to a large fine (approximately $720,000) for suggesting a 
prosecutor had attended a gay wedding party.39 
 

                                           
38 Morocco Press Code, Decree 1-58-378 of 1958 (as prominently modified by law 77-00 of 2002). 
39 See ANHRI, “Moroccan Journalist Rachid Nini Sentenced to 3 Executable Months,” 16 Nov 2009; Amnesty, 
“Moroccan journalist set to face trial over security forces criticism,” 16 May 2011; HRW, “Morocco: Free Popular 
Columnist,” 6 Dec 2011. 



 

As discussed below, another defamation conviction was issued against Mr. Nini in July 
2015, and several other charges, brought by government officials, are pending.40 
 

In 2012, Mouad Belghouat, a rapper, was sentenced to two years in prison due to a rap 
song criticizing the police.41 Charges against Mr. Belghouat were apparently motivated in 
significant part by a YouTube video accompanying the song in which a policeman’s head 
was replaced by the head of a donkey, though Mr. Belghouat denied any responsibility 
for the production of that video. Mr. Belghouat’s work in general contained a strong 
theme of denouncing corruption, injustice and inequality, and he was seen as a 
representative of the pro-reform February 20th youth movement. Mr. Belghouat was 
sentenced in May to a year in prison, having been found to have violated Articles 263 and 
265 of the Penal Code; the conditions in prison were inadequate to the point that he was 
struggling with health problems when released a year later. On 1 July 2014 Mr. 
Belghouat was sentenced to four months in prison for alleged public drunkenness and 
assault and insult against a policeman, in a trial marked by extensive irregularities and 
violations of due process; Mr. Belghouat, in contrast, claimed the policeman had 
assaulted him.42  
 

The same year Walid Bahomane was charged and sentenced to a year in prison for 
sharing an image making fun of the king on Facebook, which was deemed to defame 
Morocco’s sacred values. Abdelsamad Haydour received a three-year sentence issued in 
February and confirmed in March of the same year, under Article 179 of the Penal Code 
and Article 41 of the Press Code. Mr. Haydour’s offense was to criticize the King and the 
political situation during an impromptu discussion with other individuals following a 
period of demonstrations against unemployment; he was arrested after a video another 
individual had taken of the discussions was posted on YouTube.43 
 

In 2013, Youseff Jajili, editor of Alaan, a weekly periodical, was fined and given a two-
month suspended sentence for being found in violation of Article 42 of the Press Code 
after an article in Alaan alleged that a government minister had used public money to 
order alcohol while on an official trip.44 
 

In 2014 another rapper, Othman Atiq, who was 17, was sentenced to three months in 
prison due to the content of his rap songs, having been convicted under Articles 263 and 
265 of the Penal Code among others. The songs primarily portrayed the reality of the 
lives of young and unemployed Moroccan men.45 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Chapter Four of Tunisia’s Penal Code46 concerns attacks against public authority; Section 
Two of Chapter Four addresses insults or violence against public functionaries. Article 125 
imposes imprisonment and fine on whoever insults a civil servant in the course of or in 
connection to his or her duties. Article 126 steepens the penalty if the offense was made 
at a judicial hearing. Article 128 imposes imprisonment and fine on whoever accuses a 
public official of illegal acts, unless they can prove the truth of their accusations. Article 

                                           
40  See Amnesty, “Morocco: Court orders suspension of news website, editors fined for ‘false news’ and 
‘defamation’,” 17 August 2015. 
41 Mr. Belghouat was previously arrested in 2011 and sentenced to four months in prison following an alleged 
assault, though his defense team pointed to extensive inconsistencies in the evidence 
42 See HRW, “Morocco: Drop Charges Against Detained Rapper,” 18 April 2012; HRW, “Morocco: Prison for 
Rapper Who Criticized the Police,” 12 May 2012; Schemm, “Mouad Belghouat, Moroccan Rapper, Released From 
Prison” 5 May 2013; HRW, “Morocco: Rapper Convicted After Apparently Unfair Trial,” 2 July 2014. 
43  HRW, “Morocco: Free Student Imprisoned for ‘Insulting’ King,” 16 July 2013. As one commentator has 
pointed out, insulting the King is generally taken as insulting religion as well. See, e.g., Errazzouki, “‘Violating 
Sacred Values’ in Morocco: Free Speech with an Exception,” 17 Feb 2012. 
44 See Amnesty, “Morocco/Western Sahara: Editor facing year in jail over ‘official’s champagne dinner,” 25 Feb 
2013; CPJ, “Moroccan editor arrested for publishing link to video,” 18 Sept 2013. 
45 See HRW, “Morocco: Unjustly Jailed Rapper To Go Free,” 11 Nov 2014. 
46 Tunisia Penal Code, Law 68-23 of 1968. 
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129 penalizes with imprisonment anyone who insults either the Tunisian or a foreign flag. 
Article 91 of Tunisia’s Code of Military Justice prescribes imprisonment for anyone who 
insults the flag or insults or damages the dignity, reputation or morale of the army, acts 
to undermine its internal discipline, or criticizes officers. Article 55 of the Decree on 
Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing47 penalizes the criticism of ‘official entities.’ 
 

As in Egypt and Morocco, these provisions inappropriately prescribe penalties for criticism 
of public bodies and officials – in contrast, public bodies should never be protected by 
defamation law, and rather than steeper penalties and a heightened likelihood of 
prosecution, the standard for successful pursuit of a defamation case should be 
heightened where the speech in question concerns public authorities or matters of public 
concern. Insults should never be penalized (including, of course, insults against the flag). 
Article 126, steepening the penalty when the offense is committed at a judicial hearing, 
runs counter to ensuring the rule of law, which requires that individuals be able to speak 
freely in legal proceedings. The stipulation that accusations of illegal acts can only be 
made if proven would essentially prevent any such accusations, as proof is unlikely to be 
available prior to reporting and investigation sparked by investigative reporting, which 
would rarely if ever be definatory. As observed above, criticism of the army in particular 
should be subject to a degree of protection rather than extra scrutiny, given the 
importance of ensuring transparent oversight of the armed forces. 
 

In 2010 Mouldi Zouabi, a reporter with Kalima radio station, was charged with 
defamation and assault of Khalil Maaroufi, a member of the governing party. The charges 
came after, on Mr. Zouabi’s account, Mr. Maaroufi assaulted Mr. Zouabi and took his 
press card and recording equipment. Mr. Zouabi was also charged with defamation in 
relation to a 2009 story criticizing the Tunisian boy scouts, run by Mr. Maaroufi’s father. 
Mr. Zouabi was known for his reporting on violations of socio-economic rights. While the 
charges predate the Tunisian revolution, the case is bizarrely ongoing as of late 2015.48 
 

The Articles in question have also been used numerous times since 2011 in Tunisia to 
bring charges against individuals engaged in criticizing the authorities. 
 

In 2011 Samir Feriani, a police officer, was taken into custody after writing a letter to the 
Ministry of Interior alleging serious abuses. Mr. Feriani was charged under Articles 61, 
121(ter) and 128 of the Penal Code. In March 2012 Mr. Feriani was sentenced to a fine.49 
 

In 2013 Olfa Riahi, a blogger, was brought up on charges under Article 128 of the Penal 
Code (as well as Article 86 of the Telecommunications Code, discussed below), after she 
posted hotel receipts on her blog showing the Foreign Affairs Minister had spent several 
nights at the luxury Sheraton hotel in downtown Tunis. A travel ban was issued against 
Ms. Riahi. Shortly after her reporting, the Foreign Minister stepped down. Around the 
same time Raja Ben Slama, an academic, faced charges of defaming a public official for 
having suggested a top official involved in drafting the new constitution, Mr Habib Kheder 
of the Ennahda party, had watered down free speech protections.50 
 

Alaa Eddine Yacoubi, a rapper, was charged twice in 2013, once with another rapper, 
with having violated numerous articles of the Penal Code, including Articles 125, 128, 
247 and 226 (discussed below), for insulting the police with his rap songs. Mr. Yacoubi 
and the other rapper taken in with him were allegedly beaten by police while detained. 
On the first occasion Mr. Yacoubi received a one year and six months sentence, later 
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reduced to six months, and on the second occasion a one year and nine months 
sentence, issued in the absence of the defendants, latter overturned on appeal. Despite 
the lightening of penalties on appeal, the Yacoubi cases demonstrate the susceptibility of 
individuals who criticize the authorities to criminal charges, as well as the ease with 
which provisions penalizing criticism of the authorities, violation of public morality and 
insult can be rolled together and used interchangeably.51 
 

2013 also saw charges under Articles 128 and 245 of the Penal Code, and 54 of Decree 
Law 115, against Walid Zarrouk, a security union member, after a Facebook post 
criticizing the general prosecutor of the Tunis tribunal for the politicization of 
prosecutions, and against Zied Al-Heni, a journalist, for criticizing the arrest and trial of a 
cameraman who had filmed while an egg was thrown at the Minister of Culture. These 
charges demonstrated a particularly dangerous development, whereby individuals were 
charged for criticizing the operations of the justice system itself.52 
 

In 2015, Ines Ben Othman, a filmmaker, was sentenced to a two-month suspended 
prison sentence, having already been held for a month in pretrial detention, for allegedly 
insulting a police officer. Ms. Othman was charged under Article 125 of the Penal Code 
after she attempted to submit a complaint against the deputy director of a police station 
due to his harassment of her on Facebook. Ms. Othman and her partner were known for 
denouncing government corruption.53 
 

Conclusion 
 

Limitations such as those discussed above violate the right to freedom of expression, and 
the constitutional and international legal obligations of each of the countries in question 
to protect it, in several ways. In the first place, defamation should never carry a criminal 
penalty, and hence the location of such articles within penal codes is inappropriate. Public 
bodies should never be able to benefit from defamation provisions. Insult – as opposed 
to defamation, based upon statements of facts rather than merely expression of opinion 
– should not be penalized at all. And, most centrally, no special provisions providing 
heightened penalties should apply in the case of statements concerning public officials – 
in fact, a far greater degree of leeway should be provided in such cases, to ensure that 
individuals are not prevented from raising important matters of public concern. 
 

Of course in reality, the legal provisions in question are used precisely to target and 
penalize any individuals who challenge government officials. Even were they not applied, 
the provisions in question would serve to violate the right to freedom of expression, by 
clearly and directly infringing the right to comment on public affairs and to criticize 
members of the government, and chilling such forms of speech in practice – in fact, the 
most effective repressive regimes are likely to witness very few prosecutions, as 
individuals will be too afraid to speak out in the first place, and fora of public expression 
will not be available. Note also that many of the provisions in question do not even 
pretend to penalize defamation, or infringements of the personal reputation of governing 
figures – directly penalizing insult and criticism instead. 
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2.2 Penalization of offending the country’s reputation or sovereignty 
 

 Egypt 
 
In addition to criticisms of various specific government authorities, Article 178(ter) of 
Egypt’s Penal Code penalizes harms to the country’s reputation, whether through 
“departing from fact, incorrect description, emphasizing improper aspects, or by any 
other means”.54 The article penalizes not only the creation of such content, but also 
possessing for the purposes of distribution, importing, exporting, or transporting material 
that might be adjudged to fall under the above description – noting that the penalty 
applies even when the content in question is not publicly disseminated.  
 

 Morocco 
 
Article 41 of the Press Code, 55  mentioned above, also penalizes publications that 
undermine Morocco’s territorial integrity. Needless to say, this prohibition is exceedingly 
broad and vague, such that it might easily be used to target those who peacefully call for 
greater degrees of autonomy or independence – particularly relevant to the situation in 
Western Sahara, of course. 
 

 Tunisia 
 
Article 61(4) of Tunisia’s Penal Code56 imposes extreme penalties on whoever in wartime 
maintains contact with the subject of a foreign power, without permission. Article 61(bis) 
– added shortly before the Ben Ali regime was overthrown – penalizes ‘undermining 
Tunisia’s territorial integrity’, or making direct or indirect contact with the agents of a 
foreign power, or with a foreign institution or organization whose purpose is to prejudice 
the interests of Tunisia. 
 
Article 61(4) is clearly extremely overly broad. Article 61(bis) is also broad and vague, 
written in language that could easily be used to target human rights organizations that 
might make contact with the international community in order to publicize human rights 
issues.  
 

Conclusion 
 
Penalizations of harming a country’s reputation, territorial integrity or national security 
are all overly broad sorts of penalizations that complement articles of law allowing 
penalization of those who criticize the authorities by allowing for penalties to be applied 
to those who do not directly criticize the regime, but whose message those in power 
disapprove of for one reason or another. These clauses are particularly worrying in that 
they may be used to target human rights defenders or journalists who publically criticize 
the situation in the country in question. The overall effect is to create a situation where 
neither the authorities nor the policies or governance of the country in question can be 
challenged. 
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2.3 Penalization of statements violating ‘public morality’ or religion 
 

 Egypt 
 

Article 98(f) of Egypt’s Penal Code penalizes with 6 months to 5 years imprisonment 
whoever “uses religion to advocate or propagate… extremist thoughts with the aim of 
instigating sedition and division or disdain and contempt of the heavenly religions… or 
prejudicing national unity or social peace.”57 The clause has hence been a primary vehicle 
for prosecuting any who challenge traditional religious beliefs. As noted, religion as such 
should never be protected by defamation clauses; while the language in Article 98(f) is 
particularly vague, any clause along these lines is likely to be vague in effect, since such 
clauses allow any individual to claim that they have been offended and for suit to then be 
commenced. Needless to say, the result of such provisions in practice is inevitably to 
persecute those who voice views discordant with those of the majority, whereas offense 
to minority religions is generally tolerated (in contrast to the effect of a well-designed 
hate speech regime).  
 

Article 160 of Egypt’s Penal Code applies imprisonment and/or a fine on, inter alia, 
anyone who desecrates religious symbols, and Article 161 applies the same penalties to 
printing sacred books with intentional distortions of their meaning, and to holding 
religious celebrations in public with an intent to mock. While the language of these 
articles is not as egregious as Article 98(f), both articles have also been relied on to bring 
charges against those advocating counter-majoritarian views, and both seem clearly 
designed to protect majority sentiment against minority challenges, in contravention of 
human rights law principles. 
 

Article 176 of Egypt’s Penal Code penalizes the incitement of hatred of a sect or a people, 
if such incitement is liable to disturb public peace. Article 20 of the Press Code prohibits 
publication of information disrespectful of the cast, creed, nationality or religion of any 
individual, or which demonstrates racial bias, with penalization of imprisonment and/or a 
fine supplied by Article 22. While international human rights law requires the penalization 
of hate speech, it is important that the laws around such penalization be tightly defined 
to ensure that the law is properly applied, including through ensuring that ideas as such 
cannot invoke hate speech penalties, but only attacks on particular groups of people with 
the intent of provoking the imminent risk of discrimination, hostility or violence. In this 
context, of course, it is minority groups, and not the majority, that are in particular need 
of protection. Unfortunately, in Egypt and elsewhere, vague hate speech clauses become 
a means by which the majority penalizes the minority for holding alternative views, and 
thereby serve the exact opposite purpose from that for which they are designed. 
 

The clauses penalizing individuals for violating public morality have been frequently 
applied in Egypt. While some cases make it to court, others are settled outside the 
courthouse. When charges are made public, those accused might be directly assaulted by 
a crowd; and even where that does not occur, the nature of the charges often leads to 
little chance for a fair trial, and little chance of police protection for those accused. 
Beyond such practical matters, of course, the broad and vague nature of the provisions 
of law relied upon makes a fair trial extremely difficult, over and above the fact that the 
underlying conduct imputed is a legitimate exercise of freedom of expression which 
should not incur any punishment in any case.  
 

2011 saw numerous convictions on the grounds of insulting religion in one form or 
another.58 On 21 March Naima Wahib Habil, principal of a school in al-Maragha, was 
sentenced to two years in prison under Article 98(f) for defaming Islam. Numerous 
demonstrators protested against Ms. Habil before she was charged and prior to her 
sentencing, despite questions as to the veracity of the claims made against her.  
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On 12 April Karam Saber Ibrahim, the author of “Where is God”, a collection of short 
stories about poor farmers in Egypt, and director of the Land Center for Human Rights, 
had complaints filed against him together with his publisher under Article 161 of the 
Penal Code, on the basis of the content of his book, which the complainants alleged 
insulted Islam. He was sentenced to five years in prison in 2013, with the judgment 
confirmed on appeal June in 2014.59 
 

On 18 June a complaint was filed against Mohamed Fahmi Abd al-Sayyad Asfour, 
following allegations that he had insulted the prophet due, it seems, to his Shia religious 
affiliation. In April 2012 Mr. Asfour was sentenced to three years in prison for allegedly 
violating Article 160, reduced to one after appeal in July. 
 

On 17 August, Ayman Youssef Mansour, a blogger, was charged under Articles 98(f) and 
160 (inter alia) of the Penal Code and sentenced to three years in prison for allegedly 
insulting the Quran and the prophet on Facebook; the charges were upheld on appeal in 
January 2012. The decision did not give any indication as to the precise questionable 
content allegedly shared by Mr. Mansour.60 
 

In late December, hundreds gathered to protest against Gamal Abduh Gad al-Sayyed 
Masoud, a minor, following claims that his Facebook page contained images defaming the 
prophet, and Gamal’s home and those of neighbors were targeted with stones and 
Molotov cocktails, with several set fire; Coptic homes in neighboring villages were also 
set on fire. Gamal was meanwhile detained, and then brought up on expedited charges 
under Penal Code Articles 160, 176 and others. On 3 April 2012 Gamal was sentenced to 
three years imprisonment, a judgment confirmed in May 2012. The trial sessions were 
reportedly marked by irregularities and attacks on defense lawyers. 
 

2012 saw a continuation in the prevalence of prosecution. 
 

In 2011 a suit was filed against Adel Imam, an Egyptian actor, on the allegation that his 
films were insulting to Islam. In January 2012 Mr. Imam was sentenced under Article 
98(f) to three months imprisonment and a fine. The charges were dropped on appeal in 
September 2012, however – while on the one hand the overturning of the charges was 
positive, their overturning in this case in particular seemed more predominantly to 
indicate rather the selectivity of morality charges on the basis of the social position of the 
defendant. 
 

February 2012 saw charges that had been brought in 2011 under Articles 98(f), 161, 176 
and others against Naguib Sawirus due to a picture of a mouse with a beard and another 
in a headscarf on his webpage dismissed, on the grounds that plaintiffs lacked standing. 
Once again, while the dismissal was positive, it seems likely another result would have 
been reached had the defendant not been as wealthy or powerful.  
 

In February Makarem Diab Said, a Christian, was sentenced to six year in prison, 
including due to charges under Article 160 of the Penal Code, following a conversation 
with Muslim colleagues during which he asked why the prophet had married so many 
women. Charges were also brought against Mr. Said under Article 176 of the Penal Code, 
highlighting once again the problem with the manner in which vague hate speech 
provisions are used in practice discussed above. Mr. Said’s trial was marked by numerous 
irregularities; his defense lawyer was not informed of the first session, and when he did 
find out about its occurrence, was prevented from entering the first trial session by a 
large crowd gathered outside, for instance. Mr. Siad’s sentence was upheld in April, on 
which occasion defense attorneys were again prevented from presenting a defense and 

                                           
59 See also CIHRS, “Sentencing ‘Karem Saber’ to five years for charges of defamation of religion is a flagrant 
violation of freedom of opinion and expression,” 13 June 2013; el-Gazzar, “The Defamation of Religion and 
Karam Saber, Again,” Sampsonia Way, 24 March 2014; HRW, “Egypt: Repeal Law Used to Convict Author,” 4 
June 2014; ESCR-Net, “Egypt: Allow Karam Saber, a human rights defender, to remain free,” 4 June 2014. 
60 See also Diab, “Egypt must protect the right to insult,” Guardian, 27 Oct 2011. 



 

assaulted by individuals present in the courtroom. Local authorities refused to comply 
with the attorneys’ attempt to press charges following this assault. 
 

In April charges of insulting Islam brought against six film workers under Article 98(f) 
were dismissed by the Agouza court in Cairo. In the course of a rare positive judgment, 
the court stated that Article 98(f) of the Penal Code was intended to protect national 
unity and social peace, not the revealed religions, and that penalization based on broad 
and loose categories would serve to prevent religious discourse, and violate the rights to 
freedom of expression and belief. 
 

July saw another positive judgment issued in a case brought against two Islamic 
thinkers, Dr. Sayyed al-Qimni and Dr. Hassan Hanafi. The defendants had been awarded 
a prize in the social sciences; the suit demanded that the award be revoked, due to their 
allegedly anti-Islamic views. The first circuit court of administrative justice rejected the 
allegations, however, holding along the way that to reach another outcome would have 
violated the rights to freedom of belief and the pursuit of knowledge, which are protected 
inter alia by the international conventions Egypt has ratified. 
 

The same month saw a dramatically abuse decision in the case of Bishoy Kamil Kamel, a 
Christian teacher, however. Mr. Kamel was accused by his colleague of posting messages 
insulting Islam on Facebook. During pretrial detention and trial, protesters demonstrating 
against Mr. Kamel gathered outside the prosecution offices and courthouse, preventing 
Mr. Kamel from being brought into the courthouse on occasion, and attempting to attack 
his defense attorneys. On 18 September Mr. Kamel was sentenced to six years in prison 
under Articles 161, 176 178 and 179 (inter alia) of the Penal Code, despite serious 
questions as to his responsibility for the Facebook page in question. The conviction was 
upheld later in the month. 
 

On 13 September Alber Saber a crowd gathered outside Saber’s house, demanding that 
he come down and alleging that he had defamed Islam and the prophet through sharing 
a provocative film on his Facebook account. When the police responded to calls from Mr. 
Saber’s mother, they took him into custody, where he was assaulted by other prisoners 
reportedly with the encouragement of the police. Mr. Saber’s house was meanwhile 
broken into and his mother forced to flee. Charges under Articles 98(f) and 160 of the 
Penal Code were brought against Mr. Saber the following day and he was placed in 
incommunicado detention in poor conditions. On 12 December, Saber was to three years 
in prison, despite the fact no evidence he had shared the trailer for the film Innocence of 
Muslims, under accusation of which he was originally charged, ever emerged, and despite 
violations of his right to defense.61 
 

On February 26 2013, Amr Abdullah, a Shia Muslim, was sentenced to five years in 
prison under Article 98(f), after he entered Cairo’s Hussein Mosque on the Shia holy day 
of Ashura. 62  In June 2013, Roman Murad Saad, a Coptic lawyer, was sentenced in 
absentia to a year in prison under accusation of having insulted the Quran, and Demiana 
Emad Abdelnour, a Coptic teacher, was sentenced to a 100,000 pound fine following 
accusations by the parents of a student that she had defamed Islam; a year later, on 
appeal by Ms. Abdelnour, a six month jail term was added.63 On October 26, Sharif Gaber 
was arrested after declaring himself an atheist on a social networking site.64 

                                           
61 See also Amnesty, “‘Egypt: Outrageous’ guilty verdict in blasphemy case an assault on free expression,” 12 
Dec 2012; CIHRS, “The prison sentence against Alber Saber: another nail in the coffin of democracy,” 13 Dec 
2012; Human Rights First, “Alber Saber Sentenced to Three Years in Prison: A Case Study in ‘Blasphemy Law’ 
Persecution, 19 Dec 2012. 
62 See HRW, “Egypt: Repeal Law Used to Convict Author,” 4 June 2014. 
63  See CIHRS, “Sentencing ‘Karem Saber’ to five years for charges of defamation of religion is a flagrant 
violation of freedom of opinion and expression,” 13 June 2013; EIPR, “Sentencing Demiana Abdelnour with a 
100 thousand pounds fine – religion defamation claims have become a weapon for the oppression of religious 
minorities,” 13 June 2014; Ahram Online, “Coptic teacher gets 6 months in jail for ‘insulting Islam’,” 15 June 
2014. 
64 See HRW, “Egypt: Repeal Law Used to Convict Author,” 4 June 2014. 
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April 2014 saw Mohammed Ahmed Suleiman and Khalifa Mohamed Khair sentenced to six 
months imprisonment on charges of contempt for Islam. June 2014 saw Kirolos Ghattas, 
a Copt, sentenced to six years imprisonment, after allegations he had posted content 
insulting to Islam on his Facebook page. Bishoy Armia Boulos, a convert to Christianity, 
was sentenced to five years imprisonment the same month, officially due to his 
journalistic reporting on anti-Christian attacks in Minya governorate, though his lawyer 
has suggested the sentence was due to his being a convert. Kirolos Shawky, another 
Copt, was also sentenced to six year in prison for having liked a Facebook page that later 
published an anti-Islamic cartoon, after a mob of angry men carrying Molotov cocktails 
had gathered outside his house.65 
 

In December 2014, Fatima Naoot, a columnist, was charged following criticism of the 
slaughter of animals during Eid al-Adha on Facebook. In 2015 Naoot’s defense attorney 
filed charged against the lawyer who had brought the charges, alleging he had insulted 
the courts, while Naoot suggested on her Facebook account that he was a Muslim 
Brotherhood supporter. Later in 2015 Naoot announced plans to run for parliament, out 
of opposition to religious parties.66 
 

In January 2015, Karim Ashraf Mohamed al-Banna was sentenced to three years in 
prison for having stated that he was an atheist on Facebook, a claim taken as an insult to 
Islam. Mr. al-Banna was arrested at a cafe in Beheira governerate in November 2014, 
which was later closed down on the grounds that it was an ‘atheists cafe’; another 
‘atheists cafe’ was closed down in Cairo the following month.67 
 

On 8 April, a Coptic teacher and five students were arrested for making a video making 
fun of ISIS. On 28 April, Michael Mounir Bishay was sentenced to a year in prison for 
sharing a video of two Muslim sheikhs, that had aired on an Egyptian TV channel, on 
Facebook. On 12 May, Mahmoud Dahroug, a Shia, was sentenced to six months for 
possessing Shia books.68 
 

On 31 May 2015, Islam El-Beheiry, a television host and reformist Islamic scholar, was 
found to have insulted Islam and sentenced to five years imprisonment under Article 
98(f). The charges followed complaints by Al Azhar concerning Mr. Beheiry’s show. The 
court judgment was upheld on 10 October.69 
As one authority has observed, while blasphemy prosecutions declined slightly after 
Morsi’s ouster, they had returned to previous levels by late 2014.70 
 
 

                                           
65 See Casper, “Christian Convert Arrested in Egypt: Details and Background,” Arab-West Report, 10 Dec 2013; 
EIPR, “After Luxor Misdemeanor Court sentenced to imprisonment of 6 months to a teacher on charges of 
contempt of religion19 June 2014; Salama, “Egyptian Christian jailed for contempt of religion,” AP, 21 June 
2014; Roddy, “Blasphemy: Intolerance in Egypt,” Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy, 8 August 2014; 
Haddon, “In Sis’s Egypt, Blasphemy is Still a Crime,” Foreign Policy, 21 April 2015; Immigration and Refugee 
Board of Canada, “Egypt: Situation of Coptic Christians, including treatment,” 8 May 2015. 
66 See Egyptian Streets, “Egyptian Writer to Stand Trial for Criticizing Islamic Sacrificial Rituals on Facebook,” 
27 Dec 2014; Fekki, “Renowned writer’s trial for ‘insulting Islan’ on Facebook adjourned to 29 July,” Daily News 
Egypt, 27 May 2015; Nanns, “Trial against Fatima Naoot continues,” Daily New Egypt, 30 July 2015; Ezzidin, 
“Questions for a parliamentary candidate: Fatima Naoot,” 29 Sept 2015. 
67 See Mada Masr, “Authorities raid, close ‘atheists’ cafe’ in downtown Cairo,” 14 Dec 2014; HRW, “Egypt: 3-
Year Sentence for Atheist,” 13 Jan 2015 ;Greenslade, “Egyptian student jailed for proclaiming that he is an 
atheist,” Guardian, 13 Jan 2015. 
68 See Haddon, “In Sis’s Egypt, Blasphemy is Still a Crime,” Foreign Policy, 21 April 2015; Testimony of Samuel 
Tadros, “Egypt Two Years After Morsi: Part 1,” House Committee on Foreign Affairs, Subcommittee on the 
Middle East and North Africa, 20 May 2015. 
69 See Cairo Post, “Islam Behery sentenced to five years in prison,” 31 May 2015; Moftah, “Sisi Islam Reform: 
Blasphemy Case Against Reformist Islam El-Beheiry Undercuts Egyptian President’s Call for Muslim Religious 
Revolution,” International Business Times, 2 June 2015; Daily News Egypt, “TV presenter Islam El-Beheiry’s 
imprisonment upheld,” 10 Oct 2015; Daily News Egypt, “ANHRI demands acquittal of TV-presenter Islam El-
Beheiry,” 12 Oct 2015. 
70 See Haddon, “In Sisi’s Egypt, Blasphemy is Still a Crime,” Foreign Policy, 21 April 2015, citing Ishak Ibrahim, 
EIPR researcher. 



 

 Morocco 
 

Finally, in addition to penalizing insults to the royal family and the undermining of 
territorial integrity, Article 41 of Morocco’s Press Code71 also penalizes publications that 
undermine Islam. Such a provision is of course susceptible to the same criticisms as 
leveled above – what exactly constitutes such undermining is left extremely vague – in 
addition to which, of course, the privileged place given to Islam in particular constitutes a 
violation of the rights to freedom of religion and to freedom from discrimination. It is also 
worth emphasizing, of course, the interesting combination of the prohibitions of these 
three elements – royal family, territorial integrity, and Islam – in a single article, 
indicating, as it were, the attempt by those in power to weave all three together into a 
single source of legitimacy – and hence providing insight into the manner in which 
authorities in Morocco attempt to ensure their hegemony. 
 

Article 59 of Morocco’s Press Code penalizes with fine and imprisonment whoever creates 
or disseminates content contrary to public morals; Article 60 penalizes with both or either 
of the same penalties public speech with similar effect; and Article 61 makes editors, 
publishers and distributors potentially liable for such penalizations as well as authors. 
While public morals may be an ultimate grounds for limitation, articles of the law that 
penalize speech simply for offending public morals are overly broad and vague, and liable 
to be used to attack speech the majority do not approve of in practice – as indeed, such 
clauses are used in Morocco and elsewhere. Article 64 of Morocco’s Press Code 
compounds the problem, by enabling the police, provided they have notified the 
prosecutor, to seize materials which ‘through their character of being contrary to public 
morals present an immediate danger to public morals’, as well as allowing materials to be 
seized at the border. Needless to say, this clause places discretionary power largely into 
the hands of the police, making clear that public morals will serve in practice as a 
grounds to police content the authorities do not approve of. 
 

Articles 65 and 66 of Morocco’s Press Code also target offenses to public morality, 
through penalizing the provision of materials that offend public morality to children or the 
public advertising of such materials, and by allowing the authorities to seize such 
material, or to ban public shows found to be indecent. While of course special provisions 
to protect children from indecent materials are not uncommon in laws around the world, 
the vagueness of the provisions in question (which only refer to harm specifically directed 
against children in places) means that once again they may be used to target material 
that is not offensive as such, but only to the majority and/or the authorities. 
 

Article 39(bis) of Morocco’s Press Code penalizes whoever sets out to incite racial 
discrimination, hatred or violence against a person or persons because of their race, 
origin, color, ethnicity or religion with imprisonment and/or a fine. While, as noted 
relative to Egypt, states are required to prohibit hate speech, it is important that 
provisions on hate speech be tightly defined, as otherwise they are liable to in practice 
serve precisely as a tool for the majority to silence minorities, the aim they are intended 
to help to preclude. 
 

Article 483 of Morocco’s Penal Code72 prescribes imprisonment and a fine for outrages 
against public decency through nudity or obscenity. As with the clauses above, this 
clause is vague and threatens serious penalties, and is hence easily subject to abuse. 
 

Charges against Moroccan rapper Othamn Atiq, discussed above, included not only 
offending a state institution, but also harming public morality, demonstrating once again 
the tightly intertwined use in practice of such provisions.73 
 

                                           
71 Morocco Press Code, Decree 1-58-378 of 1958 (as prominently modified by law 77-00 of 2002). 
72 Morocco Penal Code, Decree 1-59-413 of 1962. 
73 See HRW, “Unjustly Jailed Rapper to Go Free,” 11 Nov 2014. 
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In July 2015 charges of having ‘offended public morals’ were brought against two women 
who had been harassed by men due, apparently, to having worn tight dresses.74 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Section Three of Tunisia’s Penal Code75 concerns attacks on morals. Articles 226 and 
226(bis) of Tunisia’s Penal Code punish with imprisonment and fine those who offend 
public decency, or draw attention to opportunities to commit debauchery. These clauses 
are overly broad and vague, providing neither a clear test of the sort of behavior that will 
be penalized, nor ensuring that such penalization is sharply limited to only those 
activities which merit it. Such provisions are ripe to be abused in practice to target 
behavior and individuals the majority and/or the authorities disfavor. 
 
Article 121(ter) of Tunisia’s Penal Code penalizes those who disseminate materials liable 
to cause harm to public order or public morals.  This clause too provides a ripe grounds 
for abuse similar to the articles discussed above. Article 121(ter) is particularly serious in 
that it imposes up to five years in prison as a penalty. 
 
Article 53 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing76 in Tunisia 
imposes a penalty on those who use places of worship for partisan, political propaganda. 
While the apparent intent behind this article is reasonable, the article as drafted is overly 
broad, as it is not clear where the boundaries of what constitutes political propaganda 
might fall. Religious institutions should be able to campaign for greater social justice. At 
the same time, utilization of religious institutions for direct political purposes – 
campaigning, endorsement of candidates and the like – is reasonably outlawed. 
 
Article 52 of the Decree Law penalizes through imprisonment and fine incitement of 
hatred between races, religions or populations through the dissemination of ideas based 
on racial discrimination, religious extremism or regional or tribal sectarianism. While as 
noted elsewhere the penalization of actual hate speech is positive, laws in this area can 
easily be abused; as such, the provision in question should be specified to a far greater 
degree in order to ensure it is not applied to target legitimate expression or generally 
applied in a discriminatory manner. 
 
Article 121(ter) of Tunisia’s Penal Code has been the primary vehicle used in 
prosecutions.  
 
In 2012, two individuals, Jabeur Mejri and Ghazi Beji, were prosecuted for publishing 
what were deemed offensive depictions of the prophet Mohammed on Facebook. While 
Ghazi Beji fled the country, Jabeur Mejri was imprisoned with a seven and a half year 
sentence. He was released in 2014 by presidential pardon, after he wrote a letter of 
apology.77 
 
2012 also saw Nassredine Ben Saida, the publisher of a tabloid, was penalized for having 
published a controversial fashion picture of a footballer with his girlfriend, while the head 
of a television station faced blasphemy charges for having allowed the broadcast of 
Persepolis. Two sculptors were also charged due to artwork that was perceived to be 
immoral.78 
 

                                           
74 See Spencer, “Two hundred lawyers defend Morocco women tried for wearing dresses,” The Telegraph, 7 July 
2015. 
75 Tunisia Penal Code, Law 68-23 of 1968. 
76 Decree Law 115 of 2011. 
77 See HRW, “Tunisia: Seven Years in Jail for Mocking Islam,” 6 April 2012; Goldstein, “Human Rights and 
Culture Wars in the New Tunisia,” HRW, 17 July 2012; Popescu, “Jabeur Mejri,” Literary Review, July 2013; 
Amnesty, “Jabeur Mejri, Imprisoned for Facebook Posts in Tunisia,” 9 May 2014. 
78 See HRW, “Tunisia: Drop Charges Against Artists,” 3 Sept 2012. 



 

2012 also saw a proposed amendment to the Penal Code that would have strongly 
reinforced the penalties in these areas; fortunately, the amendment was not passed.79 
 

Conclusion 
 
As the above makes clear, limitations of speech on the basis that it violates public 
morality or constitutes an offense to religion are overly vague and exceptionally 
susceptible to partisan application, as well as constituting fundamentally unjust grounds 
upon which to restrict speech in the first place. As Moroccan law makes clearest, in the 
law itself such limitations are seen as a natural extension and component of the 
protection of both the ruling authorities and the state itself. This of course constitutes a 
double move, both attempting to claim for the ruling authorities some sort of divine 
mandate, and consequently some degree of religious authority, while also pandering to 
the beliefs of the majority and using religion generally as a tool in public spaces through 
which to generate popular support. Needless to say, in reality this leads not only to a 
variety of unjust and inappropriate limitations on speech, but also to scant regard for the 
factual basis for prosecutions, which serve the purpose of providing public theater as 
much as addressing any real harm, such that the actual guilt or innocence of the 
defendant is of little concern.  

 

2.4 Overly broad penalizations, for instance of spreading ‘false news’ 
 

 Egypt 

 
Article 80(d) of Egypt’s Penal Code penalizes with imprisonment and/or fine deliberate 
disclosure of “false or tendentious news, information or rumors concerning the country’s 
internal situation, which is bound to weaken the country’s financial credibility, dignity, 
and prestige, or exercise of… an activity that is liable to cause damage and harm the 
national interest.”80  
 
Article 102 penalizes with imprisonment of up to a year and/or a fine of two hundred 
pounds whoever through “speaking loudly or singing… stirs up sedition”. Article 102(bis) 
prescribes imprisonment and a fine for the deliberate dissemination of “news, 
information, or false or tendentious rumors… if this is liable to disturb public security, 
cause alarm among the people, or cause harm to public interest”. Article 102(bis) also 
states that the penalties in question shall apply to anyone who possesses materials that 
might invoke the liability of the first part of the Article, if they are prepared for 
distribution or access; and to any institution that has assisted in the dissemination of 
such materials through printing, recording or similar means. 
 
Article 135 penalizes informing the Egyptian authorities of “disasters, incidents or risks 
that in fact have no existence”. While there may be a reasonable intent behind this 
provision, the article as written is excessively vague, and would seem to serve to deter 
Egyptian citizens from informing the authorities as to various threats of which the 
authorities would hope to be well informed. 
 
Article 171 penalizes whoever induces a crime through “talk, shouting, deed, or a hint 
insinuated in public, by writing, drawing, pictures, photographs, marks and symbols, or 
any other method of public representation”.  
While of course incitement to crime may reasonably be criminalized, the nature of the 
article in question – which essentially leaves the matter at that, suggesting a ‘hint’ alone 
is enough for incitement – suggests it might easily be applied to hold figures the 
government does not like, for instance members of opposition parties or groups, to 

                                           
79  For more, see Human Rights First, “Blasphemy, Freedom of Expression, and Tunisia’s Transition to 
Democracy,” May 2013. 
80 Egypt Penal Code, Law 58 of 1937. 
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account for incidents which in fact they had not intended. Article 177 penalizes 
incitement to disobey the laws. This is of course in large part a problem because Egypt’s 
laws do not otherwise conform to its human rights obligations; insofar as they are often 
overly vague, such that whether or not a law has been broken becomes a matter of 
government discretion, such a provision also serves to magnify the lack of clarity within 
the legal system. 
 
Article 187 penalizes anyone who publicly disseminates some statement or information 
that is “liable to influence” judicial figures or witnesses, or “influences public opinion in 
favor of a party to the case, or the investigation, or against that party.” While clearly 
improper interference with witnesses or the conduct of an investigation is rightly 
penalized, the clause in question is extremely broad and vaguely worded, such that it 
might be used to penalize any commentary on a case in practice, including for instance 
criticism of due process violations. 
 
Article 188 penalizes through imprisonment and/or a fine publishing “with ill will” false 
news, data, or rumors…” that are “likely to perturb general peace, create fright among 
the people, or cause harm and damage to public interest.”  
 
The provisions in question are excessively vague, and hence can easily be used to 
penalize those against whom authorities might wish to take action for other reasons; as 
such, even if not applied, they are likely to chill free speech. Article 102(bis) of Egypt’s 
criminal code is particularly excessive in this regard for instance – since it refers to a 
broad range of information that might be disseminated, including simply news or 
information, and since it allows for prosecution in cases where the news or information is 
‘liable’ to disturb public security, without reference to either ill will or the falsity of that 
information. While Article 188 adds those limits, the vagueness of determining falsity in 
the context in question, as well as the essential discretion left to the authorities in 
determining what constitutes a harm to public interest, mean in practice the article could 
easily be applied with the same excessive breadth. In effect, such clauses potentially 
criminalize any but the most banal and harmless of public statements. 
 
The most infamous charges for spreading false news were those brought against three Al 

Jazeera International correspondents, detained in 2013 and sentenced in 2014, along 
with a number of other international journalists tried in absentia. The Al Jazeera 
journalists were eventually pardoned in September 2015, after extensive jail terms. As 
numerous organizations have pointed out, however, the pardons only concerned a small 
number of those arbitrarily detained in Egypt, and did nothing to address the systemic 
problems relative to freedom of expression and other rights addressed here and 
elsewhere.81 
 
In November 2015, investigative journalist and human rights defender Hossam Baghat 
was detained by the authorities, apparently due to an investigate piece he had written 
concerning a secret trial of alleged coup conspirators in Egypt’s army.82 Mr. Bahgat was 
charged under article 102(bis) and 188 of the penal code; he was released following 
extensive international outcry however a few days after he was detained, in which 
context it was not clear if charges were still pending.83 
  

                                           
81 See, e.g., Amnesty, “Egypt frees Al Jazeera staff jailed for journalism,” 23 Sept 2015; Article 19, “Egypt: 
Presidential pardon is an inadequate step towards freedom of expression,” 23 Sept 2015; CPJ, “CPJ urges Sisi 
to release all journalists jailed in Egypt,” 24 Sept 2015. 
82 That piece is Bahgat, “A coup busted? The secret military trial of 26 officers for plotting ‘regime change’ with 
the Brotherhood,” Mada Masr, 14 Oct 2015. 
83 See Mada Masr, “Update: Hossam Bahgat has been released, unclear if charges still pending,” 10 Nov 2015. 



 

 Morocco 
 

Article 42 of Morocco’s Press Code 84  penalizes with imprisonment and/or fine the 
publication or dissemination in bad faith of false allegations, inaccurate facts, or 
fabricated documents which disturb public order or arouse fear, or affect the morale of 
the army (in which case a longer prison sentence potentially applies). That the limitation 
that the provision will only apply in instances of bad faith is built into this article is 
positive; the penalization of publications that ‘disturb public order or arouse fear’ 
however remains an extremely broad and vague underlying grounds for penalty. 
Moreover, what little protection might be found in the requirement of bad faith is only 
effective to the extent the onus of proving such bad faith is placed on the prosecutor – 
whereas in fact, Article 50 of Morocco’s Press Code creates a presumption of bad faith 
that must be defeated by the author of the statement in question, the proof of which in 
practice is likely to frequently prove impossible. 
 

Article 43 of Morocco’s Press Code penalizes with a fine those who publish false or 
defamatory information that causes or attempts to cause the withdrawal of public funds. 
This clause is in many ways even vaguer than Article 42, as it is not clear what exactly is 
meant by the withdrawal of public funds, and hence also represents a potential source of 
unjust penalization. 
 

Article 51(bis) of Morocco’s Press Code penalizes with imprisonment and/or fine the 
publication of information infringing the privacy of another – while this may be a 
reasonable basis for liability, the clause as it stands is vague and in need of further 
clarification to prevent abuse. 
 

Article 55 of Morocco’s law imposes limits on what may be reported relative to trials. 
While much of the intent of the article is reasonable, the language is overly vague in 
several areas, and might allow the article to be used to shut down reasonable and 
important discussion and debate concerning court judgments. 
 

Article 447 of Morocco’s Penal Code85 penalizes with fine and imprisonment the sharing 
by employees of ‘factory secrets’, a penalization that increases when the information is 
shared with foreigners or Moroccans abroad. This clause is excessive in many ways; from 
the point of view of freedom of expression, the clause is both broad and vague, and 
might easily be used to penalize workers seeking to expose inadequate conditions and 
workplace rights issues, for example. 
 

In July and August 2015 Hamid Elmahdaouy, editorial director of the Badil.info website, 
was twice convicted, inter alia, of publishing false news under Article 42 of the Press 
Code, and Badil.info was shut down for three months. Mr. Elmahdaouy was penalized 
with extensive fines of 130,000 dirhams between the two convictism (approximately 
US$13,000). The Badil website was set up in 2014, after the shutting down of Lakome, 
discussed below. Like Lakome, Badil was known for reporting on human rights violations 
and corruption. One judgment against Mr. Elmahdaouy  came on the basis of a report on 
explosions in and the burning of a car in Meknes in 2015, an event the authorities had 
recognized and that other news outlets had reported on without prosecution. The other 
came on the basis of reporting on the death of a man following his arrest by police 
officers in 2014 – a death yet to be accounted for by the police forces at the time.86 
 

Rachid Nini, whose ordeal earlier in the current decade was discussed above, was 
convicted on 27 July 2015 by the Casablanca Court of First Instance of, inter alia, 
reporting false information after a story reporting that sub-standard materials were used 

                                           
84 Morocco Press Code, Decree 1-58-378 of 1958 (as prominently modified by law 77-00 of 2002). 
85 Morocco Penal Code, Decree 1-59-413 of 1962. 
86  See Amnesty, “Morocco: Court orders suspension of news website, editors fined for ‘false news’ and 
‘defamation’,” 17 August 2015. 
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by the Ministry of Equipment and Transport in constructing a new highway. An extensive 
fine of 400,000 dirhams (approximately $41,000US) was issued.87 
 

Charges of spreading false news have also been brought against Maati Monjib, head of 
Freedom Now, a Moroccan NGO aimed at defending freedom of expression, and a 
member of the Moroccan Association for Investigative Journalism, and Karima Nadir, 
Vice-President of the Moroccan Association for Digital Rights, following assistance in the 
preparation of a report documenting violations of the right to freedom of expression in 
Morocco.88  
 

 Tunisia 

 
As with Egypt and Morocco, legislation in Tunisia is overly broad and vague in several 
areas. Particularly troubling however is Article 54 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, 
Printing and Publishing,89 which penalizes the knowing distribution of false news likely to 
affect public order. What exactly constitutes false news is not clear, nor how it will be 
assessed whether a particular piece of information or story is ‘likely to affect public 
order’. As such, this article can easily be used to penalize free expression, and even 
when not applied will exert a chilling effect. 
 

Article 86 of Tunisia’s Telecommunications Code 90  penalizes knowingly disturbing the 
peace via a telecommunications network, while Article 91 of the Code of Military 
Justice,91 in addition to the penalizations discussed above, punishes the disclosure of 
information relating to the military. These articles too do not clearly define their terms or 
what sort of publications will be problematic, thereby sweeping under their scope much 
legitimate reporting. All such clauses are likely to prove easy tools for the authorities to 
use against journalists who seek to report with a critical voice.  
 

Provisions of Tunisia’s law such as the above were used prior to the revolution in order to 
target journalists. In one particularly serious case a number of journalists, including 
Fahem Boukadous, a reporter for the Al-Hiwar Attounsi TV station, were sentenced to six, 
later reduced to four years in prison for allegedly forming and belonging to a criminal 
association and spreading reports liable to disrupt public order. In fact, the journalists’ 
‘crime’ had been reporting on protests against poor economic conditions, rights violations 
and corruption in Gafsa in 2008.92 
 

These provisions have also been frequently employed since the revolution to target 
individuals engaging in speech particular authorities did not like. In 2011, Hajlaoui Nabil, 
an agronomist, was sentenced to two months in prison for criticizing the military.93 
 

In 2012, Ayoub Massoudi, a former presidential advisor, was charged under Article 91 of 
the code of military justice and Article 128 of the Penal Code following criticism of the 
army’s role in the extradition of Libya’s former prime minister to Libya. He was later 
given a suspended sentence and a fine by a military court.94 
 

                                           
87 See id. 
88 See RWB, “Monarchy’s Red Lines Gag Morocco’s Independent Media,” 7 Sept 2015; CIHRS, “The Moroccan 
government should halt all restrictions on civil society and stop harassment of human rights defenders,” 22 
Sept 2015; El-Rifae, “CPJ joins call for Morocco to end harassment of journalists,” CPJ, 29 Sept 2015. 
89 Decree Law 115 of 2011. 
90 Law 1 of 2001. 
91 Promulgated by Decree on 10 January 1957. 
92 See HRW, “Tunisia: Quash Unfair Convictions,” 26 April 2010; Prince, “Tunisia – The Imprisonment of Fahem 
Boukadous (Part one of a series),” View from the Left Bank: Rob Prince’s Blog, 2 August 2010; Amnesty, 
“Tunisie: portrait de Fahem Boukadous,” 19 May 2011. 
93 See Abrougui, “Tunisia: Army Critic Sentenced to Two Months in Prison,” Global Voices, 10 Nov 2011; HRW, 
“Tunisia: Dismantle Repressive Ben-Ali-Era Laws,” 17 Dec 2011. 
94 See HRW, “Tunisia: Drop Charges for Criticizing Army,” 22 Aug 2012; Amnesty, “Freedom of Expression on 
Trial in Tunisia,” 2 July 2013.. 



 

In 2013, Hakim Ghanmi was charged under both Article 91 of the code of military 
intelligence and Article 86 of the Telecommunications Code, together with the Article 128 
of the Penal Code, penalizing defamation of public officials, for publishing statements on 
his blog criticizing a military hospital for its treatment of his sister-in-law. Mr. Ghanmi 
was ultimately acquitted by the Supreme Court of Tunisia in 2015, however, after he was 
finally able to appeal his case there having previously had the case considered by military 
tribunals.95 
 

On 18 August 2013 charges under Article 86 were also brought against Mourad Mehrezi, 
a cameraman who was filming when an egg was thrown at the Minister of Culture by 
actor Nasreddine Slihi. Other charges included being drunk in public, causing disorder 
and conspiracy to assault a public official. Mr. Slihi was also charged with defamation and 
undermining public morals.96 
 

In 2014, Yassine Ayari was sentenced by a military tribunal to three years in jail for 
criticizing the defence minister and specific military appointments on his Facebook page. 
He was sentenced in absentia, as he was out of the country at the time, and then 
arrested immediately upon his return. In a retrial in January 2015 he was sentenced to a 
year in prison, which was commuted to six months in March, and released in April under 
provisions of the code of criminal procedure allowing for release with more than half a 
sentence served.97 
 

2014 also saw charges brought against Sahbi Jouini, a police union leader, after he 
stated on television that the armed forced had not taken the proper measures to deter an 
attack on Tunisian soldiers given information available to them. Mr. Jouini was sentenced 
in absentia (despite being in the country) to two years in prison. The case was dismissed 
on 13 October 2015.98 
 

Needless to say and as the examples demonstrate, the danger of Article 91 is magnified 
by the fact that charges under the article are frequently brought in military tribunals, in 
flagrant violation of human rights obligations. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The charges discussed in this section all violate human rights standards through their 
overly broad and/or vague nature – usually both – thereby failing to inform individuals as 
to the standards with which they should comply, and hence broadening the scope of the 
chilling effect; penalizing a variety of behavior that should not be penalized at all; and 
admitting extremely flexible application, granting the authorities complete discretion in 
their use. Of course, the problems described here do not apply to these legal provisions 
alone – rather, these are merely those provisions where such problems are front and 
center, as almost all of the legal provisions discussed in this study contain the faults of 
overly broad and vague language. The impropriety of such provisions is not only a matter 
of human rights but also of the rule of law and the principle of legality itself – as 
exceptional vagueness strips articles of law of their generalizability. Reforming the 
vagueness of legal provisions in the region hence must form an essential part of creating 
rights and rule of law respecting systems. 

 

                                           
95 See Amnesty, “Tunisian blogger faces military court for criticizing hospital staff,” 28 May 2013; Amnesty, 
“Freedom of Expression on Trial in Tunisia,” 2 July 2013; Kapitalis, “Le blogueur Hakim Ghanmi acquitté par la 
cour de cassation militaire,” 8 Jan 2015. 
96 See Amnesty, “Tunisia: Abusive prosecution of cameraman for filming egg throwing on minister,” 4 Sept 
2013 
97 See Labidi, “Tunisie: Inès Ben Othman et Yassine Ayari, deux activists en prison pour avoir dit ce qu’il ne 
fallait pas dire,” Huffington Post, 26 Dec 2014; HRW, “Tunisia: Blogger Convicted by Military Court,” 6 Jan 
2015; Guellali, “Tunisia Blogger Jailing Shows Flaws in Legal System,” HRW, 3 March 2015; Middle East Eye, 
“Tunisia frees blogger for defaming army in Facebook posts,” 17 April 2015. 
98 Tunisia Live, “Sahbi Jouini faces two year prison sentence,” 27 Nov 2014; Kapitalis, “Tribunal militaire: Non-
lieu pour Sahbi Jouini,” 13 Oct 2015. 
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2.5 Inadequate definition of defamation, provisions of defense and 

exemption and procedural frameworks 
 

 Egypt 

 
As already noted, many of the clauses penalizing criticism of the authorities do not limit 
themselves to statements of fact, but rather encompass statements of opinion. Similarly, 
Articles 306 and 308 of Egypt’s Penal Code penalize insults as such. 99  In contrast, 
statements of opinion should not constitute grounds for defamation charges. 
 
Articles 302 and 303 of Egypt’s Penal Code, the clauses dealing with defamation as such, 
apply to instances where an individual has attributed to another something which “if true 
would necessitate” subjecting the person to legal penalty, or would lead to the person in 
question being “despised” by “patriots and fellow citizens.” While the language in 
question suggests that the statement must be one that can be either true of false, the 
manner in which this specification is expressed is somewhat vague and could helpfully be 
clarified. This is enhanced by the vagueness of the clause on the whole, which, while not 
referring to harms to reputation as expected in a defamation clause, brings in language 
concerning the purported opinions of ‘patriots’, suggesting that the clauses might be 
applied relative to those who question government policies, for instance, thereby limiting 
discussion of public issues in instances where nothing like defamation occurs. 
 
Articles 302 and 303 moreover double the penalty when the charges are made against a 
public employee acting in the course of their work; such a penalty may only be avoided if 
the person who challenged the public employee can show they made the challenge in 
good faith and can prove the truth of their assertions. Once again, these clauses make 
clear that far from allowing a greater degree of criticism of public officials, as required by 
human rights law, the Egyptian Penal Code goes to extra length to protect public officials 
from criticism. Moreover, by placing the burden of proof on the party not in possession of 
all the information, the articles as written basically ensure individuals will be penalized 
for critiquing government officials even where their critiques are in fact true. 
 
Articles 304 and 305 of Egypt’s Penal Code positively create an exception to the 
application of the above provisions where an individual informs the authorities “honestly 
and without bad faith” of a violation of the law by another, as opposed to informing them 
of a false matter with bad faith. Article 309 positively creates an exception for statements 
made in the course of legal proceedings. 
 
The legal system around freedom of expression in particular in Egypt is made more 
problematic by the possibility of ‘hesba’ suits – that is, by the possibility for individuals 
who were not harmed by the statement in question to file complaints that a certain 
provision of the law has been violated. This is then compounded by the fact that in Egypt 
it is largely the criminal system that deals with defamation, as the case may then be 
picked up by the prosecutor and pursued by the state – not only creating the possibility 
of improper penalties, but putting the case in an unjust posture from the beginning, with 
the words of the accused being taken as some form of affront to the state.100 
  

                                           
99 Egypt Penal Code, Law 58 of 1937. 
100 On the issue of hesba suits see, e.g., ANHRI, “Egypt: Hesba cases and censorship threaten movies,” 2 June 
2009; ANHRI, “Egypt – Hesba Cases Threaten the Freedom of Creativity Again,” 29 Oct 2013; ANHRI, “Egypt: 
Following the Rejection of a Political Hesba Case Calling for the Revocation of the Egyptian Citizenship of El 
Baradei, Complaint Calls for Revoking the Citizenship of Bassem Youssef due to Insults,” 29 Sept 2014; IFEX, 
“Egyptian lawyers file complaint calling for satirist Bassem Youssef’s citizenship to be revoked,” 30 Sept 2014. 



 

 Morocco 

 
As in Egypt and as already observed, several clauses of Morocco’s law, such as Article 
263 of the Penal Code101 and Articles 41 and 48 of the Press Code,102 improperly penalize 
insults. Article 44 of the Press Code and Article 443 of the Penal Code also create a 
category of penalization for insult as such. 
 
In addition, Article 44 of Morocco’s Press Code states that defamation will consist of any 
allegation or imputation of a fact; it goes on however to state that such a statement will 
be punished even if expressed in ‘tentative terms.’ The precise meaning of this phrase is 
not clear, but it seems quite possible that it might be read to enable prosecution of 
journalists for reporting allegations made by other bodies, or generally for the 
presentation of claims in a context in which certainty is not asserted. As such, the article 
means that Morocco’s defamation penalizations might easily be used to target reporting 
on government corruption and offenses, which are rarely likely to be subject to clear and 
absolute proof and where serious reporting requires discussion of allegations and the like.   
 
Article 49 of Morocco’s Press Code states that the truth of a defamatory matter shall be 
established ‘in the ordinary ways’ in the case of imputations against public bodies and 
officials and the managers of companies. The law does not clearly define what this 
means, however, nor does it clearly state on whom the burden relative to proof of truth 
will fall, or what effect the truth content of a statement will have on a suit. It seems, 
however, that the law intends that the accused must prove the truth of their statements. 
The law should be amended to state clearly that the plaintiff should bear the burden of 
proving falsity relative to matters of public concern. Moreover, together with expanding 
the defenses provided, Article 49 of Morocco’s Press Code should make clear that it 
applies to all instances of defamation. 
 
Article 49 also states that those responsible for publication must have had evidence prior 
to their publication of the claims in question. Rather than making this an additional 
requirement, this should be made into an additional grounds of defense, the ‘reasonable 
publication’ grounds – such that even if the verity of a statement cannot be proven or its 
falsity can be shown, publishers may still avoid liability if they can show that publication 
of the information in question was reasonable in light of the circumstances. 
 
Article 49 also contains unusual language, disallowing proof of the truth of defamatory 
facts in cases concerning privacy, facts which go back more than 10 years, or facts 
relating to amnestied or forgiven offenses. While offenses to privacy are naturally a 
different matter from defamation, they should hence be dealt with as such, through a 
different set of provisions – by including the clause here, all defamation actions 
potentially become effective if the accuser can simply state that the matter in question 
was private, a particular cause for concern relative to matters of public interest. The 
clauses pertaining to long-past actions and amnestied actions are an even more serious 
matter, as they appear designed to prevent establishment of a truthful historical record – 
contrary to the right of individuals to know the truth of past wrongs committed in their 
society.  
 
Article 73 gives the accused 15 days from receipt of summons in which to state all the 
relevant sources that will be relied upon in proving the truth of the claim in question; 
care is necessary to ensure that the prompt nature of this timeframe not prejudice the 
right of the accused to potentially defend themselves through demonstrating the truth of 
the matter in question. 
 

                                           
101 Morocco Penal Code, Decree 1-59-413 of 1962. 
102 Morocco Press Code, Decree 1-58-378 of 1958 (as prominently modified by law 77-00 of 2002). 
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Article 57 of Morocco’s Press Code starts off with a gesture towards immunizing 
statements made in good faith in the course of court proceedings from defamation 
liability. The vagaries in the article quickly deprive this initial statement of any protection 
it might provide, however, by allowing judges to remove statements from the record and 
to impose damages, as well as to impose injunctions against lawyers or suspend them. 
The article also states that defamatory statements ‘foreign to the cause’ of the case may 
still be subject to action. These broad and vague exceptions, and the discretionary 
powers placed in the hands of the judge, mean that in fact individuals and lawyers are 
stripped of any guarantees as to their freedom of speech in legal proceedings, a problem 
compounded by the penalties applied to those who offend judges under Articles 263 and 
266 of Morocco’s Penal Code, discussed above. In contrast to the manner in which Article 
57 of Morocco’s Press Code is currently written, the article should be amended to state 
clearly that statements made in the course of judicial proceedings should not invoke 
defamation liability. 
 
Article 51 of Morocco’s Press Code imposes a fine and imprisonment in cases where 
slander or an insult is contained in a letter. The implications of this article are troubling, 
as they suggest correspondence might be monitored; moreover, since defamation 
requires publicity, there is no reason to penalize sentiments expressed in private 
correspondence, which would constitute an undue restriction on freedom of expression. 
 
Articles 59 and 61 of Morocco’s Press Code extend liability in matters of offense to public 
morals to all members of the chain of production and dissemination. Care must be taken 
in such areas and elsewhere to ensure such provisions are not abused and applied too 
broadly; and certain types of information carriers, such as internet service providers in 
particular, should be exempted from liability. 
 
On 22 June 2015 the website Goud.ma and its editorial director Ahmed Najim were 
convicted of defamation of a Moroccan businessman, following publication of a short 
summary of a story published elsewhere accusing him of corruption. A hefty fine of 
520,000 dirhams (approximately $53,000US) was issued. The businessman who brought 
the suit serves as personal secretary to the King.103 
 

 Tunisia 

 
As we have seen above, numerous clauses of Tunisia’s law penalize insults to the 
authorities (or to flags) in particular. Article 57 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, 
Printing and Publishing104 specifically defines and punishes insults as such as well. Article 
55 of the Decree Law positively refers to ‘inaccurate’ statements, although here too the 
language could be clarified. Insults should never be subject to penalization under 
defamation laws, given the vague and subjective nature of claims under such a category, 
and the extreme effects on both free expression and political discussion created by 
limitations on expression of opinion. 
 
Tunisian law fails in several cases to specify the proper legal effect to be given to proof of 
the truth of a claim, and where the burden of proof should fall in different instances. 
Article 128 of the Penal Code105 seems to only allow allegations against public officials 
where proof can already and immediately be provided. Article 246 of the Penal Code 
provides that slander will be found where the accused cannot provide proof of the fact in 
instances where the law requires such. While Article 59 of the Decree Law provides a 
generally positive framework around truth in defamation claims – providing for the 
defense of truth, and for the burden to be on the claimant in matters of public concern – 
Article 59 contains several illegitimate and/or vague exceptions, including a clause 

                                           
103  See Amnesty, “Morocco: Court orders suspension of news website, editors fined for ‘false news’ and 
‘defamation’,” 17 August 2015. 
104 Decree Law 115 of 2011. 
105 Tunisia Penal Code, Law 68-23 of 1968. 



 

preventing the defense of truth in cases involving past offenses for which offenders have 
been pardoned, effectively giving the authorities power to silence discussion of certain 
issues, and also states that it will not apply in cases of criminal prosecution – depriving 
defendants of the ability to mount an effective defense  under charges that should not 
even form part of the Penal Code. In contrast to these articles, proving the truth of a 
matter should always provide a defense; and in cases involving public authorities or 
other matters of public interest, the plaintiff should beat the burden of proving the falsity 
of the claims in question.  
 
Tunisian law also fails to provide for the defense of reasonable publication – allowing 
individuals to defeat defamation claims where they can show that their publication was 
reasonable in light of the circumstances at the time. 
 
Article 55 of the Decree Law also provides that individuals may be penalized even where 
the statement that they make is made in the form of language not stating an absolute 
certainty. As such, this clause might be read to prevent important reporting on 
allegations that cannot yet be proven, essentially foreclosing the vast majority of 
important media reporting on public issues and suspect behavior. 
 
Article 58 of the Decree Law limits the situations in which individuals may bring 
defamation actions relative to the defamation of deceased individuals to situations where 
living persons are personally affected. In contrast, defamation actions on behalf of 
deceased persons should never be possible – such actions serve little positive purpose, 
and may easily be used to squash important historical debate. If the reputation of living 
individuals is harmed, they may seek recourse to defamation claims in their own right. 
 

Conclusion 
 
The sections above have explored various ways in which laws in the countries studied 
violate the right to freedom of expression. These violations are compounded by the 
violations explored in this section. In the first place, by providing inadequate definitions 
of defamation, and by allowing the penalization of insult and hence opinion in particular, 
the sort of speech that might be targeted is widened dramatically. Moreover, by 
penalizing insult the laws in question automatically strip away some of the most 
important potential defenses in defamation cases – that the burden be on the accuser to 
demonstrate the truth of the matter in cases of public interest, and that the defendant 
otherwise have access to the defense of truth, as well as the defense of reasonable 
publication. It is unsurprising then that these defenses too are generally inadequately 
provided for even in defamation rather than insult cases. This inadequate legal 
framework is compounded by several other of the factors mentioned, such as potentially 
inadequate timelines, refusal to permit qualified statements, broad possibility to bring 
claims forward, and the like.  
The overall result is a framework in which defendants will have an extremely difficult 
time prevailing in their case, an essentially impossible task when the state is against 
them, barring an exceptionally independent judge who chooses to rule with broader 
principles of justice in mind. 

 

2.6 Excessive penalties 
 
As the above review has made clear, the laws of Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia all cast 
extremely wide nets as to the sorts of expression that may be penalized, including 
through directly prohibiting several forms of speech of vital importance to the health of a 
free, rights respecting, democratic society, including criticism of governing authorities in 
particular. Any penalization in these areas is inappropriate; the countries in question 
magnify the violation by imposing excessive penalties across the board. Penalties are 
only appropriate in cases of defamation laws that are not applied to inappropriate 
categories of speech and where the necessary procedural guarantees are protected, and 
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even their financial penalties should be applied only where absolutely necessary and with 
serious consideration given to potential chilling effects; any such penalties must of course 
not be excessive. Unfortunately, as already noted, the countries considered provide 
negative examples in these regards. Criminal penalties should never be applied in 
defamation cases, owing to their extreme chilling effect – unfortunately, the countries in 
the region continue to utilize legal frameworks where such penalties, including the fairly 
extreme penalty of imprisonment, are the norm. Such provisions constitute grave 
violations of freedom of expression, and reflect a vision of the rule of law in which the 
purpose of the law is to protect the authorities from criticism, to prevent the citizens 
from engaging in public debate, and to punish those who call for their rights or seek to 
exercise their right to participate in the governance of their countries. 
 

 Egypt 

 
Articles of Egypt’s law which violate Egypt’s human rights obligations by imposing 
excessive penalties on speech include Articles 80(d), 98(b), 98(f), 102, 102(bis), 133-
135, 160, 161, 171, 174, 176, 177, 178(ter), 179, 181, 182, 184-189, 191-193, 201, 
302, 303, 306 and 308 of the Penal Code106 and Article 22 of the Press Code.107 As 
observed, speech offenses should not be dealt with by Penal Codes or penalties at all. It 
is further worth observing that Egypt’s Code of Criminal Procedure108 was amended on 18 
February 2015, to allow judges to exclude witnesses’ testimony during hearings – an 
amendment widely criticized as it was expected to diminish due process rights in the case 
of individuals accused of political crimes in particular.109 
 

 Morocco 

 
Numerous Articles of Morocco’s law violate Morocco’s human rights legal obligations, 
including Articles 39(bis), 41, 42, 45, 46, 51, 51(bis), 52, 53, 59, 60 and 65 of the Press 
Code110 and Articles 263-66, 447 and 483 of the Penal Code.111 Needless to say, all Penal 
Code provisions also violate the prohibition, which is not only on imprisonment but on 
applying penal sanctions to speech. 
 
The impropriety of the sentences imposed in Morocco is compounded by Articles 67-69 of 
the Press Code, which extend penalties across the production chain. Article 74(bis) 
moreover imposes steeper sentence on repeat offenders. 
 
In addition, the fines imposed in Morocco are often wildly out of proportion to the 
underlying offenses in question. Financial penalties should be used as a last resort in 
defamation cases, and should always only be a civil penalty to be paid to the harmed 
party, not an automatic fine or a penalty owed to the state. 
 
Infamous in the years prior to 2011 was the case of Le Journal Hebdomadaire, which 
constantly pushed Morocco’s red lines through critical reporting. Following a series of 
lawsuits, the paper was finally shut down by a $360,000 defamation penalty in 2006. The 
judgment was awarded following suit by the director of a Brussels-based think tank, 
which had published a report on Western Sahara that Le Journal Hebdomadaire had 
characterized as excessively pro-regime viewpoint. The former editor of the paper, 
Aboubakr Jamai, left the country, though he has continued to edit the French language 
version of Lakome.112 

                                           
106 Egypt Penal Code, Law 58 of 1937. 
107 Egypt Press Code, Law 96 of 1996. 
108 Egypt Code of Criminal Procedure, Law 23 of 1971. 
109 See Sadek, “Egypt: Council of Ministers Approves New Amendment to Code of Criminal Procedure,” Library 
of Congress Global Legal Monitor, 25 Feb 2015. 
110 Morocco Press Code, Decree 1-58-378 of 1958 (as prominently modified by law 77-00 of 2002). 
111 Morocco Penal Code, Decree 1-59-413 of 1962. 
112 See HRW, “Morocco: Convictions Show Limits on Press Freedom,” 8 May 2006. 



 

 Tunisia 

 
As seen above, numerous provisions of Tunisia’s penal law impose sanctions based on 
expression. Articles 65 – 77 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and 
Publishing113 reinforce this approach, compounding the violation of the right to freedom 
of expression by doubling down on a criminal approach, in addition to taking the 
inappropriate step of prescribing penal penalties outside of the Penal Code. Articles 65-67 
extend liability to all stages of the dissemination chain. Articles 68 and 69 attempt to 
straighten out some of the complications around the involvement of the public prosecutor 
in defamation cases, generally highlighting the inappropriateness of making defamation 
cases a public matter in the first place. 
 

Conclusion  
 
Excessive penalization of speech, including penal and carceral penalties in particular, is 
inappropriate. This is the case both because such penalties are disproportionate and 
likely to have extensive impact on freedom of expression, and because such penalties 
evolve the state in extensive and troubling ways in determining what citizens can and 
cannot say, by converting the matter from a private tort to a public prosecution. 
 
Moreover, laws in the countries studied, as in many countries, often strip those who have 
been convicted of penal offenses of several of their rights on an ongoing basis, thereby 
further punishing such individuals in a way that often would be inappropriate even in the 
case of those who actually merit penal punishments. Finally, the articles discussed above 
are not excusive – such that multiple charges, themselves often highly vague, may be 
brought against individuals on the basis of speech that should not have been subject to 
any penalization in the first place, granting the authorities total discretion. 
 
Of course, the excessive power that such a legal framework grants to the state, and the 
extensive chilling effects that such legal frameworks produce, are precisely what states 
that maintain such frameworks appear to be aiming at. Removing penal sanctions, and 
limiting the state’s ability to police speech generally, is therefore one of the most central 
tasks of any set of reforms aimed at enabling the right to freedom of expression.  

 

3. Recommendations 

 
 Remove all provisions in law which impose additional penalties for speech 

targeting the authorities; revise legal frameworks to allow more, rather than less, 
freedom of speech in all areas of public concern; 

 Remove or limit all overly broad or vague provisions, including provisions which 
aim to protect a vaguely defined ‘public morality’, ‘national sovereignty’ or 
‘national security’; 

 Remove all penalizations of insult; 
 Rework procedural provisions to ensure an appropriate regime of defenses; 
 Remove all penal sanctions for speech, as well as other excessive penalties. 

  

                                           
113 Decree Law 115 of 2011. 
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III. Issue area 2: control of the media  
 

 
The above section has considered various provisions of law that limit and penalize speech 
across the board on the basis of its content. Such general provisions provide a powerful 
framework states can use to control the content of public expression and to attempt to 
limit the possibility of critical speech in particular. In order to better ensure their control 
of public discourse, however, repressive regimes are not content to stop there, but rather 
complement such laws with extensive frameworks designed to control the media. Such 
legal frameworks generally will create partial and government-influenced bodies which 
exercise oversight over print, audiovisual and more recently, online media. Journalists 
are also subject to restrictive regimes, and the laws allow not only for penalizations but 
also for censorship and/or suspension of the media should the authorities consider those 
sources to have strayed too far out of line. 
 
Attention on the part of repressive regimes to the media is, of course, unsurprising given 
the central importance of the media to public discourse. Ensuring that the authorities do 
not exert undue influence over the media is challenging even in comparatively more 
democratic regimes; where law-makers intent is not to ensure press independence, 
limitations abound. While public broadcasters can be extremely positive media entities 
where they are insulated from government pressure, in less democratic regimes they 
almost inevitably become mouthpieces for the powers that be. Finally, in the ideal system 
the media would not only be independent of the government, but would also be internally 
diverse. Ensuring diversity however requires a particular degree of neutrality on the part 
of authorities, and hence a significant degree of diversity is unlikely to be witnessed 
outside more open states. 
 
At the same time, recent innovations in media, including satellite broadcasting and the 
internet, have worked to enable populations subject to restrictive governmental media 
regimes to access a more diverse and less biased range of perspectives. Recognizing 
such potentials, however, repressive regimes have taken a range of measures to control 
such newer media in turn. On the whole, the media remains one of the most crucial loci 
and battlegrounds on which attempts to control or exercise freedom of expression play 
out. 
 

1. International Standards 

 
International standards make clear that self-regulation is the best system of governance 
relative to the print media, while regulation of the broadcast media should be limited to 
the measures necessary to manage those media that rely on limited mediums (radio and 
terrestrial television).114 This means that a country need have no specific press law at all 
– in practice, such laws often seem geared at controlling the media sector, rather than 
ensuring its freedom, success and promotion, and hence serve primarily negative 
purposes. A country must however set up a broadcast authority, to oversee distribution 
of limited airwave frequencies. Broadcast frequencies should be allocated in a fair and 
transparent manner, with a focus on promoting diversity and community broadcasting.115 
 
Newspapers should not be required to register, or if they are, the requirement should be 
a simple formality with no discretion to refuse registration. 116  If a registration 

                                           
114  See African Commission, Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression in Africa, adopted at 32nd 
session, 17-23 October 2002, Principle IX(3). 
115  See African Commission, Declaration of Principles on Freedom of Expression in Africa, adopted at 32nd 
session, 17-23 October 2002, Principle V. 
116 Newspaper registration schemes have been found in breach of freedom of expression in a number of cases – 
see UNHRC, Laptsevitch v. Belarus, 20 March 2000, Communication No. 780/1997; ACHPR Media Rights 
Agenda and Constitutional Rights Project v. Nigeria, 31 October 1998, Communication Nos. 105/93, 128/94, 
130/94; ECtHR, Gaweda v. Poland, 14 March 2002, Application No. 26229/95; UNHRC, Mavlonov and Sa’di v. 



 

requirement is imposed, registration fees must be minimal, and the registration 
procedure not unduly burdensome. Newspapers should not be subject to overly 
burdensome requirements in the course of their operations, such as the requirement to 
provide multiple copies of each issue to government authorities, to inform the authorities 
every time there is a change in ownership, and so forth. 
 
Governments and public bodies should never abuse their custody over public finances to 
try to influence the content of media reporting, including in that the placement of public 
advertising should be based on market and not political considerations.117 Media outlets 
should not be required by law to carry messages from particular political figures, such as 
the president.118 The state should promote an environment in which broadcasting can 
flourish.119 
 
Such regulatory bodies as do exist should be completely independent. The appointment 
process to such bodies should be transparent, should allow for public input and should 
not be controlled by any particular political party.120 The ability to remove individuals 
from such bodies should be strictly limited. Courts should have review power over such 
bodies’ decisions. 
 
Broadcast regulatory bodies must not interfere in any way with the editorial 
independence of the broadcasters. They should not be required to carry specific 
broadcasts or allocate time to the government.121 Decision-making on the allocation of 
the frequency spectrum should be open and participatory, and should ensure that 
frequencies are shared among public, commercial and community broadcasting, radio 
and television, and national, regional and local communities. 122  Broadcast regulatory 
bodies should be protected against interference, and their autonomy and independence 
guaranteed by law, including through clearly setting out the policy objectives underlying 
broadcast regulation and the powers of the bodies, laying out how membership in the 
bodies will be determined, specifying the process of accountability of such bodies, and 
laying out how they will be funded.123 The process of appointing members should be open 
and democratic, involving public participation and consultation, and should lead to 
membership which is reasonably representative of society as a whole. Members of the 
government or of political parties, as well as those with significant financial interests in 
the media, should not be appointed. Those who are appointed should be protected 
against dismissal unless there is a clear violation of terms or inability to serve in the 
office.124 Regulatory bodies should be held accountable through a multi-party body, and 
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December 2002. 
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121 See Article 19, Access to the Airwaves: Principles on Freedom of Expression and Broadcast Regulation, 2002, 
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122 See Article 19, Access to the Airwaves: Principles on Freedom of Expression and Broadcast Regulation, 2002, 
Principle 9. 
123 See Article 19, Access to the Airwaves: Principles on Freedom of Expression and Broadcast Regulation, 2002, 
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required to produce a detailed annual report on their activities and budget. 125  The 
framework for their funding should never be used to influence their decision-making.126 
 
Should public service broadcasters be set up, their independence should be ensured by a 
transparent appointment process to their governing boards, requirements for the 
independence of board members, and a guaranteed source of funding, among other 
measures.127 
 
Telecommunications networks, including both mobile phones and the internet, should be 
able to operate freely and without extensive government interference or surveillance. 
Intermediaries, such as internet service providers (ISPs), should not be held liable for 
content nor required to monitor and take down content, though they may reasonably be 
asked to take down content following a court order. When they do so, they should if 
possible provide forewarning, they should be transparent, they should minimize the 
impact of the restrictions, and the possibility of appeal should exist.128 Moreover, internet 
services should be provided in accordance with the principle of net neutrality, meaning 
that all internet traffic should be accessible at the same rate, without discrimination 
based on content, device, author, origin or destination of the content. 
 
Licensing of journalists, whether formally required or imposed through various other 
pressures, is an illegitimate restriction on freedom of expression.129 Barriers to entry into 
the field of journalism should be removed.130 Compulsory membership in a professional 
media practitioner’s organization is a violation of freedom of association, and hence 
cannot be required.131 Extreme penalties for journalists, such as barring from the practice 
of journalism, may only be applied in exceptional circumstances, if at all.132 
 
Pre-publication censorship and post-publication seizure should be banned. Licensing of 
newspaper vendors should be prohibited to ensure the free dissemination of media.  
 
The circulation of foreign publications should be ensured without censorship. 
 
Journalists should have a right not to disclose their sources, and should not suffer any 
legal detriment for choosing to invoke such right. The right should only potentially be 
subject to abrogation in cases where a judicial proceeding finds that the information is 
necessary in order to address crimes representing a serious risk to the physical safety of 
individuals, and where the information cannot be obtained through any other means. 

                                           
125 See Article 19, Access to the Airwaves: Principles on Freedom of Expression and Broadcast Regulation, 2002, 
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It is also important that care be taken relative to the attribution of defamatory 
statements. Journalists should not be held liable for reporting the words of others.133 
Distributors, broadcasters or internet service providers which have no particular 
knowledge of the content of statements that they may help to disseminate also should 
not be held liable for such content.134 
 
It is important that the media reflect a diverse range of viewpoints, including through the 
existence of media reflecting the different languages and communities in the country in 
question, as well as the voices of potentially vulnerable or marginalized groups such as 
women, children and refugees. 135  Undue concentration of media ownership must be 
avoided. 136  Regulation of the media to promote diversity must not under any 
circumstances become a tool of political influence, however; transparency in all public 
policy relative to broadcasting is essential.137 
 

2. Limitations in law and practice 

 

2.1 Excessive control of print media 
 

 Egypt 

 
Articles 46-50 of Egypt’s Press Code concern the process under which newspapers must 
apply for licenses, without which they cannot publish.138 Article 47 gives the Supreme 
Press Council power to decide on such applications. While the article positively stipulates 
that the Supreme Press Council must provide justified reasons for a refusal, which may 
be appealed to the courts, it does not stipulate the grounds that constitute a justified 
refusal. As such, the Supreme Press Council is given fairly unfettered power to accept or 
deny permission at its discretion. In contrast, international law states that there is no 
reason to allow any discretion to the authorities to refuse a paper registration, and in fact 
freedom of expression is best promoted through having no such system at all. Article 51 
of the Press Code requires newspapers to promptly notify the Supreme Press Council of 
any changes in the information they are initially required to submit, with potential 
penalties should they not do so according to the prompt timeline specified. In contrast, 
since no notification should be required in the first place, no updates should be required, 
and of course no penalties should be imposed should those updates not be provided, 
particularly not the egregious penalty of imprisonment. In addition to these powers over 
registration, Article 70 of the Press Code provides the Supreme Press Council with 
numerous other powers over the press sphere.  
 
While Article 67 of the Press Code states that the Supreme Press Council will be 
autonomous, other articles undermine any potential independence. Article 68 establishes 
a broad membership for the Council, that the chair is to be the speaker of the Shura 
Council, that numerous other members will be determined by the Shura Council, and that 
ultimately the president will issue a decree determining the formation and composition of 
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the Council. As such, the Supreme Press Council clearly is not an independent body, as 
international law requires. 
 
In practice, requests to the Supreme Press Council for licenses have been submitted to 
and vetted by the security forces.139 While this practice dropped off immediately after the 
revolution, the strong reconstitution of the security apparatus since 2013 suggests the 
practice may be common once again. 
 
While the Press Code gives a prominent role to the Shura Council in appointing the 
Supreme Press Council, the Shura Council was abolished by the 2014 constitution. As 
such, it is not clear how that legislation will be interpreted into the future. The current 
Supreme Press Council was appointed by the transitional government in January of 2014. 
 
Article 24 of the press law requires editors to publish corrections upon request, though it 
makes no mention of how the veracity of such a request is to be established. Article 25 
provides for the right of reply. Article 26 provides for certain grounds for refusal to 
publish the correction or reply. Article 27 allows for complaint to the Supreme Press 
Council should no action be taken, while Article 28 provides for potential imprisonment of 
up to three years or a fine should correction not be published.  
 
A news outlet should not be under an automatic obligation to publish a correction or 
reply, and given that the grounds for refusal enumerated in Article 26 are inadequate, 
the provisions in question are in need of review and revision. In addition, of course, the 
sanctions involved are wildly disproportionate.140 
 
A majority of media outlets in Egypt are government-owned. Articles 64 and 65 of the 
press law stipulate that the Shura Council appoints the editor-in-chief, the chair of the 
board, and half of the remaining members of the boards of national newspapers. 
 
The state in Egypt has a substantial advertising budget; the majority of this budget goes 
to support state media (even to a percentage above that media’s market share, it 
seems).141 In practice, the combination of direct state control and state control of a 
principal source of revenue for the media means the positions taken by state media are 
generally highly aligned with state interests. 
 
A draft law that would rework the legislative framework governing print and online media 
is currently pending in Egypt. Without attempting to assess the aggregate effect of that 
legislation, it is clear that it contains numerous restrictions following traditional lines, and 
might enhance limitations relative to online media in particular.142 
 

 Morocco 

 
Publications are required to obtain permission to operate in Morocco, after submitted a 
series of documents specified by Article 5 of the Press Law.143 The operation of papers 
should not be subject to a discretionary authorization procedure at all. While it is not 
clear that the Moroccan law grants the authorities the ability to refuse registration, the 
vagaries in the process might allow registration to be constructively refused in practice. 
In particular, the specifications of the law are overly intrusive and necessitate the 
submission of information that new papers are unlikely to have to hand, and are in 
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general overly burdensome. Article 5 further requires that any changes to the 
information in question be reported within 15 days, while Article 7 imposes a fine should 
the provisions of Article 5 not be complied with or should the paper not commence 
publishing within a year of its initial registration, and a ban on publication in such 
instances with a fine should publication continue. 
 
Article 8 requires publishers to submit six copies of every publication to the government, 
with a fine should this not occur. This requirement is unnecessary and burdensome. 
 
Article 15 appears to make the owners of Moroccan papers unable to limit their financial 
liability relative to the paper, which will be in proportion to their share ownership. In 
combination with the use of excessive financial penalties, this Article will operate to limit 
freedom of expression, by exposing those involved in supporting the paper to personal 
penalties. 
 
Article 19 requires that Moroccan papers have fixed advertising rates, which they may 
change twice a year. This clause unnecessarily restricts papers’ ability to negotiate with 
advertisers and hence to successfully operate as businesses. Violations of Articles 15 or 
19 are potentially punished by a fine under Article 23. 
 
Article 22 leaves to be fixed by decree the conditions for audits of periodicals in Morocco. 
While auditing in general is a reasonable way to ensure financial regularity, in practice 
audits may be used to target and impose heavy burdens on disfavored publications, a 
possibility made more likely by leaving open the conditions under which audits may 
occur. In any case, audits in the periodical business should not involve more intrusive 
rules than pertain to other businesses. 
 
Articles 25 and 26 require that publications publish corrections sent by public authorities 
and the responses sent by any person named in the paper, with fines imposed should the 
paper not comply. In contrast, papers should not be required to automatically publish 
corrections or replies. 
 
Article 34 of Morocco’s law requires that peddlers of any written or pictorial materials 
receive authorization, and Article 35 imposes a penalty for violation of that restriction. 
While certain regulation governing locations of peddling may be reasonable, they should 
always take into account the circumstances of the persons in question and their right to 
work and make a reasonable living; moreover, it is not clear why a special penalty is 
applied to the peddling of informative materials in particular. 
 
In addition to potential financial penalties, the Moroccan government has been able to 
use the distribution of subsidies and advertising revenues to influence the content of the 
media.144 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Article 18 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing145 requires that a 
written declaration be submitted by the director of a periodical to the chief judge of the 
court district prior to the first issue of the periodical. Article 18 also requires that any 
modifications to the information contained in that declaration be brought to the chief 
judge within 15 days. Article 19 requires that six copies of the legal deposits be filed with 
the ‘concerned departments of the information ministry’, and imposes a fine on the 
director of a periodical should these procedures not be complied with.146 The order issued 
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to accompany the Decree Law further expands on these requirements by imposing 
additional burdens and requirements, including requiring in Article 8 that new registration 
of periodicals must take place every year. 
 
In contrast to Articles 18 and 19 and the order accompanying the Decree Law, there is 
no need for news outlets to submit a declaration prior to coming into existence; there is 
similarly no need for a requirement that they update their information. The first clause 
may serve as a barrier to entry, while the second may prove unduly burdensome in 
practice; moreover, neither serves a clear reasonable purpose. Imposing a fine where 
these unnecessary provisions are not complied with compounds the potential violation.  
 
Even more seriously, Article 2 of the Order accompanying the Decree Law147 refers to a 
license for periodicals, while Article 10 refers to permits relative to published materials. 
While the laws are unclear as to the precise meaning of these phrases, which may be the 
result of confusions in the drafting process, both terms suggest that an element of 
discretion might be provided to the authorities to determine that certain publications may 
operate while others may not. In that the law does not state with absolute clarity that 
there will be no possibility to refuse the registration of periodicals – and, as discussed 
below, in that suspension of publication is possible based on failure to comply with a 
complicated bureaucratic procedure – the law as written may give room to the authorities 
to exert undue pressure on publications. 
 
Articles 16 and 18 also require that the newspaper have what Article 16 refers to as ‘well 
known premises’. There is no clear reasonable purpose for such a clause, which should 
be removed. 
 
Article 20 sets minimum sizes for the editorial boards of different periodicals, as well as 
requiring that set numbers of accredited journalists (for more on which see below) be 
part of those editorial boards, with a fine imposed in cases of violation. There is no 
reason for the law to concern itself with managing papers to this degree, not to mention 
the fact that the size requirements in question will be prohibitive for small periodicals; as 
such the provision should be removed. 
 
Article 26 imposes limitations on periodicals’ ability to freely negotiate and alter their 
advertising rates. Given the central importance of advertising revenue to publications, 
this clause poses the potential of sharply curtailing the financial viability of publications, 
and potentially gives the authorities a powerful lever of control over periodicals. As such, 
the provision should be removed. 
 
Article 39 of the Tunisian Press Code requires papers to publish corrections when 
informed of the need to do so by individuals. The article makes no provision as to how 
the veracity of the correction will be established, however. Article 40 provides for a 
mandatory right of reply. Article 42 allows for the inclusion of a court in the process, but 
only it seems when the right of reply has been refused, which the language of Article 42 
suggests is only proper where the reply itself contains a defamatory or otherwise illegal 
statement.  
 
The section in question is confusing and should be clarified, both relative to the 
distinction between corrections and reply, and the nature of the involvement of courts in 
the process. Overall, in contrast to the current provisions, a periodical should be under 
no automatic obligation to publish a correction or reply, in order that its independence 
may be preserved. The penalization of failure to do so, stipulated by Article 41, augments 
the troubling nature of these provisions, and hence should also be removed.  
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Article 43 provides for a special regime of accelerated replies during election periods. The 
Article, like that on court involvement in the process generally, is highly confusing, and 
seems likely to place a hard to meet burden on the courts.148 
 
A de facto monopoly on newspaper distribution survived the Ben Ali regime at least in the 
greater Tunis region, where a single network of retailers controlled most access to 
newsstands. 149  Under the Ben Ali regime, the government used the distribution of 
advertising revenue as a primary means to control the media. 150  Disproportionate 
distribution of public advertising continued along traditional lines following the revolution, 
leading to one periodical owner, Nabil Jridet, undertaking a hunger strike in 2012.151 
 
 

Conclusion  
 
The legal framework in Egypt is the most restrictive, demonstrating the clear aim of 
establishing public control over the print media. The framework in Morocco is subtler, but 
can easily be applied to the same effect. In Tunisia, meanwhile, the general aim seems 
positive, but restrictive provisions remain, doubtless due to the difficulty of shifting from 
a philosophy of government control to one of rights-enablement. 
 
While print media is not as central to the media sphere overall as it once was, it still 
occupies a highly important place in the media landscape, and is the home of many of 
the most incisive journalists. By exercising control over registration and exerting control 
over advertising revenues, states are able to maintain extensive control over the sector, 
a control that is only enhanced by the presence of even more directly controlled state 
media outlets. While despite extensive control in these areas individual journalists 
continue to demonstrate a significant degree of independence, their personal efforts 
would only be enhanced by ensuring extensive legal reform. 

 

2.2 Excessive control of broadcast media 
 

 Egypt 

 
Terrestrial broadcasting in Egypt is entirely controlled by the state, according to the 
dictates of the law on the Egyptian Radio and Television Union;152 as of 2012, there were 
only two private terrestrial broadcasters in Egypt, both FM radio stations. There are, 
hence, also no community broadcasters.153 The Egyptian Radio and Television Union is 
under the overall supervision of the government as well, and the Minister of Information 
in particular, and its budget is primarily provided by the government. As such, needless 
to say, it is highly lacking in independence. 
 
Private satellite broadcasters are in reality controlled by the General Authority for 
Investment, an entirely government-controlled body, which has authority over the media 
free zone in which they operate. There is no law at all laying out the criteria under which 
such licenses will be granted. What is clear however is that the General Authority in the 
past has used its unlimited power to influence the content provided by broadcasters; 
prior to the revolution, applicants needed security clearance as well, a requirement that it 
seems likely is once again in force.154 More leverage is provided by the fact that the vast 
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majority of broadcasts are carried by government-owned Nile Sat satellites. Nile Sat 
contracts, the licenses acquired by private broadcasters, and their status as broadcasters 
all commit broadcasters to comply with certain content standards, the limits and 
parameters of which are vague. While it is not clear these standards are much enforced 
in practice, their existence provides one more potential tool among the many already 
listed which might be used to target broadcasts.155 
 

 Morocco 

 
The High Authority for Audio-Visual Communication in Morocco was set up by a 2002 
Decree.156 Its powers were then more clearly defined by the 2005 Law on Audiovisual 
Communication.157 
 
Articles 24-26 of the Law on Audiovisual Communication lay out general terms under 
which licenses will be distributed. Much of the details are left to further stipulation by 
regulation, however, and the law does not give firm indication that the High Authority will 
make its decisions with an eye towards promoting diversity of media and viewpoints. 
Articles 27, 28 and 34-36 of the law also give the High Authority power over the licensing 
of satellite broadcasters broadcasting both from and into Morocco, despite the fact that 
satellite broadcasters do not compete for limited airwaves in the same manner as 
terrestrial broadcasters. While Article 41 states that failures to renew or to withdraw 
licenses must be substantiated, the law does not provide for appeal to the courts. 
 
Article 6 of the decree establishes that high members of the government, including 
principally the king, will appoint the members of the High Authority. As such, the body is 
clearly not independent, but rather controlled by the government. Thus while Article 7 
positively sets some limits on who may be a member of the authority and the positions 
they may hold immediately afterwards, those protections are likely to do little good in 
respect to the government in regards to which the independence of the authority is 
already compromised. Article 11 makes this point even clearer by specifying that the 
president of the High Authority will be treated as a member of the government in 
financial and administrative terms. Article 20 of the decree further specifies that staff for 
the High Authority will be seconded from other branches of the government, another 
provision that undermines independence.   
 
The government directly appoints the heads of public radio and television stations. Article 
48 of the 2005 Law requires that public broadcasters comply with a broad list of 
requirements, including that they disseminate a wide number of government statements. 
 
Article 5 of the 2002 Decree Law gives the High Authority power to require that 
companies publish corrections or response to individuals who have suffered harm to their 
honor, or to impose a penalty should such reply not be disseminated. The High Authority 
should not have such power, which should be up to the channels themselves, with 
judicial recourse possible for complainants where they want to make a case that they 
have suffered defamation. 
 
Article 9 of the 2005 Law imposes various inappropriate limitations on what can be 
broadcast, including programs that ‘prejudice the dogmas’ of Morocco, namely Islam, 
territorial integrity and the monarchy, undermine public morals, or serve the exclusive 
interests of particular groups. Article 67 bans commercials that contain scenes contrary 
to morality or public order, or that shock religious or political convictions – clearly overly 
broad and inappropriate language. 
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Article 10 of the 2005 Law requires broadcasters to broadcast certain official statements, 
on request of the High Authority; while the requirement that broadcasters broadcast 
emergency information is reasonable, it is not clear what this provision might entail, and 
in particular it should not be understood to require the broadcasting of information for 
political purposes. 
 
Articles 71-80 of the 2005 Law provides for sanctions where the law is breached, 
including large fines, imprisonment and confiscation of materials. The sanctions in 
question are often vastly disproportionate to the harms alleged, which often may amount 
to little more than administrative violation that should provoke little penalty. 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Tunisia’s broadcast regulator, the High Independent Authority for Audiovisual 
Communication (HIAAC), is governed by the Decree Law on the Freedom of Audiovisual 
Communication and the Creation of a Supreme Independent Body of Audiovisual 
Communication.158 The High Independent Authority was established in 2013. The law 
governing the HIAAC is generally positive, but does contain certain factors that could be 
improved. The law lays out several provisions protecting the independence of members 
of the HIAAC, including stipulating in Article 7 that they must be independent and must 
not hold or have held over the preceding years governmental or political positions, that 
they should not be appointed by the government or political parties, and that they should 
not have financial interests in the media. 
 
While all of these guarantees are positive, the provisions on appointment could be 
strengthened. The law attempts to achieve independence by splitting up the appointment 
power among several different authorities – the president, the ‘president of the 
legislative power’, the judiciary, professional journalists’ associations, non-journalistic 
audiovisual organizations, and media business owners. While splitting up appointment in 
this way provides one positive approach to achieving independence, it should be 
complimented by ensuring transparency and public participation in the process, as well 
as an explicit statement that the representatives in question should be neutral and not 
simply representatives of the respective interests of the different groups. 
 
Article 8 limits the grounds upon which members of the HIAAC can be removed. While 
this limitation is positive, and it is positive that decisions will be subject to court appeal, 
the list of grounds in general is overly vague and might enable selective removals; in 
general, grounds for removal should be limited to the most serious instances of failure to 
be able to perform the duties or violations of the limitations set out in Article 7, in order 
to ensure members can in fact act independently. 
 
Article 26 provides that staff for the HIAAC will be seconded from the government. In 
contrast, the HIAAC should have its own staff, in order to ensure the independence and 
effectiveness of the organization. 
 
Article 20 of the Decree Law takes the positive step of requiring that the HIAAC publish 
an annual report on its activities. This accountability measure should be complemented 
by ensuring a greater regime of participation, specifically that the HIAAC consult on 
regular basis with the public on policy issues. To the extent the HIAAC interacts with the 
government, moreover, it should interact with the parliament rather than the executive 
and/or the president of the legislative power alone. 
 
Chapter 3 of the Decree Law provides for various sanctions that the HIAAC may apply. 
Sanction power is broad, including the power to prevent broadcasting and to withdraw 
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licenses. Chapter 3 does not, however, provide detailed guidelines on the precise 
situations in which such penalties might apply – posing the danger that the HIAAC might 
abuse these powers. 
 
The Decree Law 116 did not establish rules governing the licensing process. These rules 
were set out however by the HIAAC itself, in the ‘Specifications on Private TV Station 
Standards for General Terms and Conditions for Licensing, Establishment and Utilisation’ 
adopted in 2014. In terms of licensing, the rules could be strengthened by extending the 
period of license term from 7 to at least 10 years; by stipulating that the license fee must 
not be excessive; by laying out clearly the process to obtain a broadcast license, 
including a prompt timeline; and by stipulating that the HIAAC must provide written 
reasons if it decides not to grant or renew a license, and that any such decision should be 
subject to judicial review. Moreover, the rules should specify more clearly that diversity 
should be the key criteria when distributing licenses. 
 
The content restrictions set out by the rules are even more problematic, due to broad 
and vague requirements, such as that broadcasters ensure the ‘integrity of information’ 
and that they prevent the dissemination of ‘false news’ – while of course broadcasters 
should endeavor to present accurate reports, it is important that they not be penalized 
based on errors beyond their control and made in good faith, or due to reporting of which 
the authorities do not approve – the use to which such broad and vague provisions have 
been put in the context discussed above. In addition, the rules require that broadcasters 
refrain from broadcasting content that would offend particular groups – this is also 
problematically vague, in addition to which certain important reporting, as well as other 
programming, may cause offense – causing offense as such is not a grounds to limit 
freedom of expression. As such, far more detailed and careful rules are necessary to 
ensure the rules are not used to limit legitimate expression.  

Conclusion 

Conclusion  
 
The legal framework in Egypt is clearly not designed to promote an independent audio-
visual sector, as demonstrated by the lack of independent broadcasters in the country. 
While satellite broadcasters have been able to operate with comparatively more freedom, 
the legal tools necessary to shut down broadcasters who promote messages too far 
outside those the authorities desire are plentiful as well. The legal framework in Morocco 
similarly provides total discretionary control over the sector to the authorities. The law in 
Tunisia, on the other hand, is clearly designed to ensure the independence of the high 
broadcasting authority; while unsurprisingly the law is imperfect, and independence is 
always challenging to achieve in reality, the general shape of the law should serve as a 
model for the region. While the language laying out content restrictions in Tunisia is 
inadequately vague, it is hoped that such regulations can be tightened and clarified in 
future. 
 
Needless to say, broadcast media are one of the most commonly accessed sources of 
information about the world, and it is unsurprising if deeply problematic that such media 
are tightly government controlled in Egypt and Morocco. As in other areas, the presence 
of alternative media, including satellite broadcasts, has helped to open up the sorts of 
information to which people might have access, and a certain diversity of coverage exists 
despite restrictions. Clearly, however, the sectors are still deeply government controlled, 
and used not only to disseminate predetermined narratives and misinformation but also 
to attack the reputations of regime critics. 

  



 

2.3 Other forms of communication regulation 
 

 Egypt 

 
The Telecommunication Regulation Law in Egypt159 gives the authorities extensive power 
to control the means of modern communication, specifically phone networks and the 
internet, in Egypt. 
 
Article 21 of that law states that authorization is required for the creation, operation or 
provision of telecommunication services, which are defined in broad and vague terms. 
The law does not provide any details as to the factors that will be considered when 
granting or refusing a license, nor does it require that a reasoned decision be issued or 
specifically require the possibility of appeal of decisions to the courts. Article 44 of the 
law requires that a license be obtained for the import, manufacture or assembly of 
telecommunication equipment, with the decision to be made by the National 
Telecommunication Regulation Authority (NTRA) subject to an okay from the armed 
forces. 
 
The NTRA set up by the law to govern the telecommunication sphere is not independent. 
Articles 3, 12 and 18 make clear that the government in general, and the Minister of 
Telecommunications in particular, have authority over the body, while Article 8 
establishes that funding comes from the state. In contrast, the NTRA should be an 
independent agency, the leadership of which is appointed in an open and democratic 
manner, and which receives guaranteed and adequate funding. 
 
The most abusive component of the Telecommunication Regulation law however is that it 
subjects the networks in question to the power of the armed forces and security services, 
which are granted full access to those systems by Article 64(2). Article 64 also prohibits 
the use of encryption, unless authorizes by the armed forces and national security 
services, while Article 81 backs this up with a penalty of imprisonment and fine. The 
provision in effect criminalizes the use of email services, social networks and online 
financial transaction services, among other online services. 
 
Article 67 of the law gives the competent state authorities power to take control of 
telecommunication services in cases concerning national security, without defining who 
the competent state authorities are or how this might be affected in practice. The 
procedure was used by the state in 2011 when it cut various internet and telephone 
services. In May 2011, Egypt’s highest administrative court, the Council of State, issued 
a judgment that found that the shut down had violated the right to communicate, while 
also proposing a new definition of national security under which peaceful protesters could 
not be found to violate national security, but the aggressive action of shutting down 
telecommunications services could. While this judgment was extremely positive, it was 
passed in the period immediately following the 2011 revolution during which progressive 
judgments were possible, and there is scant evidence that the holdings of the judgment 
in question have been followed through on in Egyptian law since.160 
 

 Morocco 

 
Telecommunications in Morocco are overseen by the National Agency for the Regulation 
of Telecommunications, as laid out by the Law on to the Post and Telecommunications.161 
The law requires that public telecommunications networks must be authorized or licensed 
to come into existence, and Article 30 gives the government, on recommendation of the 
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National Agency for the Regulation of Telecommunications power to suspend or withdraw 
those licenses as well, should there be a finding that laws or regulations have not been 
respected. Articles 27 and 28 of the law establish that the agency is subject to the 
supervision of the state; moreover, the agency’s director and board are both appointed 
by royal decree. As such, the National Agency is not an independent body, as required by 
the right to freedom of expression. As elsewhere in Moroccan law, the provisions on 
sanctions in the law impose a variety of excessive potential sanctions.162 
 
The authorities in Morocco have occasionally blocked certain websites in the past, 
including blocking of the Lakome website in 2013 and 2014.163 A draft bill floated in late 
2013 and early 2014 that would have given the authorities wide powers of control over 
the internet was withdrawn after encountering heavy opposition. While Morocco hence 
does not have a strong regime of control of content targeting the internet as such, the 
combination of laws restricting expression in general, explored above, an extensive ‘anti-
terrorism’ legal framework and state surveillance mean that the apparent lack of direct 
censorship, at least for the most part, still has sharp limits. 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Certain restrictive laws which might be used to curtail internet freedoms in future have 
persisted since the Ben Ali era. Telecommunications in Tunisia are primarily governed by 
the Telecommunications Decree164 and the Internet Regulations.165 Under Articles 5, 6 
and 7 of the decree, licenses are required to operate telecommunication services, in 
procedures in which the licensing authorities have discretion to provide the licenses or 
not. The body overseeing the sector is the Ministry of Information and Communication 
Technologies – not even a government-appointed and controlled body, but rather under 
the control of the government directly. The National Authority of Telecommunications, 
the regulator for telecommunications, is presided over by officials nominated by the 
minister of information, and thus is also not an independent body. 
 
While emphasizing once again that the implementation of the more restrictive elements 
of the legal framework governing telecommunications has been relaxed since the fall of 
the Ben Ali regime, numerous elements of that framework beyond the above points 
remain in place and in need of replacement. Articles 9 and 87 of the Telecommunications 
Decree, further enforced by supplemental 2007 and 2011 Decrees, prohibit ISPs from 
transmitting encrypted information without prior approval from the Minister of 
Communications. In addition, Articles 1 and 14 of the Telecommunication Decree and 
Article 9 of the Internet Regulations make ISPs entirely responsible for third party 
content, and require ISPs to monitor and take down objectionable online content. 
 
In addition, while the 2004 Law on the Protection of Personal Data,166 which was drafted 
and promulgated in an attempt to produce a better image for the Ben Ali regime, has 
certain positive features, it also operates with an overly extensive notion of privacy that 
can be used to engage in suppression of speech on the basis of its content.  
 
Certain acts of internet censorship did continue following the fall of the Ben Ali regime. In 
May 2011, following an order by a military judge, certain Facebook pages were censored. 
May 2011 also saw a court of first instance rule to close all pornographic websites, a 
ruling that was overturned by the Court of Cassation in February 2012.167 
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Conclusion 
 

The third pillar in control of the media, to complement control of the print press and 
broadcasters, is control of telecommunications. This includes, of course, not only the 
internet, which has been an important tool for mobilization of activists, but also individual 
communications via mobile phones. Given the nature of such technologies, different 
strategies are necessary from those employed in the sectors considered above – instead 
of controlling content producers, control of telecommunication networks generally 
involves ensuring extensive surveillance, a less overt but potentially far more insidious 
form of control, coupled with the use of laws penalizing those who produce content that 
offends the authorities as discussed above. 

 

The attempt to ensure ultimate control over the means of communication is apparent in 
the case of Egypt from both law and practice. In Morocco by contrast, the tools necessary 
to ensure control are largely in place – including mechanisms of surveillance, discussed 
further below – though used with more cautious discernment. In Tunisia, finally, a 
restrictive legal framework has persisted since Ben Ali times, and while its use has been 
relaxed, its replacement by a rights-respecting regime should remain a priority. 

 

2.4 Excessive control of journalists 
 

 Egypt 
 

Article 65 of the Journalists’ Syndicate Law in Egypt168 provides that an individual must 
be a member of the syndicate to practice as a journalist (in practice apparently meaning 
a print journalist), while Article 103 provides that owners of print media may not hire 
individuals who are not members of the syndicate. Article 115 penalizes breach of these 
provisions with imprisonment and/or fine. Article 54 of the press law169 requires that 
editors also be registered as journalists with the syndicate. Syndicate members have 
traditionally received significant payments from the government.170 
  

The restrictive nature of requiring journalists to belong to the syndicate is augmented by 
a number of provisions setting out the conditions for syndicate membership in Article 5 of 
the Journalists’ Syndicate Law, including that the journalist ‘act as a professional’, hold a 
university degree, and be of ‘good repute’, while Article 6 restricts freelance journalists. 
Members may be expelled for a number of reasons, and the law also provides for 
informing government ministries of the lists of potential journalists, with those 
government ministries empowered to provide input, and generally given a supervisory 
role over the syndicate. 
 

Article 34 of the press law states that disciplinary actions may only be taken against 
journalists by the journalists’ syndicate, while Article 15 gives the syndicate board the 
right to negotiate collective agreements. The law does not specify how the syndicate 
board is to be formed. 
 

Needless to say, all of these provisions fail to respect media independence and the right 
to freedom of the press. The law should not define or limit who may be a journalist, and 
journalists should be free to form their own organizations, rather than being compelled to 
belong to state-mandated ones. 
 

Despite the restrictive clauses of Egyptian law, a large number of journalists operate in 
practice without being members of the syndicate. While this practice is positive, the legal 
shadow left hanging over such individuals constitutes in and of itself a restriction on 
freedom of expression, and a potential lever to be used in a discretionary fashion against 
those who offend the government or other powerful interests. This practical 
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discrimination is augmented by the fact that journalists operating outside of the 
syndicate do not obtain numerous benefits established by law specifically for syndicate 
members.171 
 

Attacks on journalists in Egypt have been extensive in the post-revolution period. In the 
period following Morsi’s removal in 2013, numerous journalists were detained and certain 
media would see several broadcasters lose their programs in the following period as well, 
including the suspension of Bassem Youssef’s popular show following political pressure 
and threats, as well as the cancellation of the programs of other more critical 
broadcasters such as Wael Ibrashi and Mahmoud Saad.172  
 

Mahmoud Abou Zeid, a photographer, was arrested while covering the dispersal of the 
Raba’a Al-Adawiya sit-in in August 2013, in which hundreds were killed; he has since 
been held without charge.173 Others have received life sentences for their role in covering 
that event.174 Detentions of journalists exercising some degree of sympathy towards the 
Muslim Brotherhood continued in 2014, while others voicing criticism of the regime 
suffered reprisals in one form or another as well.175 In addition to extensive detention of 
journalists, numerous journalists have been killed in Egypt in the years since the 2011 
revolution, often while covering protests, in addition to the assault and injury of even 
greater numbers. 
 

In a sign of the level to which the media tow the official line, in October 2014, 17 chief 
editors pledged to refrain from criticizing the government, the army and other national 
institutions. On the positive side, however, in response more than 600 journalists signed 
a pledge defending freedom of expression and denouncing censorship.176 
 

2015 saw the formation of a state agency known as FactCheckEgypt, a state agency 
affiliated to the State Information Service, which set about attempting to pressure 
journalists into repeating official accounts, even when highly suspect.177 The methods of 
control over the media employed by the governing forces have also been exposed by a 
leak in which regime figures were heard discussed their approach to getting the media to 
tow the line they favor.178 
 

In October of 2015 an armed raid was conducted on the offices of the Mada Foundation 
for Media Development, an NGO working on capacity building for Egyptian journalists. 
The raid was apparently conducted without the requisite judicial warrant.179 
 

In November of 2015, Salah Diab, the owner of Al-Masry Al-Youm, was arrested together 
with his son on charges of corruption and possession of illegal weapons; the arrest 
followed an increasingly critical line taken by the paper towards authorities.180 State TV 
anchor Azza Al-Henawy was suspended after criticizing the official response to floods in 

                                           
171 Including, potentially, the protection of Article 41 of the press law, which prevents journalists from being 
detained pre-trial. While the Article originally created an exception for charges of insulting the president, in 
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Huffington Post, 6 July 2015; Accorsi, “Egypt media group chides reporters for questioning army statements,” 
Middle East Eye, 7 July 2015. 
178 See Mada Masr, “New leaks expose military hold over media,” 20 Jan 2015. 
179 See Amnesty, “Egypt: Armed raid on journalism NGO bears hallmarks of another assault on independent 
media,” 21 Oct 2015. 
180 See, e.g., Mada Masr, “Al-Masry Al-Youm owner Salah Diab arrested,” 8 Nov 2015.  



 

Alexandria; President Sisi subsequently criticized the media for criticizing the 
government.181 
 

Investigative journalist and human rights defender Hossam Bhagat was detained around 
the same time, as detailed above. 
 

 Morocco 
 

Article 1 of the Professional Journalists Law in Morocco182 limits the definition of journalist 
to those whose main, regular and paid profession is journalism. Article 5 states that 
professional journalists must have a press card, which Article 6 states will be issued by a 
committee consisting of a government representative and equal numbers of additional 
representatives from journalists’ unions and media companies. Article 9 allows for the 
press card to be withdrawn if the journalist is subject to conviction impacting on his or 
her morals, or at the discretion of the committee and the government where the 
journalist has violated the Press Code or journalists’ ethics, while Article 10 states the 
card will be revoked if the holder ceased to be permanently engaged with a media 
company. Article 11 imposes penalties for obtaining press cards through false 
representation. 
 

In contrast to the articles of the law, there should be no official definition of journalists – 
any and all who seek to practice journalism, whether on occasional or permanent basis, 
should be able to do so, and the law should guarantee their protection and work to 
promote the success of their work. 
 

Journalists who report critically may find themselves the victim of prosecutions under 
laws outside the realm of those specifically targeting freedom of expression as well. Thus 
for example Mohamed Sokrate, a blogger who frequently has reported on sensitive 
topics, was sentenced to two years in prison on drug charges.183  
 

Hicham Mansouri, a member of the Moroccan Association of Investigate Journalists, was 
sentenced to ten months in prison in March of 2015 following highly questionable 
adultery charges.  
 

On 25 August 2015, Samad Iach, another member of the Association, was banned from 
travelling abroad, questioned about his work as a human rights defender and charged 
with a variety of vague charges circulating around the idea of generating unrest. 184 
Journalists in Morocco have also been the subject of physical attack from time to time. 
 

 Tunisia 
 

Article 7 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing185 contains an 
extremely restrictive definition of journalists, requiring possession of a license degree or 
equivalent, and that the individual in question derives his or her primary resources from 
regular publishing in regular news outlets. Article 20 requires that at least half the 
editorial team of a newspaper ‘of a general news nature’ have professional cards or 
relevant degrees. The law should not impose limits or qualifications on who may serve as 
a journalist. Tunisia’s law in fact creates numerous confusions for itself in this regard, 
including through creating the vague categories of ‘general news nature’ and through the 
requirement that the main source of income of such persons be from certain publication 
work. In contrast, it should be clear that the right to freedom of expression, including by 
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reporting on news stories, belongs to everyone, with the potential of citizen journalism 
promoted rather than suppressed. 
 

The restriction of Article 7 is made more constrictive by the vision of journalist cards put 
forward by Article 8, which envisions a committee composed of members of journalists’ 
and media organizations disseminating such cards. This committee is thereby given 
power to determine who will and will not be accepted into the journalistic circle. Such an 
approach would clearly interfere with the right to freedom of expression, and threaten to 
exclude certain voices from national reporting. 
 

Article 16 of the Decree Law limits control of periodicals to Tunisians. There is no 
reasonable basis for this restriction, which should be removed. Article 17 requires that 
the chief editor of a paper be at least 30 – again, there is no clear reasonable basis for 
this requirement, which should be removed. 
 

Article 13 of the Decree Law refers to a journalists’ code of conduct. While the existence 
of such a code is to be encouraged, it should not be a matter for the authorities, but 
rather for journalists themselves. Involvement of the authorities in such issues is 
inevitably bound to tend towards a system where the authorities attempt to use the code 
to exert pressure on the media to be less independent. Meanwhile, Article 19 states that 
journalists who fail to perform their duties as laid out by the law and the journalists’ code 
of ethics shall be subject to a disciplinary action, although the meaning and potential 
consequences of this are not well-defined.  
 

Attacks on journalists in Tunisia have continued since the revolution, with journalists 
facing threats from police, political activists and extremist groups.186 
 

Conclusion 
 

In addition to controlling the media as such, of course, control may be exerted over 
journalists themselves. A primary means to do so is often through the requirement that 
journalists be registered, long rejected by human rights law. The requirement that 
journalists be registered is in fact a telling example of the way that restrictive legal 
regimes often work – as the requirement can hide behind a purportedly legitimate 
purpose, to ensure the dissemination of quality reporting, and may also earn a certain 
support from the media sector, as journalists who have achieved the qualification in 
question obtain a superior status to those without it, a status they may seek to defend. 
The key to recognizing why such a requirement violates the principle of freedom of 
expression may be seen in the exclusivity of the latter position, which deprives the 
majority of the population of the possibility of undertaking journalistic activities, but is 
primarily seen through recognizing the logic of the first position – while indeed honest 
reporting is to be valued, setting up the governing authorities as an arbiter of reporting 
and reporters is bound to produce precisely the opposite, narratives and stories which 
flatter and support and fail to challenge the structures of power. 
 

Restrictions on who qualifies as a journalist laid out by law are rarely fully applied in 
practice, however, unsurprisingly given the slippery question of defining what exactly 
might qualify as journalistic activity. Despite this, of course, it is important they be 
removed in order to prevent their use, like so many of the other provisions considered in 
this study, to target particular individuals who might engage in incisive reporting. Attacks 
on journalists in practice have been unfortunately common, however, especially in Egypt, 
which has become one of the most dangerous and inhospitable countries for journalists in 
the world, including through the apparent targeted killing of journalists attempting to 
cover protests. 
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2.5 Censorship and seizure 
 

 Egypt 
 

Article 198 of Egypt’s Penal Code 187  allows the authorities to seize all copies of a 
publication in instances where one of the crimes in Articles 171-197 of Egypt’s Penal 
Code has occurred. The article states that the law officer responsible for impounding 
must obtain permission from the public prosecution; and that the matter must be 
submitted to a court within three days, which shall make an immediate decision 
supporting the seizure or cancelling it. The article also requires that the paper in question 
publish the ruling penalizing the paper on its front page within a month of the ruling, or 
else the paper shall be shut down. 
 

This article is important and harmful in several ways. In the first place, the article 
provides for pre-publication censorship – without supplying any criteria for such an 
action. This is in contrast to the sharp prohibition by human rights law of prior seizure in 
all but the most extreme circumstances. In addition, the article provides for seizure of 
materials without any form of court ruling. When the initial court ruling comes, a 
perfunctory decision is to be made; and while a fuller consideration of the case will take 
place later, it seems almost inevitable that the initial decision will prejudice the later one 
(in addition to which, none of the usual limitations on preliminary injunction have been 
stipulated). Even if a court order after the initial seizure clears the paper in question, of 
course, the paper will already have suffered serious economic loss, and success in the 
case will at best allow the paper to republish a version of the story after what may be a 
significant time delay. 
 

Article 199 allows a court that is considering a case against a paper under Articles 171-
197 of Egypt’s Penal Code to suspend a paper upon request of the prosecutor where the 
paper continues to publish materials “of the type” concerning which the investigation is 
being conducted. In other words, prior to judgment in a particular case a paper may be 
suspended for continuing to publish materials advancing the sort of claim in question. 
Not only are the criteria of similarly overly vague, of course, but also the very fact that a 
paper can be suspended – a more extreme penalty than a monetary one (which should 
be the only penalty involved, given the illegality of criminal penalty) – without any form 
of final judgment, and once again with no criteria for decision provided, is clearly a 
violation of the right to freedom of expression. Given that the article, like that above, 
applies to provide further sanction to clauses that should be removed in any case – given 
that they apply to criticism of the authorities, not a legitimate grounds for penalization of 
any sort – the intent is clearly to magnify the ability of the authorities to silence criticism. 
 

Article 200 stipulates that a paper shall be suspended for a month (or three months for 
weekly periodicals, or a year for less frequent publications) where it has been found 
guilty of a felony, or of violating Article 179 (on insulting the president) or Article 308 
(the clause penalizing insult). The court has discretion to suspend a paper for half the 
period in question in other instances of criminal conviction, or for a full period in case of 
second offense within a two year period; should a third offense be committed within two 
years of the second offense, a full period suspension is automatically applied. The effect 
of Article 200, therefore, is to apply a fairly broad regime of suspension on top of the 
other penalties discussed above, and on top of the discretionary prejudgment 
suspensions or censures discussed above, again primarily relative to articles which are 
themselves in clear violation of freedom of expression – with the amplified penalties 
applied to insults, to the president or others, presenting a particularly clear example of 
such point. 
 
Article 55 of Egypt’s Press Law188 ascribes a penalty of six months suspension, at the 
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request of the Supreme Press Council, to papers whose editors and editors-in-chief are 
not official journalists and members of the journalists’ syndicate, as required by Article 54. 
 

The authorities in Egypt in the post-revolution period have frequently censored media 
outlets, often without providing any sort of justification. In 2011, the authorities shut 
down two television channels, TV25 and Al Hurra, while they were broadcasting a violent 
military assault against demonstrators protesting the burning of a church in upper Egypt 
outside the Maspero building. 
 

In January 2014, authorities seized a publishing house printing a report by the United 
Group, a legal human rights organization, on torture and other cruel and unusual 
punishment in Egypt. Copies of the report were confiscated and two employees of the 
publishing company arrested.189 Later in 2014, the authorities shut down printing of the 
Arabic Network for Human Rights Information’s Wasla periodical, without providing an 
explanation.190 
 

In addition, 2014 saw the shutting down of Bassem Youssef’s satirical show as well as 
the shows of Wael Ibrashi and Mahmoud Saad – discussed above – as well as the 
suspension of TV show Revolutionaries All the Way and radio show Om el-Donia.191 
 

August 2015 saw the printing of copies of Al-Masryoun and Al-Sabah halted on the 
request of unspecified state monitoring bodies. Al-Sabah was apparently pulled for 
criticism of Mohamed Badran, head of the Mostakbal Watan Party and purportedly close 
to Sisi. Al-Masryoun was pulled meanwhile apparently due to an article criticizing Sisi’s 
attempts to present himself as an Islamic thinker as well as another article speculating 
that he risked arrest if he were to visit the United Kingdom. Other such pulling of 
publications also occurred in the preceding months, highlighting not only ongoing 
censorship, but also the relatively subtle manner in which it was conducted on the basis 
of state control over key media positions and over the major printing houses.192 
 

 Morocco 
 

Article 58 of Morocco’s Press Code 193  allows the authorities to seize and destroy 
periodicals in a number of cases of findings of defamation, relative to insults to national 
values or to foreign dignitaries for instance in particular. Article 41 moreover allows the 
authorities to suspend or prohibit the publication of a periodical in cases where that 
periodical has offended or undermined the royal family, Islam or the territorial integrity 
of the country. As observed above, the penalization of speech relating to all such 
categories is inappropriate. To double down on that penalization through censorship 
compounds the original offense. Article 41 makes the situation even more difficult for 
periodicals by stating that they will remain responsible for all of their contractual 
obligations pertaining to labor during the period in question, compounding the financial 
effects of such a ruling.  
 

Article 77 makes clear that censorship will not only be the case where a court order has 
been issued, by allowing administrative seizure of papers on the order of the minister of 
the interior, either for violating Article 41, or where that publication in his opinion violates 
public order. While Article 77 allows the matter to be appealed to a court, censorship on 
the order of the interior minister should not be possible in the first place (not to mention 
the problem with the grounds underlying such censorship). 
 
Article 17 of the 2002 Decree Law on Audiovisual Communication,194 also referenced by 
Article 43 of the 2005 Law,195 allows the president of the High Authority of Audio-Visual 
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Communication to suspend the licenses of broadcasters should they violate ‘the 
prescriptions required by national defense and public security’ – once again, vague 
language that allows for the shutting down of broadcasters should the High Authority – 
as already noted, not an independent agency in Morocco. The language of the relevant 
articles is such that it seems the High Authority in general may suspend licenses in a 
number of other circumstances as well, as the provisions delimiting when exactly this 
may occur are extremely vague in the law. 
 

Ali Lmrabet, a satirical newspaper editor, was fined and banned from working in Morocco 
for ten years in 2005, after a conviction following his statement that the Sahrawi activists 
in south-western Algeria were not hostages, the official Moroccan position, but rather 
refugees. The publications he had edited, Demain and Demain Magazine, were banned in 
2003. When he attempted to obtain a residency permit in 2015, in order to reopen his 
newspapers, Lmrabet was blocked by the authorities.196 
 

The Lakome website was shut down in 2014, as discussed below; Badil.info, founded as a 
successor website, was shut down for at least three months in 2015, as discussed above. 
Both were known for criticizing government corruption and human rights violations.197 
 

 Tunisia 
 

Article 21 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing198 imposes a 
(potentially duplicative) fine for violations of several of the unnecessary and 
inappropriate requirements imposed on periodicals discussed in the section on excessive 
control of the media above. Of even greater severity, the article states that periodicals 
may not be published when they are not in compliance with the articles in question, and 
imposes a fine for each day in which they continue to do so. Given that the requirements 
discussed above are of an overly bureaucratic nature, the imposition of a harsh penalty 
such as suspensions of publication is completely inappropriate, and could easily provide 
grounds for abuse through suspension of a paper on a technicality.  
 

Article 64 of the Decree Law allows the court to order seizure of materials in cases where 
a ‘conviction is issued’, and must permit seizure or destruction of all public copies. The 
article goes on to state that any finding of recurrence of defamation against a particular 
publication will result in the suspension of the periodical until the court order is complied 
with. The vagueness as to when these penalties may apply is extremely dangerous, on 
top of which such penalties are generally excessive even in cases of clear-cut 
defamation.  
 

Conclusion 
 

Censorship and seizure of papers are some of the most extreme in terms of their direct 
impact on freedom of expression. At the same time, they are less impactful on 
individuals than prison sentences, and ultimately largely equivalent to other mechanisms 
of financial control. As such, censorship and seizure often seem like blunter instruments 
of control, which more sophisticated repressive regimes will seek to avoid by attempting 
to control the output of the media in the first place. At the same time, the possibility of 
censorship or seizure remains an important fallback option, which as the above sections 
make clear has continued to be employed in certain cases. As the case of Lmrabet in 
Morocco further makes clear, moreover, the censorship of particularly bold journalists 
continues to constitute a powerful tool that may be used where necessary. 

 

                                                                                                                                    
195 Law 77-03 of 2005. 
196 See CPJ, “Moroccan king must allow Ali Lmrabet to practice journalism,” 24 July 2015; Index on Censorship, 
“Open letter to the King of Morocco in support of Ali Lmrabet,” 27 July 2015. 
197  See Amnesty, “Morocco: Court orders suspension of news website, editors fined for ‘false news’ and 
‘defamation’,” 17 August 2015. 
198 Decree Law 115 of 2011. 
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2.6 Diversity of the media 
 

 Egypt 

 
Article 52 of Egypt’s Press Law199 requires that privately owned newspaper be owned only 
by Egyptians, with no one person owning more than 10% of the capital. The article also 
requires that a substantial sum of money be deposited in an Egyptian bank prior to 
publication of the paper. 
 

An absolute restriction against foreign involvement in newspaper sphere goes further 
than necessary to promote media diversity, and may in fact restrict it. Moreover, the 
deposit requirement is excessive, and would appear to serve the purpose of making 
papers more compliant to government interests, in the knowledge that substantial sums 
of money might be seized through suits under the numerous law restricting the media. 
 

While new media entered the scene following the 2011 revolution, and the space for 
expression opened up somewhat, recent years have seen a general diminishment of 
media space in Egypt. Meanwhile, the rules against concentration of ownership in the 
press law appear to not be enforced in practice, leading to a number of large 
conglomerates dominating the scene.200 There is little community media, in significant 
part likely due to various biases towards state media.201 Recent years have seen a few 
bright spots through innovative business models and dedicated teams of journalists, 
however, in the form of media ventures such as Mada Masr and Welad El Balad.202 
 

 Morocco 

 
Article 12 of Morocco’s Press Law203 requires that all financial participants in Morocco’s 
periodical press be Moroccan, while Article 23 imposes a fine and potential suspension of 
the paper in question should this clause be violated. As with Egypt, such an absolute 
restriction goes further than necessary to promote media diversity. 
 

Articles 18-22 of the 2005 Law on Audiovisual Communication 204  include certain 
restrictions on excessive ownership of media outlets. While attention is necessary to 
ensure such clauses are fairly enforced in practice, their general intent of ensuring media 
diversity is positive, though of course in need of complementing through ensuring the 
freedom of the media as a whole. 
 

The print sector in Morocco includes a substantial number of private publications. 
Broadcast media are largely owned by the state, although satellite television channels 
offer different perspectives. 

 

 Tunisia 

 
Article 33 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing205 provides that 
one person may not control more than two current affairs or general periodicals, and that 
no one can control more than 30% of the total circulation of such periodicals. The rules 
adopted by the HIAAC to accompany the Decree Law on the Freedom of Audiovisual 
Communication and the Creation of a Supreme Independent Body of Audiovisual 
Communication206 stipulate that high-ranking politicians may not own TV channels, that 
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the same person may not be granted more than one broadcast license, that a license 
holder may not own a company that gauges public opinion, and that any individual with a 
financial interest in one media company may not own more than 5% of the shares in a 
licensed broadcaster. 
 

In practice, news media sources have proliferated extensively since the fall of the Ben Ali 
regime, and coverage has become much more critical. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The important initial phase of diversification of the media, in which government controls 
slacken and a wider range of viewpoints come to be represented and disseminated, is in 
general a natural companion to the opening up of political systems, as the competition 
between diverse political parties allows the space for contesting viewpoints to be 
advanced.  
 
Beyond this, it is further necessary to ensure that extensive media holdings do not fall 
into the hands of the same individuals or corporate interests – a challenge that remains 
even in some of the world’s more democratic states. While the presence of certain rules 
limiting agglomeration of control in are positive where they accompany generally open 
media systems, in countries where such sectors are tightly controlled they appear instead 
a further mechanism of control. 

 

2.7 Foreign media 
 

 Egypt 
 

Article 30 of the Press Law 207  states that a journalist or newspaper that accepts 
donations, contributions, subsidies or benefits from a foreign entity, whether directly or 
indirectly (which the law specifies includes advertising), will incur a penalty of 
imprisonment and/or fine. What exactly might fall under this stipulation is left subject to 
a high degree of uncertainty, along with the purpose of the provision, which appears to 
serve the purpose of enhancing government control of journalists and newspapers. 
 

As observed above, the operation of foreign satellite broadcasters in Egypt is subject to 
official permission in the form of a license. While many foreign journalists operate in 
Egypt, they often do so under serious threat of imprisonment or worse.208 
 

The most infamous targeting of foreign journalists in Egypt has been the trial of three Al 

Jazeera journalists, arrested in 2013 and sentenced in 2014 before a final ruling in 2015. 
While the journalists were released following a pardon in 2015, as numerous 
commentators have pointed out, while the pardon may have gone some small way 
towards rectifying the individual injustice of the situation, the structurally unjust features 
were left in place, on top of which the pardon effected only a small number of those 
arbitrarily detained.209 The long process of the trial of the Al Jazeera journalists was 
marked by political bias, extensive irregularities and numerous absurdities and 
inconsistencies; that the rights of due process and fair trial could be so extensively and 
blatantly violated in a trial carefully followed by global audiences is indicative of the 
extent to which such problems are endemic in the Egyptian legal system. 
 
 

                                           
207 Egypt Press Code, Law 96 of 1996. 
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 Morocco 

 
Article 20 of Morocco’s Press Code 210  states that owners, directors or employees of 
papers may not receive money directly or indirectly from foreign entities, with an 
exception for advertising; violation of this provisions will lead to a prison sentence and 
fine. While there may be a reasonable core purpose behind this provision, the clause as 
drafted is overly broad. 
 
Articles 27-30 of Morocco’s Press Code impose additional requirements on foreign 
periodicals, which include any periodical even funded in part by foreign funds. Article 28 
imposes imprisonment and a steep fine for failure to follow the procedure of registration 
for such a periodical, as well as confiscation and destruction of the periodical itself. 
Article 29 allows the minister of communication or the prime minister to prohibit outside 
periodicals that might harm Islam, the monarchy, territorial integrity, respect for the king 
or public order, and proscribes a prison sentence and fine for knowing sale, distribution 
or reproduction of banned materials, as well as seizure and destruction of the materials 
in question. Article 30 imposes a second penalty of imprisonment and a fine for any form 
of dissemination of materials that violate the ‘sacred values’ mentioned by Article 29 or 
the ‘higher interests of the nation’, even if the material in question is not banned. 
Needless to say, the broad and vague prohibitions in these Articles are clear violations of 
the right to freedom of expression; foreign periodicals should not be subject to a different 
set of rules from local periodicals, except as necessary to promote media diversity, and 
as such should be able to operate and be disseminated freely. 
 
Articles 19-22 of the Professional Journalists Law211 give the authorities power to issue 
accreditation cards to foreign journalists, which the authorities have the power to revoke 
where the foreign journalists fail to show respect for national sovereignty, journalists’ 
ethics or legislation in force. 
 
In 2011, the accreditation of Al Jazeera journalists in Morocco was rescinded following 
their coverage of Western Sahara (the office was able to reopen in 2013 following 
negotiations with the government).212 In 2012, El Pais was twice banned due to coverage 
of materials critical of the king.213 
 
In January of 2015 the authorities prevented the holding of an international conference 
that would have brought journalists and experts from across North Africa as well as 
France and other countries, organized by the Friedrich Naumann Foundation, a German 
not-for-profit foundation, to a conference on investigative journalism in Rabat, despite 
the fact that the Moroccan communication minister was among those scheduled to 
attend. In February two French journalists had their video equipment seized and were 
deported from Morocco, during the course of a report on Morocco’s social and economic 
situation four years after the ‘Moroccan Spring’.214 
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 Tunisia 

 
As of 2012, the distribution of foreign periodicals in Tunisia was controlled by a single 
company, the Tunisian Press Society, which thereby effectively obtained the ability to 
censor foreign publications deemed sensitive. 215  In general, however, foreign media 
today face far fewer obstacles operating in Tunisia than they do in Egypt or Morocco. 
 

Conclusion 
 
While certain limited restrictions in law designed to ensure that foreign media outfits do 
not prevent the possibility for local media development are reasonable, foreign media in 
general should be able to operate and be disseminated freely, according to the same 
open standards applied to domestic media. In reality, a double standard is often applied 
across the region – while working for an international media body may in certain 
circumstances provide a greater degree of protection that the local media would possess, 
foreign journalists and media outfits are also often targeted due to the content of their 
reporting. While the situation has improved in Tunisia, foreign journalists in Morocco face 
expulsion and foreign periodicals face import bans should they tackle red lines, while in 
Egypt the government has on numerous occasions specifically targeted foreign journalists 
through harassment, threat, arrest and trial. 

 

2.8 Attribution of statements and protection of sources 
 

 Egypt 

 
Article 197 of Egypt’s Penal Code216 states that arguing that a published statement was 
“no more than a repetition of rumors or stories from third parties” will never constitute 
an excuse. This language is problematic in that its obvious reading is that a media outlet 
cannot quote the opinions of individuals if there is any question that opinion might be 
defamatory – sharply limiting the sorts of material that can in fact be quoted, and the 
consequent ability of journalists to report on more contested issues. Moreover, 
unsurprisingly, there is no legal framework providing for whistleblower protection under 
Egyptian law. On the contrary, Egyptian law contains a number of provisions establishing 
the confidentiality and secrecy of numerous components of government information 
(including, e.g., The Law Prohibiting the Publishing of any News about the Armed 
Forces,217 The Law on State Intelligence and Secrecy Services,218 and The Law Regarding 
the Preservation and Maintenance of State Official Documents219), and imposes harsh 
penalties for disclosure of such information.220 
 
Article 7 of Egypt’s Press Law221 protects journalists’ right not to reveal their sources. The 
Article allows the protection to be overridden based on other requirements of law 
however – making for an extremely weak protection in practice. 
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 Morocco 

 
Article 17 of Morocco’s Press Law 222  states that while Moroccan authors may use a 
pseudonym, they must indicate their real names to the director of the publication, who is 
under an obligation to reveal them to the prosecutor should the prosecutor so request. 
 

Moroccan law fails to provide that journalists have a right not to disclose the identity of 
their sources, and that they will suffer no detriment in defamation cases should they fail 
to do so. Confidentiality of sources is key to journalistic effectiveness, and must be 
ensured. 
 

Punishment of sources has proven an effective way for the authorities to target criticism. 
Thus in 2012, for example, following a story in Akbar Al-Youm on corruption within the 
former financial arms of the government, the government employees who had shared 
they relevant information were traced on the basis of their phone records and lost their 
jobs. According to the editor of Al-Akbar Al-Youm, Touafik Boucherine, the paper lost 
sources as a result.223 And Mr. Boucherine himself has repeatedly faced charges fraud of 
one sort of another that did not stand up in court, for instance in repeated trials from 
2007-2010; despite the highly questionable nature of these allegations, they were widely 
publicized in national newspapers.224 
 

 Tunisia 
 

Positively, Article 11 of the Decree Law on Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing225 
provides for the protection of journalists’ sources. While the Article provides for an 
exception that complies with international standards, discussed above, it also suggests 
an exception may be found relative to ‘pressing needs relating to state security’ – an 
overly broad and vague grounds that could easily allow the state to go after those 
sources, such as whistleblowers, most in need of protection. 
 

Conclusion 
 

Of the countries considered, Tunisia is the only one that, through the Decree Law on 
Media Freedom, Printing and Publishing, makes a serious effort to protect journalists’ 
sources. In Egypt and Morocco, by contrast, the aim of the legal framework and of the 
authorities is clearly to discover and punish sources where they reveal information 
powerful players would rather have kept secret. Protection of sources is particularly 
important to the work of journalists, and of investigations into corrupt, dishonest, rights 
violating and/or anti-democratic activities undertaken by authorities or other powerful 
entities, and as such particularly in need of legal defense.  
 

The above commentary has divided the means used to restrict freedom of expression and 
the press into a number of subsections. While this mode of organization helps to highlight 
the different forms of restriction employed, it is important to recognize that these forms 
of restriction are overlapping, meaning not only that the removal of restrictions on a 
piecemeal basis is unlikely to fundamentally change the system, as repression will merely 
take on a different form, but also that the penalizations in question may be applied 
together when the authorities so desire. Given that excessive sanctions attach almost 
across the board, this means there is scarcely a limit on the sanctions that the authorities 
might choose to apply in a particular case. 
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The potential for aggravation of sentence is also explicitly laid out in Egypt’s legal 
framework relating to the media, which, as the section on censorship and suspension of 
papers above makes clear, is designed to create a strong degree of control. Book 2, 
chapter 14 of Egypt’s Penal Code226 is specifically aimed at media offenses. Article 307 of 
Egypt’s Penal Code moreover allows for the doubling of fines for a variety of the offenses 
discussed in these section in cases where the offense occurs through a publication (and 
one would imagine the failure to stipulate the same relative to audio-visual media is 
merely a matter of omission), while Article 308 limits judicial remedial discretion by 
imposing minimum sentences in cases involving publication of insults. While these 
provisions are not in themselves the most harmful, their presence indicates a general 
trend and design seen particularly in the legal framework of Egypt but also in those of all 
of the countries considered – though in Tunisia largely in that existing repressive laws 
remain in need of replacement – of creating an extensive set of overlapping restrictions 
and penalizations that extends both the underlying vagueness of the laws and the severe 
sanctions that attach. 
 
On the one hand, that the laws are designed this way simply represents an efficient 
repressive policy, as extensive overlapping repressive frameworks apply, enabling 
restrictions to be applied from many different angles and complicating the tasks both of 
seeking to understand and to reform the systems in place. In reality, however, the 
existence of such extensive legal frameworks of repression is likely even more indicative 
of an underlying philosophy and set of interests – those in power in the countries in 
question, with the exception of post-revolution Tunisia, have seen the purpose of legal 
frameworks in the area of freedom of expression as to seek to control and limit the 
media, while presenting themselves as infallible and benign entities. Charge in such 
frameworks will require that a new philosophy of rights enablement be adopted.  

 

3. Recommendations 

 
 Press entities should be able to operate freely, without the need for licensing or 

oversight; 
 Broadcast regulators should distribute frequencies impartially and with the aim of 

promoting diversity; non-terrestrial broadcasters should not be required to apply 
for licenses; 

 Telecommunications networks, including both mobile phones and the internet, 
should be able to operate freely and without extensive government interference or 
surveillance; 

 Any government entities with oversight powers over the media must be 
completely independent; 

 Who may practice as a journalist should in no way be limited, and journalistic 
quality assurances should be left to self-regulation; 

 Censorship, seizure of publications or suspension of media outlets should be 
banned in all but the most extreme cases; 

 A diverse media, including a wide range of viewpoints, should be promoted; 
 The protection of journalists’ sources should be assured. 
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IV. Issue area 3: rights-violating counterterrorism and 

surveillance 
 

 
Restrictions on the content of speech and control over the media have long been the 
principle tools used by repressive regimes to restrict freedom of expression. More 
recently, however, and especially since the aggressive approach adopted by the United 
States post 9/11, counterterrorism laws have become a means to violate rights across 
the board and target those groups regimes in power find the most threatening. Violations 
perpetrated through counterterrorism laws include the extrajudicial killing, torture, 
arbitrary detention and the deprivation of procedural rights of individuals who may in fact 
have been guilty of terrorist crimes, as well as similar offenses against entirely innocent 
individuals. The end result of rights-violating counter-terrorism policies is not to eliminate 
terrorism, but rather to drive individuals towards it. Ensuring the respect for and 
fulfillment of rights, on the other hand, is the surest way to combat terrorism. 
 

1. International standards 

 
Perhaps the most fundamental and widespread abuse of terrorist legislation concerns the 
definition of terrorism, which is often left overly broad so as to exert an extensive chilling 
effect and to cover actions that are not only not terrorism, but may in fact be legitimate 
exercise of rights, such as the right to freedom of expression. As the Special Rapporteur 
on the promotion and protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms while 
countering terrorism has stipulated, any reasonable definition of the crime of terrorism 
must require that there was intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or the taking 
of hostages, and that such intent was coupled with the aim of provoking a state of terror, 
intimidating a population, or compelling a government or international organization to do 
or abstain from any act.227 
 
Building on problematic definitions of terrorism, counterterrorism laws often extend their 
rights-suppressing shadow by incorporating overly broad definitions of incitement to or 
support for terrorism. Expression relating to terrorism should only be criminalized where 
it constitutes direct incitement.228 Material support similarly may only be criminalized 
where there is the intent to further a terrorist act. 
 
Similarly, counterterrorism efforts often take the reasonable step of targeting groups that 
undertake terrorist activities. While increased attention on groups whose members have 
committed terrorist crimes is reasonable, it is crucial to ensure laws in such an area 
respect the basic criminal law requirement of intent. Prescription of organizations may 
only take place where a clear judicial determination can be made, on the basis of 
activities, that the organization aims to use terrorist aims or means.229 
 
The right to privacy is guaranteed by Article 17 of the ICCPR. At the same time, the right 
to privacy is implicit in the right to freedom of expression, since it is impossible to 
communicate freely while being monitored. Individuals should moreover be free to 
express themselves anonymously online.230 While a certain degree of state surveillance is 
allowed, it must be case-specific and on the basis of a warrant granted under probable 
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cause on the basis of fact.231 The law should clearly lay out the relevant details of the 
situations under which surveillance may occur, and should lay out a judicial oversight 
structure for the surveillance authorities, as well as specifying inappropriate forms of 
surveillance and the appropriate penalties as part of a wider set of provisions of law 
guaranteeing the right to privacy. 
 

2. Violations in law and practice  

 
Egypt and Tunisia have recently passed new counterterrorism laws, while Morocco has 
been considering drafts. The counterterrorism legal framework in Egypt was amended 
twice in 2015, with extremely restrictive decree laws promulgated in February and 
August of 2015, in the second instance following the killing of Public Prosecutor Hisham 
Barakat in a bombing. A draft set of amendments to Morocco’s counterterrorism 
framework has been mooted throughout 2015. In Tunisia, a new counterterrorism law 
was mooted following a dramatic attack on individuals at the Bardo Museum in Tunis on 
18 March, and passed in July after another dramatic attack on a beach in Sousse on 26 
June. 
 

2.1 Overly broad definition of terrorism 
 

 Egypt 

 

Article 86 of Egypt’s Penal Code232 employs an overly broad definition of terrorism, failing 
to clearly limit it to the context of specific grave harms as defined by international law, 
and defining the purpose in overly broad terms, as including the aims of ‘disturbing 
public order’ or ‘endangering public safety or security’, while listing as examples of 
terrorist activity, inter alia, harm to the environment, communications, transport, 
property, funds, buildings, public or private authorities, taking possession of public or 
private properties, obstructing the work of public authorities or obstructing the use of 
places of worship or educational institutes, or interrupting the application of the 
constitution, laws or statutes. Article 86(bis) of Egypt’s Penal Code meanwhile imposes 
the penalty of imprisonment on whoever is involved in setting up or running an 
organization which aims at ‘interrupting the constitutions or laws, or preventing any of 
the state’s institutions or authorities from exercising their work, or encroaches on the 
freedoms and rights of citizens, or impairs national unity or peace, while Article 
86(bis)(a) states that capital punishment or permanent hard labor shall be the 
punishment inflicted if terrorism is the method used towards such ends. Meanwhile 
Article 87, while not explicitly referring to terrorism as such, imposes a penalty of 
permanent or temporary hard labor on ‘whoever tries to forcibly overthrow or change the 
constitution of the country.’ 
 
While Article 86 and following provisions of the Penal Code are extreme, the anti-terrorist 
Decree Law passed in February of 2015 goes even further.233 Article 1 of that law defines 
terrorist entities as including  
 

Any association, organization, group, gang, cell or other gathering, whatever its 
legal or factual form, that practices or whose purpose is advocating by any means 
inside or outside the country harm to individuals, spreading terror or putting their 
lives, freedoms, rights or security at risk, harming the environment, national 
resources, antiquities, communications, or land, air or sea transport, or public or 
private finances or buildings or property, or occupying or seizing property, or 
preventing or obstructing the operation of public authorities, judicial bodies or 
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authorities, municipal units, houses of worship, hospitals, institutions and 
institutes of learning, as well as other public facilities, or diplomatic or consular 
missions, or regional or international organizations and agencies in Egypt, or 
preventing them executing some or all of their activities, or resisting them, or 
obstructing public and private transportation or preventing or impeding its 
movement or endangering it by any means, or harming public order or the safety 
of the community, or impeding the application of the provisions of the constitution 
or laws, or preventing the state authorities from exercising their work, or 
attacking the freedoms or other rights of citizens guaranteed by the Constitution 
and laws, or harming national unity or social peace or national security. 

 
In addition to shifting to a vaguer definition of what constitutes terrorism, the language 
in Article 1 of Decree Law 8 of 2015 contains innumerable vague clauses that might be 
interpreted to classify almost any form of activity of which the authorities did not approve 
as terrorism. The language is particularly worrying relative to organizations that push for 
social and political change, such as human rights organizations, since the failure to 
include the requirement that terrorist charges be linked to extreme violent acts, together 
with the extensive vague language and inadequate parameters of terrorist intent, and in 
particular the discussion of efforts to seek changes in the legal framework could all be 
read together as pertaining to the work of organizations seeking legal reform. 
 
Article 1 Decree Law 8 of 2015 also defines terrorists, as persons who commit, attempt 
to commit, incite to, threaten or plan a terrorist crime. That law does not itself define 
terrorist acts, suggesting that these will either continue to be defined by the Penal Code 
or by engaging in the sorts of activities ascribed to the terrorist entities laid out by Article 
1; in either case, the definitions in question are overly broad, and by creating a category 
of terrorist people, rather than simply terrorist acts linked to these broad definitions, the 
law threatens to allow such individuals – who might in fact be guilty of no crime at all – 
to be tarred as terrorists and subject to the according punishments. 
 
On 15 August 2015 new counterterrorism legislation was introduced in Egypt,234 along 
very similar lines to the legislation already in effect. Article 2 of that law followed along 
very similar lines to Article 1 of the earlier Decree Law the same year.  
 
Egypt has convicted individuals of terrorist crimes on numerous occasions. Six men were 
convicted by a military court in 2014 of having launched an attack on the Egyptian 
military, despite extensive reports of torture and violations of the right to defense and to 
a fair trial, and the fact that several of the accused were in detention at the time the 
attack occurred. The six were executed in May 2015.235  
 
In April 2015 Mohmed Sultan, an American of Egyptian dissent, was found guilty of 
numerous offenses and sentenced to life imprisonment (later reduced to 25 years); this 
charge was motivated, it seems, by Sultan’s having acted as a liaison to the press on 
behalf of Muslim Brotherhood protestors following Morsi’s ouster. Sultan was deported to 
the US in May.236 
 

 Morocco 

 
The law governing terrorist activities in Morocco is largely found in a set of amendments 
to the Penal Code that were passed into law in 2003.237 Following that laws enactment, 
Article 218(1) of the Penal Code was amended to find as acts of terrorism acts which ‘are 
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committed intentionally in connection with an individual or collective undertaking, for the 
purpose of seriously undermining public order by intimidation, terror or violence, through 
the offenses of: (1) intentional damage to the life, integrity or freedom of people…; (2) 
counterfeiting…; (3) destruction…; (4) diversion or degradation of the means of transport 
or communication; (5) theft and extortion…; (6) manufacture, possession, 
transportation, circulation, or illegal use of weapons; (7) offenses related to automated 
data processing systems; (8) forgery…; (9) participation in an association formed with 
the aim of engaging in terrorist acts; (10) knowingly harboring the product of a terrorist 
act. 
 
The underlying crimes that Morocco potentially considers terrorism are far broader than 
international law allows. The Moroccan law moreover utilizes overly vague language to 
define the potential intent and purpose of such acts. Together, these provisions can 
easily allow terrorist charges to be brought on the basis of a wide range of non-terroristic 
criminal activity, making terrorism a catch-all category. 
 
As if Article 218(1) were not already broad enough, Article 218(3) stipulates that 
environmental harm will also constitute a terrorist offense. While harms to the 
environment should indeed be punished, it does not seem appropriate to address them 
with terrorist legislation – as Morocco in fact obviously does not do relative to factory 
owners within the country in practice. The blatant disparity between the words of the law 
and practice only serve to highlight the general manner in which laws in the region, as 
well as counterterrorism laws generally, fail to comply to basic principles of the rule of 
law by clearly defining their target, instead imagining from the outset selective 
application. 
 
Article 218(4) moreover includes as terrorism the provision or management of funds with 
the intention that they be used to commit a terrorist act, or the provision of help or 
advice. While the penalization of funding, assistance or advise is reasonable where the 
underlying conduct is in fact terrorism, care is necessary in order to ensure that the 
potential vagueness inherent in extending liability in such a manner is not abused by 
applying liability too broadly; such concerns are of course magnified where the 
underlying crime of terrorism is not tightly defined. 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Prior to late July 2015 terrorist offenses were defined in Tunisia by Article 4 of the 2003 
Counterterrorism Law,238 which defined terrorist offenses as acts intended to sow terror 
or influence a state policy, to disturb public order, peace or international security, to 
cause harm to individuals or to property, the environment, vital resources, infrastructure, 
or transportation or communication systems or public services. As in the other countries 
considered, such a definition was overly broad, both in defining an overly extensive set of 
underlying offenses, and in relying upon particularly loose language as to the motivations 
in question. The 2003 law was reportedly used some 3,000 times in the seven years 
between its passage and Ben Ali’s ouster.239 
 
The new Law on the Fight Against Terrorism and the Suppression of Money Laundering in 
Tunisia240 largely reiterates this negative framework, reinforcing it in fact through its 
more recent passage.241 Article 13 of the Law involves an overly broad definition of the 
offenses that may underlie a charge of terrorism, which includes for example ‘damaging 
private or public property, vital resources, infrastructure, transport or communication 
facilities, computer systems or public services.’ While the article uses language on intent 
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similar to that found at the international level, much rests on the restricted definition of 
underlying harms to ensure only the most egregious provoke terrorist sanctions; the 
language in question risks the potential of terrorist charges being brought in the case of a 
broad range of acts that do not meet the international definition. Articles 8-35 then go on 
to define further more specific terrorist offenses in exhaustive detail; while some such 
articles are in line with international treaties, many dramatically expand the potential 
scope of what will be considered terrorist offenses in Tunisia well into the realm of 
otherwise ordinary crimes.  
 

Conclusion 
 
The temptation to define terrorism in overly broad terms is widely prevalent for the same 
sort of reason that has been considered elsewhere – such a definition places extensive 
discretion and power into the hands of the authorities. In practice, however, in addition 
to constituting a rights violation by leaving individuals in a great deal of uncertainty as to 
prohibited conduct, and penalizing reasonable conduct, such laws are inevitably abused 
by authorities in order to target groups and individuals which are engaged in criticism, 
such as human rights organizations and protestors seeking rights-based reforms, as well 
as to target minority communities. 

2.2 Overly broad charges of promoting terrorism 
 

 Egypt 

 

Article 86(bis) of Egypt’s Penal Code242 applies penalties to those who knowingly assist or 
join organizations that fall under that provision, or who propagate the activities of such 
organizations. Article 1 of the Decree Law on Terrorist Entities243 begins by stating that a 
terrorist entity will be one that ‘advocates by any means’ any one of the lengthy list of 
vague objectives that the article goes on to specify. Articles 28 and 29 of the 
Counterterrorism Decree Law 244  impose penalties for promoting directly or indirectly 
terrorist acts, and for the use of modern communication networks to, inter alia, mislead 
the security services or influence the course of justice. Such articles are clearly deeply 
problematic in the first place in that they criminalize advocacy or propagation – vague 
terms that do not comply with the international requirement to only penalize incitement 
in order not to infringe the right to freedom of expression. The use of such language is of 
course far more troubling in Egypt in that the definition of terrorism itself is entirely 
inadequate in Egypt, referring to an extremely vague list of intents, such that now 
advocating any one of such ends – for instance, the impeding of traffic, for example by 
means of a protest – could come to incur terrorist charges. 
 

Such articles are also problematic in that they penalize those who assist or join such 
organizations – while the limitation that they must do so ‘knowingly’ is positive, given 
other vague provisions around the conduct and entities that will be understood as 
terroristic, as well as uncertainty over what exactly individuals will be required to have 
known and how that standard will be applied in practice, such provisions could easily be 
taken to apply extensively. 
 

Article 35 of the Counterterrorism Decree Law generated extensive controversy prior to 
the passage of the law; the first draft threatened imprisonment should news outlets 
publish information contradicting official data, but after pushback the final article dropped 
the prison sentence; an excessive fine of at least 200,000 and up to 500,000 pounds 
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(approximately $25,000-$60,000) remained however.245 As commentators have pointed 
out, however, imprisonment could still occur should the agency in question be unable to 
pay the fine, with editors held liable by article 35 as well.246 Even should prison terms not 
be handed out, media outlets could easily be closed by fines of such a level. The penalty 
is all the more outrageous given that no reputable source considers data released by the 
Egyptian Ministry of Defense reliable. Article 36 also serves to extend the law’s 
diminishment of freedom of information by preventing the dissemination of information 
on court proceedings in the terrorism context without the consent of the head of the 
court in question. Such a clause is of course likely to prevent discussion of the numerous 
potential abuses that may occur in such trials and have occurred as a matter of course in 
such trials in Egypt to date. All such provisions are in clear violation of human rights 
obligations in their own right; that they are found in a counterterrorism law is doubly 
abusive, suggesting the dissemination of information is considered a form of terrorism in 
Egypt, a suggestion likely to amplify the consequent chilling effect. 
 

While not necessarily charges of terrorism specifically, several overly broad and vague 
charges circulating around the idea of threatening national security have been brought 
against individuals in Egypt in recent years, as well as detention without any particular 
charge. In the months following Morsi’s removal in mid-2013, a number of journalists 
were detained on scant evidence and unclear charges; in September, for example, Abu 
Zeid was detained in Beni Suef following his publication of Articles critical of the 
government, and Abu Deraa was detained in the Sinai on charged of having published 
false news about military operations there and of having entered military zones without 
permission.247 When Bassem Youssef’s show went back on the air, the father of the 
producer was arrested and accused of aiding terrorism – specifically, it seems, relative to 
Mr. Youssef’s show.248 
 

In December 2013 Yasser al-Serafy, a law professor at Cairo University, was detained by 
security forces following his referral to the police by the president of Cairo University on 
allegations of belonging to the Muslim Brotherhood and raising political issues in his 
lectures. 
 

 January 2014 Emad Shahin, a political science professor at the American University in 
Cairo, was charged along with dozens of others with espionage, conspiring to undermine 
Egypt’s security, preventing state institutions from performing their functions and 
providing support to a banned organization, among other broad and vague charges. 
Professor Shanin had previously been critical of the repressive policies of the 
government. In May of 2014, Professor Shahin was convicted in absentia along with 
several others defendants and sentenced to death.249 
 

In 2015, an Egyptian spokesman went so far as to claim Human Rights Watch was a 
supporter of terrorism, for their release of a report on human rights violations committed 
by the Egyptian authorities.250 
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 Morocco 
 

Pursuant to the 2003 amendments,251 Article 218-2 of Morocco’s Penal Code252 stipulates 
that glorification of terrorism will result in 2 to 6 years imprisonment as well as a fine. As 
already noted, terrorism itself is only vaguely defined under Moroccan law. What conduct 
exactly will constitute ‘glorification’ is also vague. As such, the provision casts a broad 
shadow over freedom of expression. Article 218(6) punishes knowingly providing 
weapons, funds, means of sustenance, correspondence or transportation, a place to 
meet, housing, or in any other way assisting a terrorist. By failing to limit such liability to 
intentional support of terrorist acts, the article threatens to penalize humanitarian 
assistance, for example. Article 218(8) imposes a penalty on whoever is aware of 
terrorist activities, but does not report them. As with the above provision, while an 
obligation to report criminal activity is reasonable as such, coupled with a broad 
framework the loose language employed in creating the reporting obligation might lead 
to a situation where individuals feel compelled to report any sort of suspicious activity or 
are punished should they not do so, creating a system in which individuals are coerced 
into spying on one another and leading to the possibility of retributive referrals, 
investigations of innocent individuals, and a general weakening of the bonds of society. 
 

Moreover, as noted above, Article 218(1)(9) stipulates that participation in an association 
with the aim of committing terrorist acts will constitute a terrorist act. The clause does 
not clearly require that such participants themselves have the intent to commit any 
terrorist act, however, and as such, especially as coupled with the potentially broad 
designation of terrorist organizations, could easily be used to target entirely innocent 
individuals. 
 

The draft counterterrorism legislation currently being considered in Morocco, instead of 
amending this framework, would extend the ability under the law to penalize affiliation 
with terrorist entities on the basis of weak requirements of intent, and to penalize speech 
deemed to support such entities.253 That such legislation is being considered is evidence 
of an approach in which terrorism charges could easily come to be applied to those in no 
way connected to terrorism under any reasonable definition, but of whose actions or 
speech the authorities disapprove. 
 

In 2013, Ali Anouzla was arrested following an article on the Arabic version of the 
website Lakome, which criticized a video that called on Moroccans to engage in jihad 
against the king. The article included a link to the Spanish paper El Pais, on which the 
video was embedded, which prosecutors alleged constituted incitement and material 
support of terrorism. Lakome was well known as a long-term critical voice relative to 
government corruption and abuse. Particularly prominently among other sensitive issues, 
Lakome had reported on the pardon by the Moroccan King, on the request of the Spanish 
King, of a Spanish citizen convicted of child rape in Morocco; had questioned the 
monarchy’s budget and the King’s frequent vacations; and had charged that Morocco’s 
intelligence agencies had instigated a smear campaign against Mr. Anouzla in the months 
prior to his arrest. The editor of the French addition of Lakome, which included the same 
content, was not charged. 
 

Mr. Anouzla was held for five weeks in pretrial detention, and both the Arabic and French 
versions of Lakome blocked. After his release, Mr. Anouzla’s case was perpetually 
delayed, without the charges being dropped. Morocco also brought an action in Spain 
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against Ignacio Cambrero, the Spanish journalist who had originally posted the story in El 

Pais.254 
 
2013 also saw Mustafa Hasnawi, an advocate for the rights of detained members of the 
Islamist movement, sentenced to four years in prison, reduced to three on appeal, on 
terrorism charges.255 
 

 Tunisia 
 

Article 12 of Tunisia’s 2003 Counterterrorism Law256 punished anyone who called for the 
commission of a terrorist act, joins a terrorist organization, or ‘uses a name, word or 
symbol in order to make an apology for a terrorist organization, one of its members, or 
its activities’. Articles 13, 16-18 and 20 similarly included vague language making it 
unclear what level of intent would be required of individuals. As elsewhere, these 
provisions were overly broad and vague, allowing prosecutions of individuals with 
connections of some sort to terrorist organizations but no intent to undertake terrorist 
acts, or potentially even of individuals attempting to provide legal or humanitarian 
services to persons accused of terrorism. Article 22 of the law, moreover, required the 
disclosure of information concerning terrorist activity to the authorities. While a 
requirement to disclose any information as to immanent attacks is reasonable, the 
provision in question was written in overly broad language, and was used for example to 
attempt to require lawyers to turn over all confidential information of their discussions 
with defendants, undermining the right to a fair trial. 
 

Following the attack on Sousse beach on 27 June 2015, terrorist charges under Article 18 
of the Counterterrorism Law were brought against Nour Edine Mbarki, the editor of Akher 

Khabar Online, which published photos of the car that allegedly transported the attacker. 
Charges were brought even though the website promptly removed the photo from their 
website after a request from the authorities. The charges followed Mr. Mbarki’s refusal to 
reveal the source of the photo to an investigative judge.257 
 

Tunisia’s new Counterterrorism Law 258  is similarly problematic when it comes to the 
matter of support for terrorism. Article penalizes anyone who praises terrorism, without 
clearly defining that label. 
 

Conclusion 
 

The basis of every problematic terrorism law is an inadequate definition of terrorism. The 
problems with such inadequate definitions are immensely expanded, however, through 
the presence of overly broad and vague provisions on support of terrorism, membership 
of terrorist organizations and promotion of terrorism. Such provisions expand 
dramatically the range of actions that might be penalized, and can easily come to 
encompass extensive activity with no terrorist component.  
Of central importance in this area is extremely careful attention to the importance of 
intent, and ensuring a legal regime that does not punish individuals arbitrarily. In reality, 
the momentum of the global war against terrorism has made the use of counterterrorism 
laws one of the most appealing means through which repressive governments crack 
down on rights organizations and dissent, under claims of legitimacy in the context of an 
area of law in which few governments uphold international obligations. 
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2.3 Discretionary procedure to designate entities as terrorist and 

penalties thereby applied 
 

 Egypt 

 
Articles 2-7 of Egypt’s 2015 Terrorist Entities Decree Law259 concern the procedure by 
which individuals may be placed on the terrorist list. The law provides that the public 
prosecution shall ask appellate courts to place individuals on the list, and requires that 
documents supporting the request be submitted, and that a reasoned decision be 
promptly issued by the court in question. There is no requirement that any crime in fact 
have been committed, however, and the law fails to clearly provide for a reasonably 
weighted process of determining whether an entity should be placed on the list, since all 
the evidence is in the hands of the prosecution, and the judicial process is to be 
summary. Combined with the vagueness of the criteria laid out by the law itself, the lack 
of safeguards in this process suggest that any name forwarded by the public prosecution 
– itself likely to receive instructions from political authorities – will make its way onto the 
list; or failing that, that several non-terrorist entities will be placed on the list. The 
possibility of appeal, granted by Article 6, is not enough to correct such ex-ante 
procedural deficiency. 
 
The effects of inclusion on the list are laid out by Article 7, and include the banning of the 
organization in question, closure of its properties and a ban on its meetings, prohibition 
of any funding, the freezing of funds, a ban on membership of the organization in 
question and advocating for it, travel bans, and bans on bans on public positions. This list 
is extremely troubling, both because the penalties may be applied on the basis of an 
inadequate underlying definition and an inadequate process, and because the list of 
effects itself appears to reveal that the intent of the Decree Law is to target organizations 
with some degree of public status – suggesting it will be applied to organizations that are 
not in fact involved in terrorist activities, which are unlikely to be so public and overt. The 
law might hence be used to dissolve human rights organizations, political parties and the 
like of which the authorities disapprove with only the vaguest nod to due process, while 
at the same time tarring those organizations publicly with the extremely detrimental label 
of terrorist, and denying members the right to participate in politics on an ongoing basis. 
The article, like the Terrorist Entities Law in general, is moreover vague as to the 
differentiation between penalties applied to entities and individuals, such that individuals 
can potentially easily incur liability for purported association with groups, regardless of 
individual knowledge or intent.260 
 

 Morocco 

 
The 2003 Law on Counterterrorism261 amended Article 40 of Morocco’s Penal Code262 to 
allow the penalty applied there, the prohibition of civic, civil or family rights for a period 
of up to ten years, to be applied in terrorist convictions. Deprivation of rights is never an 
appropriate penalty; deprivation of civil and political rights in particular seems 
particularly to indicate a penal framework aimed at political opponents rather than crime, 
while deprivation of family rights (in this case the right to be a guardian) is clearly an 
inappropriate punishment. 
 
The 2003 Law also amended Article 595(2) of Morocco’s Penal Code to allow the judicial 
authorities to freeze funds suspected of links to terrorism; while such freezings are 
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reasonable should there be sufficient evidence of such links, the law fails to establish any 
evidentiary threshold for such a holding. 

Conclusion 

Conclusion  
 
Measures to identify and combat terrorist organizations are not only reasonable but also 
necessary, in order to protect citizens from the violation of their rights inflicted by 
terrorist actions. Procedures to designate entities as terrorist all too often place endless 
discretion into the hands of the authorities, however, and hence allow for sanctions to be 
imposed on organizations or individuals not in fact engaged in terrorist activities, a 
pattern that has been demonstrated again and again. Such processes, moreover, offer an 
extremely powerful and convenient means by which regimes may target, tar and 
dismantle those who oppose them, in a major distortion of the purpose of 
counterterrorism laws that constitutes a major rights violation that weakens and distracts 
attention from effective counter-terrorism measures.  

 

2.4 Surveillance 
 

 Egypt 

 

Article 64 of Egypt’s Telecommunications Law263 forbids the use of encryption without the 
consent of the security authorities, violations of which are penalized with imprisonment 
and fine under Article 81. It also grants national security services complete access to the 
records of telecommunication providers as long as they are ‘exercising their power within 
the law.’ The provision for surveillance laid out by Article 64 is clearly overly broad and 
likely to lead to potentially unlimited surveillance (as in fact appears to be the case). The 
provisions banning encryption are also in clear violation of international standards, in 
addition to which they criminalize essentially all internet conduct, which relies on 
encryption of one form or another. Article 46 of the Counterterrorism Law 264  allows 
prosecutors and investigators to surveil and record conversations as well, without any 
need for a court order. 
 
In 2014 a leaked tender by Egypt’s Ministry of Interior made clear plans for an even 
more powerful social media monitoring system. 265  Later in 2014 the contract to 
undertake the surveillance was reportedly won by SEE Egypt, sister company to a US 
surveillance technology company Blue Coat whose technology Egypt had apparently 
previously employed; such reports were denied by the two companies and the Egyptian 
government. 266  Egypt has also reportedly used technology produced by the Italian 
Hacking Team company.267 Move to this new system represents a significant ramping up 
of Egypt’s surveillance technology and approach, and an even more intrusive and abusive 
system than that previously in place. December 2014 also saw the formation of a new 
High Council for Cyber Security bringing together top officials in an attempt to create a 
more coordinated intelligence community. 
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 Morocco 

 
The 2003 Counterterrorism Law268 amended Article 79 of the Criminal Procedure Code269 
to allow for the searching of homes without the consent of occupants. In contrast to the 
amended Article 79 of the code, searches should require warrants backed up by 
reasonable suspicion, not merely prosecutorial authorization. The 2003 Law also 
amended Article 595(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure to allow the attorney general 
to obtain information from banks as to the movement of funds suspected of links to 
terrorist activities. 
 
Numerous journalists are subject to online surveillance in Morocco. Morocco has 
employed spyware developed by the Italian spyware company Hacking Team, which has 
sold its spyware to several of the world’s most repressive governments, as well as the 
Eagle surveillance system (also used by Gaddafi), used to intercept emails and track 
journalists and dissidents on social media, developed and installed by the French 
company Amesys, as Swiss technologies used apparently for mobile telecommunication 
interception and jamming. Reported surveillance included online hacking as well as phone 
hacking and personal surveillance. Rather than amending its approach to comply with its 
human rights obligations, Morocco’s response to the Privacy International report has 
been a complaint filed by the Interior Ministry.270 
 

 Tunisia 

 
Article 8 of the Internet Regulations in Tunisia271 requires ISPs to submit lists of their 
subscribers to the Tunisian Internet Authority every month. In contrast, such information 
should only be available to the authorities where required by a warrant. 
 
In 2013 a Decree was passed in Tunisia establishing the Technical Telecommunications 
Agency.272 The body was given the task of providing support to law enforcement into 
investigations of communication crimes. The Technical Telecommunications Agency, 
including a related oversight body tasked with oversight to ensure the protection of 
privacy and rights, is set up by the decree as a government-controlled body. Meanwhile 
Article 5 of the Decree stipulates that the Agency’s activities will not be subject to public 
scrutiny. As such, there is little guarantee that the agency’s actions will in fact be rights-
respecting. This is particularly worrying given that, while it is understood not to be 
currently used, Tunisia still has access to extensive and intrusive Ben Ali era technologies 
that might be used for surveillance.273 
 
Tunisia’s new Counterterrorism Law274 grants security and intelligence services the power 
to use special investigative techniques (Article 52-61). The law does include the positive 
features that approval must be obtained for surveillance, though either a prosecutor or 
judge may grant such approval. The law also stipulates that one-year prison sentences 
may be applied should such forces exercise surveillance without the necessary approval. 
The law remains in need of improvement by clearly defining when surveillance may be 
authorized and by ensuring independent oversight over surveillance activities, however. 
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Conclusion 
 
Telecommunications technology has in and of itself represented a massive boon for 
freedom of expression, enabling new forms of communication and expression and the 
sharing of and access to information. The importance of modern telecommunications 
tools, and the internet in particular, was demonstrated emphatically by the role of such 
technologies in uprisings in the Arab region. Repressive governments have also 
recognized the importance of such networks, however, as demonstrated by the Egyptian 
government’s shutting down of telecommunications networks during the 2011 revolution 
as well as by the even more insidious and threatening practice of mass surveillance. As 
with counterterrorism in general, the international rhetorical and legal project of which 
has helped to enable mass surveillance, surveillance activities in countries of the Arab 
region have benefited massively both in terms of rhetorical justification and technological 
capacity from abuses committed in this realm in the developed countries of Europe and 
North America.  
 
Just as modern telecommunications are one of the most powerful potential tools of 
enhanced democracy globally, the possibilities for surveillance opened up by such 
technologies threaten the potential of similarly dramatic systems of control and 
monitoring. 
 

 

2.5 Sanctions and procedure 
 

Needless to say, the most severe penalties are applied relative to terrorist offenses. 
While this is reasonable relative to properly defined terrorist offenses, which constitute 
some of the most violent and dangerous crimes, it is of course exceedingly problematic 
where terrorism is defined in an overly broad manner. The potential application of the 
death penalty in particular constitutes a clear and egregious human rights violation in 
such a context. Both Egyptian and Moroccan law allow for the death penalty, with the 
new Counterterrorism Law in Egypt expanding the potential application of the penalty.275 
The new Counterterrorism Law in Tunisia276 also includes the death penalty, signaling a 
potential end to the moratorium on its use in Tunisia. 
 
Moreover, laws often allow for the stretching of procedure in the context of terrorism, 
violating individuals’ rights to due process. Thus for example the Counterterrorism Law in 
Egypt applies penalties on the basis of the consequences of actions with inadequate 
regard to the intent involved.277 The law also allows for arbitrary and incommunicado 
detention, in clear violation of some of the sharpest of human rights obligations.278 Article 
53 of the law purports to grant the President certain powers to declare a state of 
emergency – a declaration only likely to lead to further procedural violations – in clear 
contradiction of the clauses of the Constitution governing the same area. 279  The 
Counterterrorism Law in Morocco280 amends Articles 66 and 80 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure to allow extended police detention of individuals, without providing for 
necessary judicial checks, as well as to allow for the prevention of communication 
between the accused and his or her lawyer, in clear violation of human rights obligations. 
The new Counterterrorism Law in Tunisia similarly allows for extended periods of time in 
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Basic Rights,” 19 Aug 2015. Article 4 of the law also provides for a wide jurisdictional scope, allowing the law to 
be applied in numerous cases of crimes committed abroad as well – expanding the implications of the law’s 
negative provisions. 
276 Organic Law 22 of 2015. 
277  See CIHRS & EIPR, “The New Counterterrorism Law: Another Blow to the Constitution, Encourages 
Extrajudicial Killing,” August 2015, Section III. 
278 See id Section VII. 
279 See id Section VIII. 
280 Law 03-03 of 2003, modifying Morocco Penal Code, Decree 1-59-413 of 1962. 
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detention for terrorist suspects, stipulates that their detention will be incommunicado, 
allows for the closing of trials to the public without stipulating a narrow set of grounds 
upon which such closure may be effected, and allows for the potential that evidence may 
be kept secret from the accused without placing clear limits on such a possibility (Articles 
68 and 70). 
 
Article 8 of Egypt’s Counterterrorism Law contains yet another problem; while that law 
sets up a heightened and abusive regime of penalties that may be applied against 
whomever the government designates as terrorists, Article 8 suggests a regime of 
immunity may be set up for security forces – a regime that is of course already in place 
in reality, when the extent of killings is compared to the extent to which prosecution and 
punishment has been pursued, particularly for those on the highest levels.281 
 

3. Recommendations 

 
 States must ensure that terrorist offenses are defined in accordance with 

international standards, and in particular that only crimes rising to the necessary 
level of severity are defined as terrorist; 

 Penalization of statements understood to support terrorism must be limited to 
direct incitement of terrorism; 

 Criminal penalization of indirect support to terrorist acts or membership of 
terrorist organizations must be limited to situations where the individual in 
question demonstrated an intent to commit or further the commission of terrorist 
acts; 

 Any procedure set up to designate entities as terrorist must be overseen by 
independent authorities and make its decisions on the base of evidence and 
reasoned decisions, in a procedure respecting the principle of equality of arms. 
Any organization listed should be granted a fair hearing prior to any overt action 
against such organization on the basis of its listing;  

 Relevant details of the situations under which surveillance may occur, 
inappropriate forms of surveillance, appropriate penalties and the structure of 
judicial oversight of the surveillance authorities should be clearly laid out by law. 
Any surveillance must be case-specific and on the basis of a warrant granted 
under probable cause on the basis of fact; 

 Due process rights must be ensured. 
 
 

  

                                           
281 For more on this and other related articles of the law setting out a privileged regime for security forces, see 
CIHRS & EIPR, “The New Counterterrorism Law: Another Blow to the Constitution, Encourages Extrajudicial 
Killing,” August 2015, Section VI. 



 

V. CONCLUSION  
 
 
The above study has considered a substantial part of the legal frameworks and practice 
relating to freedom of expression in Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia since 2011. Tunisia is the 
only country that has seen substantial positive development during that period, although 
numerous challenges still remain. In Morocco, an extensive repressive apparatus is in 
place, though operated with a comparatively deft touch compared to Egypt, where an 
even more repressive legal framework is coupled with heavy-handed suppression of 
critical voices. 
 

While the countries have arrived at different points, the underlying logic and philosophy 
of the repressive frameworks still being reinforced in Morocco and Egypt and still 
unfortunately significantly still in place in Tunisia is similar. In the first place, the legal 
frameworks are designed to grant the governments as much discretion as possible. In 
the second place, the chilling effects of the legal frameworks are intended to apply as 
widely as possible. Both are accomplished in significant part through overly broad and 
vague laws, which can be used in a wide variety of circumstances, granting the 
authorities the tools they need in those cases they choose to focus on, while depriving 
individuals of any certainty as to the type of actions or speech that will be allowed, which 
is replaced by general ideas as to the sorts of speech that might land one in trouble. As 
noted above, the vagueness and potential of selective application present in individual 
articles of the law is compounded by the existence of so many repressive articles of law, 
while the force of such laws is granted both by the excessive sanctions that apply to 
individual provisions, as well as the potential that numerous provisions might be stacked 
together to target particularly outspoken individuals. 
 

As for the red lines themselves, the trinity noted in the first substantive section of the 
report is the clearest – the authorities, national sovereignty and the religious sensibilities 
of the majority are not to be touched. By weaving these categories together, the 
authorities attempt to bolster their power by declaring both that they are the nation and 
that they are the defenders of religion, and hence worthy of the support of the religious, 
attempting to assert as their own the unified source of authority. At the same time, those 
who challenge any of these red lines can be seen as challenging them all – an association 
potentially linked in the more extreme cases to the last category explored here, that of 
terrorism.  
 

Such legal frameworks are clearly in violation of the human rights obligations of the 
countries considered as well as the rights guarantees provided by their own constitutions, 
and for those reasons alone any action taken under such frameworks might be 
considered outside the law. Even beyond those protections, however, the nature of such 
laws should raise questions – as by admitting both individually and collectively of 
excessive vagueness, complemented by an ill-defined and vague application, they fail to 
comply with the basic parameters of the rule of law as such. 
 

The effects on freedom of expression are plainly apparent. In Egypt, the last five years 
have witnessed numerous prosecutions on the basis of the content of speech, along with 
continuing tight controls on the media in general. While the situation in Morocco has been 
significantly better in comparison, numerous prosecutions have also occurred, and a 
similarly comprehensive legal regime of control exists. Finally in Tunisia, several positive 
legal developments have taken place, although the new laws adopted themselves remain 
in need of further amendment and several areas of law that have not yet been updated 
remain in need of extensive reform – highlighting the extent of the efforts necessary to 
rework repressive legal frameworks. For the future, it is to be hoped both that Tunisia 
resists the temptation to adopt new restrictive laws or to continue to apply existing ones, 
and that the other countries in the region learn from the positive example being set and 
begin to reform their systems. Judging by current trends, however, such reform remains 
a faint promise. 
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